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ABSTRACT

Investigations have been continued and Concluded on the concept

of a virtual-system mode of access to a network of heterogeneous

-interactive-retrieval systems-and -databases:- An experimental trans-

lating computer interface, named CONIT, that*enables the virtual-system

mode, was developed as a research test vehicle. The interface was

designed to make the basic functions of three different bibliographic

retrieval systems easy to use, even by inexperienced end users by

providing a simplified common-command language coupled with extensive

online instruction. Analysis.of controlled experiments with end users

indicates the probable success of operational interfaces using the

virtual-system principle and other techniques demonstrated inothe

experimental interface The research has also suggested that certainr

techniques implementable on an interface could enhahce retrieval

effectiveness for a wide class of users by aiding users in the devel-

opment of search strategies..
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 .0verview

r:

The research reported Opon here considered methods of improved utiliza-

tion of existing online bibliographic information retrieval systems with heter-

ogeneous characteristics. A primary goal of the research was to investigate

the technique of interposing a computer interface between inexperieneed end

users and _the retrievaI.systems.- This interface would permit_end users to

access the systems themselves, directly, rather than throtigh)professional inter-

mediaries, 'as is generallyrequired now.

.The concept invest1gate4 consists of an interface,'implemented as a

sepal:ate computer system which intereonnects the heterogeneous sysIems into a

network through which information is readily retrieved by hiding'system dif-

ferences and providing other user aids. To test the validity of this concept,

there was developed an experimental translational interface that mapped many

features and protocols of three bibliographic systems into a single, common

or "virtual" system. In the primary operating mode of the'interface, it is

this virtual system with which end users interact. A "pass through" mode

is also provided, however, so that a.user with experience in any ,one system

in the network can engage that system in its own langup.ge.

. The three systems included in the network were OMIT (Sys'tems Development

Corporation), DIALdG (Lockheed), and MEDLINE as implemented at two locations:

the National Library of Medicine (NLM) and the State University of New York

(SUNY). Collectively, these systems provide, access to approximately 120'data-

bases and some .60 million documents.

An experimentil iterface designated CONIT, 'standing for Connector for

NetWorked lAnformatimi Transfer, was iMplemented on the M.I.T. MULTICS computer

system and

evalua4/

1 in a series of controlled experimentsinveling six encil

I a..4.

.

users.>. A comparative study of online air offline techniqUes for formulating

search strategie was part of the expelmental work. \
\

/
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1.2 The Importance of Getting End Users Online

it is important to get the end user online for severai reasons. Many end

users prefer to do their own searching; they wish'to.avoid the hassle of try-

ing to make their needs understandable to someone else. Thoy also wish to

avoid the requirement of making,an appointment with an intermediary searcher

which may mean an inconvenience in time, location, or both. rlf the end user

is not present during searching, the relevance-feedback benefits of inter-

active serching, are lost. f:inally, Taking it easy for the end user to do

his own searching has a compounded potential foi reancing costs: the cost of

an information specialist can be eliminated or 4t least greatly reduced, thus

making online searching more attractive to end'users; and the increased usage

of retrieval thus Created has riotential,for increasing the use factor of

vendors' systems, thereby offering, at least in principle, the.opportunity

for further user-cost reductions through the economies of the factor of scale.
4

1.3 Barriers to End-User Searching

Ease of use was alleged to be an inherent feature of online retrieval

systems when theyiwere first introduced. It was proposed that, through a

simple .interactive dialog with the computer, any user would be able to get

the information he or she needed quickly and easily. However, because early

.designers lacked the experience.needed to appreciate the difficulty of build-
,

ing into interactive-computer syStems the necessary human:factors features

that would enable the systems to be easily used, and because of the prolifera-

tion of systems, each with its own access requirements, it is professional

intermediaries acting on behalf of end users,'rather than the end users them-

selves, who are actually retrieving the information being sought. Even the

intermediaries regularly require'a training period of up to a week for each

new system that must be learned. Furthermore, as Benenfeld (1975)* has

reported, intermediaries must.spend a considerable part of each work week

practicing searching in'order not to "lose touch", as well as spend a number

of hours per week trying to keep up with system changes and new d4abases

Specialized characteristics of infreqUently used databases are easily forgotten.

Wanger (1976).has quantified the extent to, whiph end users (i.e., those who

* References are listed alphabetically by author and date in
Section 6.
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ultimately need and use the information retrieved) operate the systems

themselves. She reports that an extensive study of retrieval-system use

showed that the end user performed his own search only 7.3 percent of the
./C

time. Others who have reported on problems of end users of interactive sys-
..

tems include Mann (1975), Curtis (1977) , and Kennedy (1975). In fict, the

notion has been expressed in recent'information science conference discus-
:

.sions that there really is no hope of bringing the end user online. Our

research on this point, however, leads us to the conclusion that is is

entirely feasible to do so provided certain aids to simplify u:se can be

incorPorated into the computer systems.

1.4 The Translating-interface/Virtuali.Vstem Aplyoach

In order to investigate means to surmount.obstacies hindering tonven-

ient and effective Use of the multiplicity of heterogeneous interactive bib-
.

liographic retrieval systems, the M.1.T. Laboratory for Information and

Decision Systems undertook a research prOgram to examine the feasibility of

interconnecting interactive retrieval systems through computer interfaces.

The computerinterface s intended to achieve compatibility among systems

of heterogeneous hardware and software components through use of common

retrieval profOcolS, br b)4 translating dissimilar protocols to a common

set (see Fig. 1).

Our research program emphasized an approac4 in which .,the interface is;

in effect, a common system into Uhich,'and f n which, requests and results

are translated automatically as they flow between user and serving systems.

This approach has the virtue that a usertemptineto retrieve information,

when entering through the access mechanism provided by the common interface,

sees a single virtual system in which. all the complexities of the'different

retrieval systems and databases are hidden; only.a single uniform system is

apparent. In this way, the goal of convenient use of heterogeneous coliputer

resource's is achieved, at least for the particular application of interactive

bibliographic retrieval systems.
.

.

r.,
There are four aspcts of our approach which, taken together, distingu sh

our/efforts to achieve networkin. g (1) We conceritrated on the informatiol
,,, ,r,

,
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transfer application, with particular emphais on online bibliographic

retrieval systems; (2) we utilized exjsting, major, stand-alone interactive

systems without modification; (3) we placed emphasis on serving tlie ordinary

end user that is, the user experienced neither in computer programming,

general computer usage, nor in the use of interactive retrieval systems:.

and (4) we replaced .existing, heterogeneous, often difficult-to-use

computer/human interfaces with a simpler, common,easier-to-use interfacc.

(ur research on this project has included investigations of the

foltowing related areas:

1) Networking approaches for heterogeneous systems

2) Human factors and instructional considerations for online systems

3) Retrieval functions and common languages

4) Indexing conversion and other search techniques

5) Commonality among database structures

6) Logical and software structures.for networked interfaces

7) Experimental interface systems

.8) User evaluation with an experimental interface

91 Cost/benefits tradeoffs

Our previous work in these areas has been detailed in reports anti Papers

(see Section 6: Project Bibliography).

1.5 Outlinb of Current Work

In the remainder of this report, we describe the work that has been. per-

formed during the period of this grant, May 1977 tlirough April:1979. In

Section 2, we desoribe the development of an enhanced experimental interface

that has .been used as a vehicle for investigating the virtual-syseem/trans-
,

lating-computer-interface concept. This new development on the CONIT inter-

face has included several aspects:

1) :The addition of several retrieval functions to the Iiirtual mode

2) Improvements to the instructional dialog

3) The incorporation of a-ffill-fledged virtual system mode in which

the userpay bypass system selection .and go directly to data-

base selection

11
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4) information at the interface enabling users to make

infotmed judgments on datobase selection

in section 3,.we describe a sOries of experiments run with actual

end users of CONMto test the effectiveness of the various interface

techniques we haveeemployed. Effectiveness is measured,in terms of the

facility with which users learn the CON1T commands and the quality of

the retrieved results.

Section 4 and .5 contain an overall analysis of the interface con-

cept Ancl. its potential in varjous contexts.
e-

Sections 6 and-7 contain a tiroject biblipgraphy and references

for this report, respectively.

The appendices contain detailed lisj_ings of instructional material

and experimental usagps.

L

.r

$
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2. ENHANCE!) CONIT EXPERIMENTAL INTERFACE

In a previous report '(P 8*) , we described a version of CONIT,

which we could call "CONIT 2", on which experiments with end usere were'

performed. Results of those experiments indicated that end users could,

'indeed, be brought online., but that there verea number of areas in'

which interface capabilities needed to be enhanced before effective use

by inexperienced psers was possible.' 'Since then, a new version of CON1T,

which we call "CONIT 3",,has been created which incorporates several

enhancements to CONIT 2. In this section we first simparize these enhance-
.

.ments, next wiogive an overall description of CONIT 3 through'an exampfe

session; and finally, we summar,ize the commands in CONIT 3.

2:1 New CONIT Features

21.1.1 Improvqmntsrto User Instructions

Experience with CONIT 2 suggested imi)rovements to the instruc-

tibpal dialog which have been implemented. These included additions to,

and modifications of, messages given by CONIT. Some of these messages are'

explicitly requested by the user by-the EXPLAIN (HELP) command; and others

aregiven by CI:my as.part of the regular instruction in a given context

[e.g., what to do after the response to the FM (search) command is given].

Attention mas given to providing online instruction when it would be most

useful, 'and inhibiting ovetly repetitious messages. Thus, for example, a

special message was added after the secOnd'search reminding the user of

the COMBINE coMmand. Ahother special message after the first (but no other)

user error in giving a command name reminded the user about how 'to cOrrect

typing erroy. The full list of requestable (EXPLAA) messages for CONIT 3

is given, in Appendix A. A partial accounting of the context dependent mes-

sagesis given explicitly in the sample user dialog-given in Section 2.2

As will be explained in detail in S,ection 3, various instructional

materials, in additidn to the online instruction, Were prepared in printed

form for Offline use. These_included'a Printed version of the EXPLAIN

messages (see Appendix A) pluslpecial instructions,for the development

"P-number'! referepces refer to documents in the
Project Bibliography (Section 6).
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of online searching strategies and (he selection of databases .

2.1.2 New functions (The True V_ irtual System)

CONTI 2 permitted most of the basic retrieval functions to'be

requested :in the commOn CON IT language. In CON IT 3, a number of r.addi ti Ona 1

.-

funct.ions were nrade expressible in the conuuon 1 angage . TIAese additional

fulictions include; (1) author- n?ine searching (as wel 1 as Nvbject- term

searching) ; (2) the abi Li ty fo request off, I ine output from the remote host

-retrieval system; hnd (3) the ability to g ,t information aboui a.datahase

and/or select a database at 'any point in the online session, regardless

of what, if any, retrieval system,is currently connected.

This third added capability is extremely important, because it real-
,

,

izes the virtual-system concept. By that, we mean it .is no 'longer neces-

sary for.the user to be concerned about the differenCretrieval'systems,

as such. She Or he need be concerned only about w databases to be
/

searched.

.

This capability was provided by having
informatk

l,o,!1 about each datg:

, base in the CONIT interface. A user, then, can find out about available
p

databases directly from CONIT. When a user selects,a database for search-

ing, CONIT checks to see what systems have that database. If the database

is gvailable on the currently connected system, than a simple database 4,

selection command is issued in the command language of the currerit system.

*Otherwise; a system that does' have the given database is connected to
3

automatically by CONIT (after automatically disconnecting the current

retrieval 7stem, if any. Thus, the user can ignore thd.issue of di-e-

ferent retrieval systems with respect to,which systems have.which

databases, or 'which system (if any) is currently connected. Of course,

the differences among system command languages had already been submerged

in. CONIT 2. System connections for CONIT'3)are shown in Fig. 2.

2.2 Example of CONIT'Session

In order to understand the experiments and analyses in subsequent

sections of this report 'i-t--48.-1nélpfu1 to have'an appreciation of the

features and capabilities of the CONIT interface system. Perhaps the

4
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best way to gain this appreciation is to review the operation of CON1T

for a typical'online SeSsion. For this purpose, we have chosen thd on-

line session of one of the CON1T users in our last round of experiments.

Excerpts of a slightly modified version of thin session are reproduced

in Appendix B. The modifications include a ,few additions to the actual

sessi9n, in order to illustrate certain features. The user commands

are labOed 01, U2, .... The CONIT system responses Tire labeled Cl,C2,

A reproduction of one pag, of the original typescript is shown

in Figui.e 3.

Prior to the siart of the session itself, the CONIT interface sys-

tem has been logged in and set up at a terminal connected to the MULTICS

computer.- The user is told to start his session by, typing 'ehe word

"start",followed by a. carriage return on the terminal (U1). CONiT's

response (C1) is a message welcoming the user and giving him a simplified

method for correcting typing errors and expldining how to get instruct-
A.

ional help. Ihile help is !Aiggested, the user is given the option of

going off and doing what he wants (a general principle in CONIT).

Two aspects of the user/system interactive dialog are introduced in

this first message: (1) the user should wait for the user Lie which

indicates that it is his turn to "talk", and (2) the user indiAtes the'

completion of his command by a çriage return. Two other points; are

illustrated-by message'Cl: (1) su gestions on what to do next are given

and highlighted by special format (separate line with five space indenta-
\

tion contrasted with three-space indentation for-paragraphing); and

(2) explanatory information is given in "chunks" with the size of the

chunk being related to the coritext (messages early' in the session are

generally Shorter and cover fewer,facts than later ones).

, The user follows the system advice and asksJor help (1J2). In its

res e (C2), CONIT introduces tbeEXPLAIN command. h doing so, CONIT

also introduces through example the idea of the command-name/argument

format for the user command langauge, and the idea that abUreviations

are permissible for shortening user commands.

16.
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(IIn C u3, the ser s-es a list of the t)asic commands and a short eXplan-

ation of each. This amount of detail was designed to he sufficient to

give the user an overview of the interface system capabilities and a guide-

line for future instruction without overburdening him/her with details.

This goal is aided by having relatively few differ,ent hav,ic commands. C3 ..

I

also gives additional instruction on the basic pricedures for the inter-

active dialog. Much of this instruction has been .een by the user before;

the technique of repeated instruction\is a. purpose ul apj)roach in order

to achieve learning reinforcement. in
\
C3 the.conc pt of a hierarchical ,

Lstructure to iqstruction is brought forward. The simple, general explan-

ation is given first; more detailed explanations are available, at user

request or system 4scretion, to elaborate on various aspects of the

initial explanation. ,The inexperienced user is prompted to get an explan-

ation of the PICK command next; this follows the princi,p10 of giving, or

suggesting, instruction on a system feature at the first point in the

session when the user ks likely to need the feature:

In C4, CIWIT explains how the PICK command is used to pick databaseS

for searching. In acdordance with the virtual-system approach, the user

is' not required to consider what retrieval systems are appropriate.

However, information is,given on how theexplanation for system specifi-j,

cationNhich a sophisticated userl might want, can be reTiested.

The'response to the SHOW DATA'command (CS) lists the seven subjett

areas chosen as a high-level claifieation scheme for the databases to

which CONIT has,access. Again, following the hierarchical approach pre-
,

"sented by CONIT, the user specifies onitof these areas'(Area 5) for
9

detailed database listing in 'the command,SHOW DATA 5 (U6).

. .

For each database, CONIT,gives a common CONIT name and number, the

"standard" name, a short explanation of the database, and an indication of

14
which retrieval systems have the d tabase. The CONIT nam6 is intended to

be More indicative of the sdbject c ntent of the database than the "stand-

ard" name which is often a meaningless'character string to the uninitiated

(note that different.systems sometimes give diffefent names to the same

database). Any of these ndmes is allowed for use in the PICK command, as
.s

r

* The actual experimental user on which this.sample session is based
did not issue commands US or 06, since he was in the group of users

who were,presented offline printed explanations of databases (as
explained below in Section 3).,

18 )



well as the CONJT number, which provides a short form that incorporates

the CONIT classification scheme.

Generally, the short explanation of-a database is sufficient infor-

mation upon which a user can decide whether to search the database. How-

ever, additional information is available through tpe EXPLAIN DATA name
t

command. (Name iS the name, or number, for the database on which infor-

illation is desired.) y this conunand, the information about a database

available online from a retrieval system is requested of that system.

if the retrieval system which has the information is not currently connected

CONIT connects to it (see bejow for discuss'ion of automatic connection

protocols), The information itself.is obtained by CONTT's sending the

ETLEn and ?FlELDn commands to DIALOG (n = the DIALOG number of the data-

base) or the "EXPLAIN name" command to the ELHILL* or ORBIT systems_
(name = database name as known by the host retrieval system).

Next, the user picks the SOCIAL SCIENCES CITATION INDEX database

(CONIT name SOCSCT, CONIT number 51), with the command PICK 5.1. CONTT

recognizes that the database'is available only on the DIALOG system (at

the time of this experiment) and sets about connecting to DIALOG. Note'

in this virtual system mode of operation the user need not be concerned

about where the database actually is; CONIT will find it for him. Tf

the database is available on more than one sY'stem, CONIT will choose

according to the following algorithm: k

, 1) .If there is a currently connected system and the database s

)

4 2) Otherwise, the "normally preferred" system is chopen. (Pref-

erence is now preset, although it could be dynamic, and i

1ased
on such criteria as which system is more readily ava 17

S0

-
a le or which database implementation is more,complete,or less11

'costly. For example, SUNY/MEDLINE is preferred over NLM/ DIJNE
1

because it is usually less busy, and for that reason, is tle

System users are urged to use by the National Library of d-

icine for accessing the Ji4EDLINE, SDfLINE, or MESH vocabulary

available on it, that one is chosen;

'EleHILL is the official name for the National Library of
Medicine's retrieval system,'which is often known by its
database; MEDLINE.'
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(tatabases.)
A

When a database is picked, and no system is currently connected,

is the case in this example, CON1T must request the MUITICS system

.0stablish an appropriate physical-network connection. This requires

c placing( of a ,t.elephone call which is accomplished by the automatic

/dialing equipment. The iya coRnection takes about 30 seconds
*

e during which time the messages given in the first nine lines following

the '+++4-CONIT:' header in (.7 are presented to the 'user. These mes-

sages serve four purpoSes:

1) Feedback concerning CON1T's understanding of which database

wa's pi!ckedis given the user for checking purposes.

2) The identification of the interconnecting network* (here TYMNFT)

and the system chosen is given; this information is not neces-

sary, but may be 'useful for example, in case system or

network is.unavailable.

3) Additional instruc6onal information is giveti to,the user

concerning his interactive, dialog with the interface.

4) The user is kept informed of.what is\going on, and not left

to wonder, because he sees n thing happen, if something

has gone wrong.

The fourth purpose providehe main reason for giving the remaining

parts of the re\sponse C7. Each of these lines is given after some corrob-

orated response is obtained in the sequence of: (1) placing the telephone

call; (2) identifying the terminal properly to the network and inhibit-
.

ing network echoing of characters; (3) establishin the connection to

ihe host retrieVal s'ystem; (4) logging into the ret leval systemwith

hppropriate identification and/or password strings; (5) insome systems,

estahlishiffg the ab6reviated version Of the dialog (between CONItT and

the retrieval systim), zind, lly (6) connecting to the desired data-

base. The entire process. sZomatic, and while messages are given

the user to keep him assured that progress is continuing, he need not be

concerned with any of 'the many details of the connection process. One

aspect of the,host'messages(of the connection pro4ss is fed back to the

The network is chosen'by CONIT if the user does noi specify. The

default network was TYNNET here; at-other times'it has been TELENET.

The preset choice of network is based primarilx_ELlIbich network was
easier to make local connections to in the recent past.
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user for his possible /interest: any broadcast news message. No such

message appeared in this login, hut suc:11 news was fed bock the login

to ORBIT shown in.CS6 below.

The explanation of the FIND command (C8) give's the user an expos.i-

t. i on or the keyword/ s t em free- vocalm 1 ary- b a s edt i nidt i a I search .st ra t egy

recommended by CON1T. The user then r6quested. explanations (C9-C14) of

add I. t ional in format ion on search in as recommended by CON IT .

At this point in the session, a commiinications failure occurred.
. )

The .user picked the databaseagain, and cOmmunications were re-established.
.

,

The user, who was searching on the subj-ect "world economic and political

mOdels" then followed one of the previous CONIT suggestions antl used the

SHOW INDEX command to browse the index of the SOCSCI database for terms

alphabetically near two,words related-to 'his search: "model" and

"world". The SHOW INDEX command is translated as the EXPAND command

in'DIAOG and the NEIGHBOR command in ELWELL and ORBIT.

The, user follows the CONIT suggestion to search on keyword stems

with his first seardh: FIND MODEL. Following CONIT's searching prin-

ciples of searching all possible indexes on stemmed forms, this is

translated as SELECT MODEL? i.e., do a truncated search on the given

word in the basic index. In ELHILL and ORBIT, this would be translated

as "FIND ALL ODEL: These latter two systems do specifically allow

searching 'all ndexes, in contrast to DIALOG, which requires a dif-
,

ferent ki,nd of search request for each non-basic index.

The hoSt sponse from this search takes longer than a preset figur6

(here set at fiv seconds). Will-Sever long delays like this occur; CONIT

gives the user the option to wafi longer for the response, or give up
-

and go.on to something else. This procedure is another manifestation

of the doctrine of avoiding excessive time during which the userpight

be unsure of What, if anything; is happening Or what-he should do in

the absence of response. .Of course, this protedure also liandles the case

where, due to some unforeseen Occurrence, the host system ii-e-Ver will

respond. We may note that the detailed explanation on what to do in ,

this delay situation is presented to the user only in the first instance;

t.i.



in later instances, it is assumed that the user knows what to do.

The power of the truncated or stemmed search is demonstrated by

the fact that the results for set 1 and set \f/ show significantly. higher

retrieval counts than would untruncated searches.

,Note the special message at the end of the response to the second

.search, sdggesting the combine operation; this follows the principle of

providing smestions when most likely to be needed. -The ussr here had

already seen the explanation on the COMBINE command and so goes ahead to

perform,it.

The user next issues the SHOW command to see catalog output for

retrieved documents from the current set. After getting more detailed

information on )ow to get more particular output information, the user

requests all the information available on document 4. He then requests all

op all documents ift the current,set be output offline (at the remote,host

site) and mailed to M.I.T..

Just a few interactions selected from the remainder of the session

will be chosen to illustrate some other system features. 'In U33, the

user has macte a syntactic error (left out space after COMBINE eommand);

he realizes this and strikes the BREAK key to "WI" the'line up to

that point and return to CONIT command level in order to resnbmit command

in correct form. In U53, the user employs the Boolean AND NOT operator

in a COMBINE c'ommand to eliminate documents already retrieved. In 1156,

he decides to search a new database: SSIE (the Smithsonian Science In-

formatiori Exchange database containing research project summaries). At

the time of the experiment, this database was available through CONIT

only on the ORBIT system. CONIT recognizes this fact and logs in to

ORBFT'after loggihg off of DIALOG.

The user employs the same CONIT commands to 'redo his search in

SSIE; of course, different translations are involved. In 1184, the SHOW

REVIEW command is given to request a listing of all searches done on

SSIE during the sesston until' that time. In 1190 the session is terminated
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with the STOP command; CON-IT automatical ly .logs off of

retri6val system before terminating the session.

2.-3 Summary of CON TT sCommands

the connected

The functional capabilities o.f CONIT are _summarized in the fol low-
ing list of, commands:*

,2.3.1 Instrpction-Requesting

EXPLAIN concept

An explanation of the concept or item designated concert

is given

HELP = EXPLAIN EXPLAIN (Get-started message given)

2.3.2 Database lnfOrmation

Show DATA.

Lists seven areas of data bases .

'SlIOW DATA n

Lists databases in area n

EXPLAIN DATA.database [system]

Get the explanation of database database from system system

V

2.3. 3 Database' Selectioti

PICK database [system] [network]

Connect to database database dh system system through network netm

wdrk.- First log aff currently connected system and select default system
%

ancrdafabase, as required:

2.3.4 -Search aneindex Operations

FIND subject

Do a truncated search in the basiá index (and in other indexes,

if posSible) on the subject term(s) subject.

*,.In the explanation ofcommands, we.use underlininvin examples of
language.constructionAo indicate variable elements and bracketing.

,

to Andicate optional'arguments.

9 r .
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name.

FIND AUTHOR author-name

Do a truncated.search in the author index under the name author-
(-)

SHOW INDEX term

Perform the browsing cannand to display terms alphabetically near

term from the basic index of the-currently connected database,

SHOW REVIEW'

All searches in the currently selected database are reviewed.

COMBINE SET bool SET k

The sets designated i and k are combined according tothe Boolean

operator bool, where bool "and", "or", or "and not".

2.3.5 Outputting.Document Information

SHOW [DOCUMENYS i lc] [SET s] [TYPE] [OFF]

InformatiOn of the type type for documents numbered i .through k of

set s is given. -The types allowable are "title", "abstract","citation

(title, author, and source)", and "all"; the default type is "citation".

The default documents are the first five. If k is missing.information

on the single docunient i Is output. If OFF is present; the information

is output offline; otherwise, online display is'assumed. The order in

which the arguments appear is optiOnal.

2.3.6 Miscellaneous Commands

7SEND command rm".

The command command is sent directly.to the connected remote host

retrieval system without'translation.

START

Begin, or restart, session.

STOP

- End session disconnect any connected ,systems' first)



DISCONNECT

Disconnect connecte(1 systems (hut do nOt end session)

COMMENT comment

The user's comment comment is saved by CONIT for future review by

,the research project investigators.

SHOW STATUS

The names Of the currently connected database, system, and network

are displayed.

SHOW NEWS

The Lurrent news items from the connected retrieval systems are

displayed to the user at the terminal.

In addition to the commands meant for, regular use by ordinary end

users, there are a number of commands designed for use by the CONIT system

implementers and operators. These commands peimit the following'operations:

selecting a rule table to guide the session and translations; making mod

ifications to the current rule table; and putting the CONIT system in a

mode to accommodate debugging operations..

2.3.7 Interrupting and Editing_

The BREAK key can be used to interrupt action of CONIJ or

the remote system. If CONIT action is being interrupted, control is

returned immediately to the user for further commands. lf remote-system

action is being inteivppted, then CONIT sends a simulated BREAK (series of

nulls) to that systpm (if it accepts breaks); in ,any case, CONIT then

waits for a signal from the remote System s/ygnifying that it is ready for

additional commands before returning a user-cue to the CONTT user.

The MIMICS character-cancel code (11) and line-cancel code (@) are used.

Tn addition, the BREAK key can he' used to kill the line and get a new

user,cue.-

;



3. INTERFACE EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Ob)ectives

The broad objective of the experimental program was to_evaluate

the CON1T interface in terms of its ability to allow end usvis lo satis-
,

fy their informational needs by accessing a nethork of heterogeneous

information systems through the interface. Several meaMires of effect-

iveness were vonsidered: quantity of information 'recovered; usefulness

af ilecovered information; effectiveness of individual searches ( as

measured by precision) and of the overall session (as measured by.recall);

the thne requitbd to arrive at various stages of the search; and general

user satisfaction with the interface.

A second objective 'was to make a comparative analysis of an Online

and offline approach to search-strategy formulation: As discussed in detail

below, we haVe c:Ome to the concliision that an.end user's ability to formu-.

late a good search strategy is crucial to his success in extracting useful

information from the network. Trained information spe'cialists have con-

siderable sic:01:in arriving at a good.strategy; how to 'substitute for

this skill when an inexperienced user is online was one-segment of -our

investigations.

3.2 The.Experimental Users and Their Information Needs.
,

We sought typical end users,to serve asiexperimental users (EU's) of

CONfT interface' system. Such users were sOlicited ihrough notices

posted at locations scattered around the M.I.T. campUs. These notices'
,

offered free information from computer databases in return for participa-

tion in our experiments. Responders to the offer were interviewed to ,

determine their information 'needsfand backgrounds, especially with respect.

to .computer experience. Basically; the six Ws were the first fespOliders
"

who could'be fitted in with the experimental schedule. Seireral reS-

ponders were tulped 'away, either because they were already profiOent

aearchers in onelof More computer retrieval systems, and/or they did not

-,
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have an immediate, bona fide need in terms of a well defined,topic of

current personal interest. .

The general Search topics amd professional backgrounds of The six

choseh 'to be EU's are given in Table 1. All six Ell's had used computers

online to a limited extent, but not for information retrieval. However,

four of the six had observed others do online bibliographic searching.

EU No.

1

2

4

5

6

Table 1. 'General Search Topics of the Six EU's

Professional
Level

Graduate student in
Library Science; part-
tithe secretary

Engineer; part-time
gNuate student in
Aeronautics

Graduate student in Mech-
anical Engineering and in
POlitical Science

, Graduate student in
Physics

Research Staff member;
Post-doctoral Fellow'

Graduate student with
background ilChemistry,
Library Scielke and
Social Science

General' Search Topic

The interface'between municipal
librarieS and social service agencies

Airplane wing section design

World models' in economics and
politics

Cross sections of helium ions under
electron bombardment

Measurements of two-ar phenomena
in persons with a hearing loss

Oral e4inations as a testing tech-
nique and.curriculum design in
medical education.

r

None of the EU's had been usink computers regularly in the recent Past.

One of them was an excellent typist, four were fair, and the remaining one

classified himself as a1"hunt and peck" type. ll of the EU's were in an

.aCademie-and/or research environment. Five of the six weie currently study-

ing at the graduate level: two fIll,time M.I.F. doctoral candidates, one. ,

special (part-time) M.I.T. graduate stild6nt, and two Master's degree candi-

dates at neighboring colleges. The sixtkEU was a post-doctoral Fellow.,
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The search topics covered a wide variety of subject areas, including

three in social science areas and three in physical, medical, or engin-

eering sciences.

3.3 Experimental Procedures

All experiments were carefully controlled and monitored. To the

extent possible, the same set of procedures was used for each EU and the

same set of data points was recorded. Three EU's (EU1, EU2, and EU3)

identified as-"Group A, began the development of their search strategies

offline;'-in accordance with a set of printed instructions giyen to them

at the outset of the session before they engaged the computer tei-minal.

These instructions concern database selection and search-strategy form-

ulation; they are reproduced in Appendix C.

The other three EU's (EU4, EUS and MO., identified as "Group B",

did not get the offline instructions; they were assisted solely by the

online instructions given through the terminal. In other words, all EU's

were given online instruction through CONIT, while just the first three

had additional offline instruCtion.

At the.beginning of each experimental session, an experimental super-
.

visor (ES) .briefed thPEU concerning the nature of the experiment. In

order to keep this briefing as nearly uniform as poSsiBle, a common brief-
.

ing statement (see Appendix C) was read to'the EU. The oral briefing

took fro* 3.5 minutes to 6.0 minutes, and averaged 4.6 minutes in length

for.the six,EU's

Following the briefing, the Group A ,EU's were given the offline

/instructions. These users spent between 20 and 36 minutes with these

, materials,',as shown in Table 2. Thelexperimental supervisor answered

the EU's questions after the debriefing and during their use of the off-
.

,line instructions. The online session itself -- i.e.,.the EU's inter-

action with CONIT at the computer terminal began imillidiately after

the briefing for the Group B EU's and immediately,after the offline

preparation mentioned above for the Group A EU's. The exVerimental super-

visor remained in the room where the EU worked at the terminal. The purpo'se
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of this arrangement was to provide unobtrusive monitoring of the

session and of the EU (beyond what was poNible frow(he full record

of user commands and CONTT responses, as maiptained in a computer

"audit file) . The supervisor_sat at a terttilnal located at the opposite

end of the room from the one at'which the Ill worked. At the terminal,

the supOritisor feigned work unt9jated to the ,EU, bill actually used the

terminal to monitor the CONTT/EU itfteractions. 1 h6-superv1501 Could

also observe visually any activity of the EU not recorded on the computer.

The EU himself was asked to make written or mental notes of particular

problems or other reactions he might have, se as to be able to relate

his/her experiences more completely to the supervisor at a post-session

, debriefing. The st. -rvisor did not prompt. the EU or otherwise interfere

with the Course of the interaction unless computer system bugs or computer

cOmmunications problems appeared to hinder the continuation-of the session;

1 few such problems did ctop up, as explained below.

The online session was terminated when the EU issued the STOP com-

mand. The.primlfty motivation forterminating the session appeared to be

Ihe EU'zs feeling that he was at the point of diminishing returns, as far

as getting useful information? was concerned. At the end of the online

session, the supervisor held a debriefing conference with the EU, as a

means of getting his reactions,while they were fresh in his mind. This

debriefing included a detailed review of the session-interactions using

the terminal tjrpescript and any note of the EU or supervisor as guides.

The review emphasized: 1) any problems.enconntered by the EU;-(2) the

rationale for EU .search strategy'formulation; and (3) relevance judgments .

by the U dn.retrieved documents. The EU's were asked to judge relevance

on a foUr-ppint Scale: high, medium, low, and none.

Based_on.the relevance"judgments given by"the EUs during the experi-
Y'l

mental' sessions, we subsequently performed an analysis of search strategies

that might improve oh the searches of the Obvs. Searches based on this

analysis, bqth in databasespickedvby the EU and in others, were then

performed. Catalog Output from selected documents retrieve trom these

i '
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searches, along with the offline output requested during the online

experimental session, was then presented to the EU for further relevance

judgments. In a couple of cases, a second round of analyst searches

and EU relevance judgmOhts.was carried out before a final analysis of the

experiment was comNeted.

'3.4 Experimental Results

3.4.1 Quantities MeasUred

Statistical data derived from the various stages of the exper-

imental analyses are summarized in Table 2. The measurements for the ind-
f.

ividual EU's-are given along with averages for each quantity measured.

Averages are shown for: (1) Group.A, the offline-instruction.users (EU1-3);

(2) Group.13', the users having online instruction only (EU4-6); and (3) all
le

six Ell's (7,01-6) taken as a single group.
f

The quantities measured include the times required to reach various

critical junctUres. of-the session and numbers related to how busy the

EU was and how maiiy useful documents were retrieved, compared to the

number potentially retrievable in the databases: The times measured in

(2a) through (2(1) refer to the time from the 15eginning of the online ses-

sion a't the terminal. The time-to-first-PICK (2a) is how long it took the

EU to pick adatabase in' which to -search. The time-to-first-FM (2b) is the
1

time until the first search command was issued. The time-to-first-SHOW (2c)

is the time until the first output\on refrieved document references was

requested. .The time-to-first-Useful-reference is how long it took before

the EU saw a document reference that was useful to his or her problem.

The number of commands issued online by the EU (4a) and the resulting

number of online typescript pages (4b) ekh page is about 60 lines, some

of, which are blank (see Fig. 3 for typical page) are measurements of

"busyness". These figures are normalized,for length of time at terminal

in (5a) and (5b).
,

The number of document references requested by the EU (8) is broken

down to4those shown online (8a).and those requestedofor offline output (8b).

Similarly, the number of documents judged useful by the EU (9) -- based on

30
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Table 2. Results of User Experiments .

Quantity Measured

Individual Users

EIJI EU3
..._

36

EU/

Time (min) for offline
instruction

Time (min) online until:

20 23

fir5t \MK .5 9 23

_2b. first FIND 14 34 15 32

2c. first SHOW (Docu- \44.
ments), 20' 19 41 15 41

2d. first useful ref. 30 29 41 47 50

Total online time (min)

iNmount of interaction

4a. commands issued

4b. pages of typescript

S 0

63

14

5f

38

11

1 1 0

96

24

69

72

1.9\

124

114

30

Rate of interaction,

5a. Commands/minute 1.3 0.7 0.8 1.0 0.9

5b. Pages/hour 17 12 13 L17 15

Total session time (Min) 70 70 146 69' 124

Number of:

7a. Databases,searched 2 1 2 2

7b. Reti. systems used 2 1 2 J. 2

Number doc references :

8a. shown online 20 7 68 29 60

1

8b. printed offline' 40 50 '319 0 0

Number useful refs:

9a. seen online 4 3 34.1 31

9b. total found by user 19 30 171 1 31-

Recall base, est. , 960 1000 7'30 140 1200

.02 .03. .23 .01 .03

144ig. P'1,(

Averages

1116 FU1-3

26

1114-()

0

6 7 12 9

.11 18 19 .19

154 27 24 25

IS 33 37 ,35

108 72 100 86

8.1 64 89 77

27 16 25 21

0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9

15 14 16 15

108 98 100 99

2 1.7 2

2 1.7 1.7

1..8

1.7

38 32 40642 ' 37

0 136 0 68

8

670

.01

14

77

S90

.09

1,3

13

,670

.02

14

45

780

.05
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the particular catalog output seen is indicated for online retrieval

(9a) separately from the total found (9b). Precision figurel; are implicit

in these statistics', although the precision so derived is for selected

portions of selected searches.

The recall base was estimated on the basis of relevance judgments

madt by the EU on samples of documents retrieved in post-session analyst

searches. For purpose of this summary, a document was considerd "relevant"

if it was marked as being of "high" or "modera'te" relevance by the EU;

'low"-relevance documents are lumped with "no"-relevance documents as being

nonrelevant, For the purposes of the six FU's, relevance was closely

related to usefulness, although we shall qUalify this point later. The

recall base was derived by a simPle extrapolation on the samples shown to

\
the EU: as will be discussed below, this is simply a lower bound on the

.ctual recall base that would be found through.fully exhaustive search
\

methods.

3.4.2 Overview of Results

The'results generally show that the EU's were able to use CONIT

and find a number of relevant documents Qn their own. However, because

pariicular circumstances affect the results'so strongly, we need to con-
-

sider more details concerning the individual sessions in order to properly

assess the degree of effectiveness of various aspects of the interface.

A summary of pertinent session details is given in Appendix D.

In attempting to evlute the effectiv,eness' of the experimental CONIT

system -- and thereby, the potential effectiveness of similar interface
4

sjrstems -- we might start by considering one measured quantity in Table .2:

the online time until,the first useful reference was retrieved (2d). The

average O'this measurement over all six EU's was 35 minutes. This figure

can,be judged in either a tive or a positive light. On the one hand,

if the EU had worked with arrinforniation specialist intermediary who was

experienced in the several systems involved, the same results could undoubtedly

have been achieved more quickly.

On the other hand, the experimental results suggest that inexperiAiliced

eiltt
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users can, with the aid of interface techniques find iniormarion frOm

heterogeneous systems and databases in reasonable periods of thne. Note

! that what is ini..luded within this time pert is learning how to inter-

act with CON1T at the terminal, and specific:a ly, learning and using

commands to get explanations, pick databases, perform searches, and display

information on retrieved documents. in
,

addition, for the f Group B

(and pa-rtially fot those of Group A) , information had to be ab orbed .

regarding the nature of particular databases and the techniques for

search-strategy forinulation.

In making 'more detioffed evaluations of the interface and its potent'ial,

it is worthwhile to consider two related,but separable aspects of the Ell's

use of the system: (1) the mastery of_the CONIT command languagt and

modes of interaction, and (2) the adequacy of ihe development of search

strategies. Howe r; before looking at these two aspects in detail, we

first take up the 4uestion of supervisor's assistance.

Since there were a number of instances of supervisor interaction with

the EU during the online session (see Appendix D), it is appropriate to con-

sider the extent to wiich the results were altered by this deviation from

the-desired goal o. no human interference. 06r opinion is that while some

documents might not have been retrieved, or might haire taken longer to

retrieve, without supervisor aid, the basic conclusions about potential(

interface effectiveness will not be affected.
1

The justification for this opinion is based on the observation'that

there were three main kinds chf situations in which the supervcsor-inter-
, If

vened. In the first:type of situation, there was a CONIT system bug ,that

seriously interfered with the experimehtal session. Two ,such situations

arose: (1) inadequate handling of "TIME OVERFLOW" message from ORBIT for

EU3 (Section D3.2) and (2) incorrect handling of the BREAK request for EU4

(Section D3.5). In the secohd type of sittlation, a Clear inadequacy in

CONIT operation waserceived. This might be termed a kind of design bug

as opposed to the implementation bui of the first situation. Again,,there



were two such situations: (1) confusing messav-when delay occurs

-in.the host system response (see Section 1)1.2); and (2) the incorrect

'handling of a 4earch on termS found in a SHOW INDEX response (3ee

Section 1)4.9).

in the third type of situation, the supervisor simply decided to

terminate th sessidn before the EU was fully prepared to do so on his own.

This happened with EU2 when the supervisor advised him on how to get off-

iline output in order to finish the session.

In other cases of CONTT, communications, or user problems and quest-

ions,.the supervisor said nothing or merely urged the u.ser to attempt to

,handle the problem himself. In no case did the supervisor Oterfere with

search strategy formulation or otherwise push the EU to use a particular
t

command or approach.

In a working interfaceenvironment, the first tw types of situations

.
would' be ironed out,after a suitable debugging period. n fact, all of 'these

\I;roblems uncovered in the experiments were'soon corrected in CONIT. The

probldm with En2,'on the other hand, has been accepted as a partial fail-

ure of the CONIT 'system used by the Ell's, although in fact E1J2 was satis-

fied wi.N1 the results he bad obtained online.

/- 3%4.3 User's Mastery_of Commands .

In évaluating the EU's mastery of CONIT commands, we may once

more look at both negative.and positive aspects. On/the nega4ve side,-as

iS detailed in Appendix D, four, of the Ell's each made at least a few lids-

takes in using CONIT commands. On, the positive side, each EU did, with

the help of 'the.system, successfully use, 'either at first or eventually,
2

each basic command,' Furthermore; with,the exception of E112, who blundered

into the use of several commands without really understadNing ihem:. each

ED , arrived at a reasonable understanding of all the basic commands, at

least in their simple foims.

3

.
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It is instructive to'consider the mix of commands used by the Ell's.

Table 3 shows the eight most commonly used commands issued by the Ell's.

It may be noted that, while all EU's were in a learning mode, well over half of

the commands were "working commands, i,e., commands requesting searches,

search terms, or document output -- as opposed to commands simply asking for

explanations of system use or requesting continued waiting for a host res-

ponse (YES).

Table 3. Most CommonlY Used Commands

Command Average Number of
Name Usases, per User

FIND 13.3

YES (response to the wait question) 12.8

EXPLAIN 10.3

SHOW (Documents) 9.2

7 COMBINE , -6.9

SHOW INDEX 3.8

PICK 2.8

BREAK (key hit) 2.7

While all the basic commands were used by each W, there were a number of

specialized commands and explanations Which could havelieen more helpful if used

by more of the EU's. The SHOW REVIEW command was used by only two EU's;

others would have been able to keep,track of previous searches more easily

if,they had used it. None of the EU's Used SHOW TITLE, although that could

have speeded up browsing through document output. EU1 did not use SHOW INDEX

br SHOW ALL -- two functions ;that could have helped her search strategy for-'

multation.

Three Ell's did not avail themselves of the opportunity to get offline

output.. .The explanations.'for developing search strategies -- beyond the

initial E FIND received scattered usage. Table 4 shows the number of EU's

who requested these eXplanations.

s:.

7 ,---\



Table 4. Use of Search Explanations

EXPLANATION

E FIND

NUMBER OF EU'S RETTSTING

E FIND AUTHOR 3

E FIND_BETTER 3

E FI4b MORE 1

T COMBINE 4

As will be discussed below under search strategy analysis, the .

effectiveness of use is related to the thoroughness with which the EU's
a,

sought and read he explanatory information available online.

00 -To delve'further into the effectiveness with which EU's used CONIT,

we may consider the time required to perform 'particular tasks. One approach

to this analysis is to look at the time measurements in Table 2, and in

particular, at time differences. In recording the."time to first PICK",

,
we are measuring how long it took the EU to get, read, and digest the

initia1 online explanations aboui system use and omiands -- particularly,
\ /

EXPLAIN and PIOC commands -- as well as getting sufficient information

about databases in order to select one. The avert for all six EU's was
P,
nine miqutes. The Group A EU's (with offline instruction) did 'eo

?

siderably

better (seven mintWes) compared with,the Group B (no offline in s( ruction)

EU's (12 minutes). It is tempting to attribute this differento the

availability of database nformation to Group A prior to the online ses-

sion. However, a detail1 review of the individual EU session, which we
,

,

shall now give, casts some doubt on this simple interpretation.

--
It does appear true that each of the EU's was able to get and read

the initial explanations with'reasonable dispatch. Also,.none Of the Group
,

A EU's used any SHOli DATA command to get online inforMafion about data-
.

,

-, bases, whereas the Group B EU's used an average of three such commands

each. However, if we look at-the time to pick for the individual EU's,

we see that ii ls.only'the time for EUS (2i minutes) which is significantly

'different from that of tie othlay nU's; and is the cause for the large dif-
.

ference between the two groups. When the session for BUS is reviewed
.t



(see Appendix D), it is-seen that a major reason for i,he long time-

to-pick by the E0 was his decision to got additional information

about one particular databa,se ayd the difficulty in getting that-infor-

mation because of telecommunications problems and a misreading.of the

database number. Except for these problems, the EUS tiMe-to-pick would

have'been about 10 minutes, and Group 111s average woutdjiave beeli close

to Group A's seven-minute average.

On the other hand, tle one EU who was most helped by the offl ine

database information was EU2. Unlike' most of the others, he had little

a priori k'owledge of pny online database, and he used the alphabetical,/

index to databhses by professional fields ,(see Appendix C) to learn that

aeronautical engineering was covered by the COMPENDEX (ENGINEERING INDEX)

database.. Yet it was EU2,Who spent the second most time to pick (nine

minutes ) of any of the Ell's. The explanation'for this anomaly is merely

that EU2 spent more time on the early command explanations due to_his

many typing errors and other confusions.

An analysis of the utility of offline database instruction suggests

that this method of presentation cotild save two to three minutes of on-

line instruction for users like our FU's. While the overt!2 system cost r

might be somewhat lower with offline instruction, the total user's time

might be expected to be about the same, assuming 'similar information

available from both Inedia. Additional comparison of offline and online

-modes is given below in Section 3.5.3.

) This analysis illustrates the need to look behind the simple averages

to the individual circumstances in order to interpret the statisti,cs

properly. In particular', considerations of individual background: needs,

and errors, as well as system problems, naed to be taken'into account.

This is especially true in the situation where relatively few individuals

are being grouped in each statistical group.

The time from the first PICK to the first RIND-command (2b 2a)

includes the time to make the connection to the database and get online

instructions on searching, read the instructions, and prepare the first

3
et.
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search. The average time for the six E0's was l0 minutes. lt might

be expeCted that Group A, who had the. pre-session offline instructIon,

would be faster. However, Group B iS actually faster on average; seven

minutes compared with II minutes. Here again, we must look behind the

averages. The longer average for Group A can be traced to EU3, who took

27 minntes in this period. When we analyze the reason for this length

of= time, we find that E03 was the only E0 who requestedall of the on-
.

line search instructions, despite having also seen the 64ffline instructions.

Al3 was meticulous in his utilization of both offline and online instruct-

ions; in this respect, it may be noted that he also spent the most time

(36 minutes compared to an average,of 26 minutes) in using offline instruct-

\\

ion. But EU3 was b7lar tpe most successful of the Ell's.in developing

pi effective search strategy and in achieving results,'as demonstrated

by the recall figures. it is therefore clear that wemust measure accomp:

lishmeht,.as well as time, to some particular juncture.

Other time differentials of interest are the time between the first

search and the firSt document output average six minutes -- and between

the first document output and the first useful document found average

10 minutes. While there is considerable variation among the individual

EU's for these measures, the average,figures give us at least some ind-,

ipcation of the time and effort required to develop the search in these

respects.

An objective measure of accomplishment might be related oJw busy

the users are in terms of number of commands issued, or number of pages

of typescript generated. When these figures are normalized with respect

to time; we see that the EU's averaged 0.9 commands per minute, and 15

pages per hour. There is some degree of variation of these figures over

the different EU's. EU2 Measured lowest in both categories and, in fact,

can be said to have accomplished least in both understanding and retrieval

results. sgagyer, the next-lowest measures are for EU3, who did the best

in terms -of system understanding,i*effective use, and retrieval results.

The highest figures were attained by EU1; but, weview of her session

indicates,that she may have missed some opportunities by moving too fast

witliout taking 4sufficient time for reflection. Therefore, while these

measureSof busyness may have some correlation with accomplishment, it
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is not always necessarily a positive correlation.

Before giving our final conclusions on how good the interface wa,;

in helping users learn to use commands, and on what the potential is

for improvement, We shall look more carefully at the accomplishments of

the PO's in terms of retrieval results and search strategies.

3.4.4 Search Strateu Considerations

The analysi5 ef the retrieval effectivene,55 in terMs ef

-recall for a givon effort in time spent, cOmpared PO results with those

cyf analyst searching. This analysis led to a number of tentative con-

clusions:

) Users can get some relevant information sofely through the

interface techniques.

2) The natnral-language, keyword/stem approach to searching is
,

one important element in making the interface techniques

successful.

3) -Although there was a considerable amount of satisfaction by

Ell's, the retrieval effectiveness in terms of recall per-

centage was only moderate-to-low.

4) Improvement to interface catobilities is possible through
-4I

enhancements and extensions to existing techniques.

In order,to justify these'positions, we shall,look at individual seSsions.

The session of FU1 proved to be instructiVe from the viewpoint of

search strategy,formulation and will be reviewed here in some detail.

,-The topic for EU1 was "the interface between social s'rvice agencies aild

pu6lic libraries and how their information souYces complement each
=

other". EU1 was considering this topic for a researchprOject, but she

had not yet done any searching. She had,,however, brwsed for about 10

minutes through the ERIC thesaurus of descriptors (ERIC, 102) before

cdming to the experimental session, and had brought with her a paper on

which she had written the following ERIC descriptors as potentially useful

to her Search:

1. it5raries

2. librarians

3. 'social services
1 1 :

.
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4. community services

!). human services

6. social agencies

7. public libraries

8. library reference erv.i.ces

9. library services

10. community information ..ervices
k

II. information sources

EUI started out searching on ERIC (see Table S for list of search-related

commands) uSing the keyword stem approach suggested by CON1T with the

search on the word stem "librar:". Unfortunately, es described above,

the delay message at this point confused EU1 and she did not wait for

search completion. Thinking that it was the stemmttig that caused the delay
a

problem, EU1 reverted to full-word searching (U3 i,n Table 5) . She then

tried two-phrase searches (U4 and US). The first got null.results because

it is a mixture of two ERIC descriptors, but-not a descriptor itself;
./

the Second was aborted because offAhe-delay-messamproblem.

/-

At this point, EU1 went back to the keyword search'strategy which

she employed for the remainder of the session. EU1 then retrieved and

looked at (1112 and U16) the standard document output for documents from

the, sehrches "libraries: AND social:" and "public: AND libraries: NO
social:". No documents appear very relevant Land-fUl decided that she

needed to bring in the "interaction" concept. One part of the problem
^

is her mistake in using set numbers which prevented the results from

being intersected withthe search on_Pservice:".

'Following through on her'hunch,T111 searched on"the word "inter-
,

action:" and intersected the result/with the previous searches (U19);

this left jUst two doCuments. On seeing-tbe ,t.itle of one of these two,.

formance Guidelines for Plann'ing Community Resotirce Centers"; she

felt t t she had verified her hunch. She..then reqUested a:search' On

."coopera ion" as a synonym for "interaction" and created'(U22) SET

which is the combination of "cooperation: AND publie" AND 'libraries:,

AND social:". On looking 'at the'ltandard'output'forjhp first five doc--
,

amiintS, of the 30 docuMents in this set, BUl felt,that tour of these.
r

,

'40
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Table S. EU1 Search Strategy

COMMAND ----> RESULT

1-

Ul. PICK 56A -->

U2. FIND LIBRAR -->

U3. FIND LIBRARIES.-->

Connected to ERIC on'D1ALOG

DELAYED RESPONSE

SET 2 (7447-DocUments)

U4. FIND COMMUNITY SERVICE AGENCIES --> SFT 3 (0 Docs)

US. FIND SOCIAL SERVICE,AGENCIES ---> DELAYED REPONSE

U6. FIND PUBLIC ---> DELAYED RESPONSE

U7. FIND SOCIAL --> SET 6 (44,534 Does)

Al8. COMBINE SET 2 AND SET 6 ---> SET 7 (526 Does)(LIBRARIES: AND SOCIAL:)

- U9. FIND SERVICE --> SET 8 (37,572 Does)

U10. -COMBINE SET 6 AND SET 7 --> (= SET 7 -- mistake, meant SET 6 and SET 8)

'Ull. COMBINE SET 2 AND SET 9 ---> SET 10 (=SET-7 -- continuation of above
mistake)

a

U12.- SHOW ----> Standard information for first five documents of SET 10 shown.

U13. FIND PUBLIC'---> SET 11 (41,738 Doe's)

U14. COMBINE SET 2 AND SET 11 ----> SET 12 (2,732 Does)

U15. COMBINE SET 10,AND SET 12 ---> SET 13 (222 Docs)(PUBLIC: AND-LIBRARIES:
AND SOCIAL:)

U16.,. COMBINE SET 9 AND SET 12 ----> SET 14 (= SET 13)

U17. SHOW, Standard Information for first five_documentiOhown.

U18. FIND INTERACTION ---> -SET 15 (9401 Does)

U19. . COMBINE SET 14 AND SET 15 ---> SET 16 (2 Does)(INTERACTION: AND PUBLIC:
AND,LIBRARIES: AND SOCIAL:)

U20. -SHOW > ' Staridard iriformation for.the two documents shown

1J21.
. FIND 000PEgATION SET 17 (7155 DoeS) '

;



Table S (continued)

U22. COMBINE SET 14 AND SET 17. ---> SET 18 (30 flocs) (COOPERATION: AND

PUBLIC: AND LIBRARIES: AND SOCIAL)

1123. SHOW ---> landard information for first five documents shown

1124. S S18 ALL 1)1-30 OFF ----> Offline pr,int for SET 18 (all inLormation)

..requeated .

look

U 25. PICK 558 ---> Connected to LISA ow ORBIT

U 26. 'FIND PUBLIC ----> SET 1 (4379 Does)

U 27. FIND LIBRARIES ---> SET 2 (11,709 Does)

U 28. COMBINE SET 1 AND srr' SET 3 (3667 Does)

U 29. FIND COMMUNITY SET 4 (343 Does)

U 30. FIND SERVICE > SET 5 (3837 Docs),.

U 31. COMBINE sur 4 AND SET 5 > °SET 6 (145 Docs)

U 32. FIND COOPERATIdN > SET 7 91178 Does)

U33. COMBINE SET 3 AND,SET 6 -1-> SET 8 (85 Docs)

U34. COMBINE SETS AND SET 7 ---> SET 9 (10 Docs)

U 35. SHOW ---->. Standard information for first five documents _shown

U36. S S9 ALL D1-1.0 OFF ----> Offline print for SET 9 from LISA 4arch

requested (ail information on all 113 documents)

164
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these documents are either highly cir moderately relevant; th is judgment

s based on seeing t it I es such as "Cooperat ion Among un like up;t- I tiu

ti ons for Today's Learning Force", and "Community Problems in Five West

Central Counties".

lIe ii evi ng .from th i s sample test that she had found a si zeab1

number of rel evanf document s, MU requested (112/1) that all in format 1 on for

all. documents. be printed offline, and she then proceeded to search

another database: LlB1NFO (LISA). On this database, POI directly and

confidently executed a.keyword searching strategy; this contrasted
41

strongly with the fumbling development of such a strategy on the first

database. One variation is the substitution of "community" for. "social"

as a search term- we did not determine a reason for this substitution,

but the use of this word in the titles of apparently relevant,documents

seems to be a factor. The set resulting from this strategy,'StT 9, has
-

nine documents, and as Table 6 show, WI rated the first five "highly

-relevant" oui the basis of the standard information Trom (U35) . She then

requested an offline printout of all the information for all nine docu-

, ments. Feeling she had retrieved all tbe documents she needed for,this

early stage bf her research, and not wdiAting to "use up too much (valuable

computer time", EU1 then terminated the online session.

When analyzing this session, we looked at the offline)printouts

that EU1 had requested. In contrast with the standard information

requested online, these printouts included abstracts:' On the basis of

irthis analysis, we came to two hypotheses:

. I) the documents retrieved were not actually as releyant as

EU1 thought; and

2) the two keyword stems "librar:" and "communit:" by themselves

seemed to be good in a coordinated search strategy.

Searches based on the strategy of (2), with some varia-?ions for anaVsis

purposes, were made in ERIC and LISA, ilINS nine other databases. Full-re

cord output of the resulting documents, or sampled subsets where the /1

retrieved sets were too big, were presented to EIJJTL for relevance judgment.

The searches and judgments are shown 6.

-
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Search Analr;is for FU1
0

Relevance

DATABASE

(ER IC)

SEARCH

A

A

A

TOTAL USER SEARCHES

(ERIC)

LIBINFO

( LISA)

A

NTIS C

C

D

17

NR NE MODI 11 11 I. N

30 5 IN 2 2 1 0 .4 .8 12 12

30 OE 0 0 .5 0 . 0 0 0 0

30 29 Ur 3 9 8 9 . 1 .41 3 9

10 UN S 0 0 () 1. 1 . 10 0

10 2 1\2. 1 0 .4 . 8 4 4

10 9 DE 2 5 1 1 . 22 . 78 2 5

40 38 LW 5 14 9 .10 . 13 . 8

1612 4(1 Al7 19, 7 1.6 Ii . 25 .42 403 282

17 17 A1: 1 5 8 3 .06 35 1 5

387 40 AF 12 7 12 9 . 30 .48 116 68

191 AF 9 4 4 3 .45 . 65

91 10 AP 0 1 2 7 .0 .1 0 9

229 20 AF 6 6 6. 2 .3 .6 68 68

73 20 AI; 1 4 15 0 . OS .25 4 14

25 25 AF 0 1 8 16 0 .04 0 1

14 4 AP 0, 1 2 1 0 . 25 0 1

17 17 AF 0 1 3 14 0 .06 0 1

19 19 AF 1 1 12 5 . 05 1 1 1

107 20 AF 0 3 6 11 . 0 . . 15 0 16

1079 10 AP 0 0 2 8 0 0 0 0

172 20 AF 2 2 10 6 .1 . 2 17 417

30 20 AP 3 3 5 9 15 . 3 5 5

1225 10 AF 0 0 3 7 0 0 0 0

8 8 AF L 0 0 2 6 40/' 0 0 0 0

SOCSC I C

SOC . ABS C At

PAIS

1

C

G
,

INSPEC/EE C --.

: SSIE

I

C

IF

LIBCON/E C

C

CD I

4%PYCH ABS.

,

*. --TOTAL ANALYST SEARCHES (EXCL . DUPLICATES)

44
\tw
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LEGEND FOR TABLE 6

SEARCH

A: public: AND libraries:- AND social: AND cooperation:.

B: public: AND libraries: AND community: AND service: AND cooperation:

communit:- AND librar:

D: (social: AND (servic: OR agenc:)) OR (human: AND servic:))

AND librar: AND NOT communit: lk

E: [C1 AND NOT 'servic:

F: [C] AND NOT librar:

G: communit: AND inform:
po

H: librar:

(

(II

NR = Nuntr of documents retrieved by search

NE = Number of 'documents evaluated by EU

MODE = Mode of search and evaluation: U = user search; = analyst search;

N = online evaluation; F = offline evaluation

RELVVANCE: Number of documents evaluated with high (H), medium

low (L) and no (N) relevanCe'

PRECISION: P = H/NE; P = (H+ M)/NE

TOTALS: Estimated total'number of documentS of high (HT): Or medium (MT)

relevance based on (extrapo'fttion from) those evaluated.



The relevance evaluations and other reaction by FUI confirmed

the typo hypotheses. As shown in Tahle 6, 1111 downrated the relevance

evaluations from the ratings made online on the basis of the limited

information seen at that time. Apparently, FUl hhd simply assumed

(or hoped) that the presence of the search words on the retrieved doc-

uments would imply the desired.relationships among these words. When

this assumption was consistent with at least one interpretation pf the

titles, FUl took that as confirmation of the assumption.

In fact, however, the "cooperation" mentioned in these documents

was generallyimtra-library cooperation, not cooperation between the

libraries and souial service agencies. What is,more, the words "social",

"service", and "communitx" generally clic' not refer to agencies other

than libraries. Furthermore, there appears to be relatively little, if

anything, accessible in the available databases specifically on library

'cooperation with social-servi:ce agencies. The best that can be done for

this topic, and what EU1 turned to, is to redefine the topic of interest

as "the services offered by libraries which support social service agency

efforts (whether of not .there is any specific library-agency interaction)".

The analysis of this session supports several of the assertions made

in deciding how to.assist inexperienced users to search heterogeneous

databases. In the first place, controlled-vocabulary searching is gen-

erally more'difficult and less effective than free-vocabulary searching,

especially-for t4e inexperienced user. Even EU1, a library-science stu-

dent; had trouble trying to use the ERIC thesaurus. As a matter of fact,

there are two ERIC thesaurus descriptors that, when intersected, give

a moderately'good (high-precision, low-recall) search strategy: public

libraries and community information services. One problem, especitAly

for the inexperienced users, is the difficulty of finding the good terms

and determining that they are good. Analysis-shOws that intersection of

these two search terms, while yielding a high.-precision (>0.9) causes

recall to drop under 10 percent of ifs value on the more optimum I(#.yword

search. There appears to be no way to bring the,recall back up to the

`1,

4 6
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keyword search 1 eve! without us ng many add i tiona desc r Iptor terms

many more than the 11 found by HUI. Other terms noted from relev'ant

documents, but that were found by EU! keyword search A but that would

be missed by thi.s simple descriptor search, include: "information centers".

"community health service's", and "informfffion sources". 'Of course, as

more, terms are included in the.union-(ORing) of the social-services con-

..Cept search, preciSi n will decline.

The controlled-vocabulary type of search has even more severe prob-

lems for'this topic, in trying to extend it to most other databases.

LISA is one database that does use the descriptors "public libraries"

and "community information services";'however, as in ERIC, the inter-

rection seatch onlOese two terms seems to:yield a very low recall (e1).1)

in LISA of.the estimated 293 relevant documents. A brief analysis of

other descriptor'terms used in LISA uncovered no descriptor search strat-
i.)

egy, even a complicated one, that would yield,anything closeto moderate

recall ( .5) at moderate precision ex, .2).

The NTIS database de'scriptors are somewhat similar to those of.ERIC.

, However, the reports in NTIS are'essentially a subset of those in ERIC

for this topic, and so searching this database in any mode does ,not aid

refcleval once ERIC has been searched. The controlled-vocabulary of

ERIC carries ovei orly, if at all, in-any of the other eight databases

searched. As with the LISA database, no effective suhstitute controlled-

vocabulary search could be found in any of these databases, but the key-

word strategy was reasonably effective for each of them.

An optimum, or even very ffective, free-vocabulary keyword search

strateky is not necessarily yfisy to deVelop. It took a fair amoint of

analyst time to determine't at the search."communit:" and "librar:" is

'close to .optimum. It takes test searches and document output,to deter-

yiine that words like "cooperation", "service" and "social" are more

hurtful than helpful when used in addition.to, or in place of, the

optimum search words. Also, it takes a redetermination by the end user
1 ,

that libraries other than those designated "public" (e.g., municipal,

',;"
t
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t county, college,,etc.) may provide services that are relevant to the

topic and, therefore, the limitation to "public" libraries is unneces-

'sarily restrictive. While such analysis may be more or less necessary

in different situations for either modes of searching, our analysis of

searching for EU1 and the other EU's indicates that the free-vocabulary,

keyword/stem approach is easier, especially when'searching across

muliplc databases.

The figures show the need for multiple databases to achie-4 high

recall. Using only one database reduces recallby 0.28 . "I,top ;wo

databases-miss eight percent of the,recall base. Fully six database-s

are needed"to avoid missing important numbers of'documents. Even small

numbers can be important if they bring in a different perspective OT

document type. It may be noted, however, that the precision of the key-
,

word search and the relevance of the relevrtnt documents (ratio of H's to

M's) goes down in the peripheral databases.

Using the offline instructional materials, EU1, who did have some

prior knowledge of the databases, was able'to select most of the sig-
,

nificant ones. She was also able to select the,two most useful databases

in rank oider for the online session. Two databases she selected,

Psychologital Abstracts and Public Affairs Information Service (FATS), had

negligible informhtion on her topic. She failed to select three genral'

databases with moderate amoUnts of information: LIBCON, SSIE (Smith§oniAn

Science Information Exchange) and CDI (Comprehensive Dissertations'Index).

Several searches (see Table 6, searches D, E, F, G and H) were run

to determine if the actual recall base was much larger than the one deter-
,

mined by the basic two-word stemmed search. Results of these searches sug-

gest that the' actual recall base is probably within 20 percent of that

found with all of the analyst searches. Search F shows that a concept

subsumed by a database (here "library" in LISA).may be left out of the

search statement in which case recall is increased by five percent at

the expense of a 0.08 perCent drop in precision.

4 8
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Several additional points on tie search strategy can be mentioned

ln the first place, truncation sea ching on word stems clearly aids

retrieval; "Iibrar:" picks up "library" and "libraries"; "communit:"

refOeves "community" and "communities"; "servic:" covers "service",

"services", and "servicing", etc. Secondly, there are possibilities for

special search techniques for improving precision; for example, exclud,,

ing documents on "community colleges libraries" can raise precision

significantly in some of the databases without reducing recall nOticeably.

Increasing the coord/nation level does increase precision significantly,

but at ,a major cost in recall (witness searcheS A and B).

The detailed review of the analysis for EUI given above exemplifies

tlie -kind of search strategy analysis accomplished for the other EU's.

We shall now -give highlights of seareli strategy considerations for the

other Ell's.

EU2

In view of the tentative ail exploratory nature of,the topic as

perceived by EU2, we did-not perform an extensive semTch strategy analy-.

silk EU2 hit upon the quite reasonable search term "wings:" for

topic , ,qwing-section design'. 'In the Engineering Andex database, clearly

the best one.for this topic, this search gives a precision-of 0.25, and

presumably, a very high recall.

--- Coordinating the search "design:" with "wilbge.tx raises precision

to approximately 0.6 at the cost of-halving the recall. Contrarily, it

is interesting to note that a truncated_search on the stem "wing:" raises

recall by about 80 perdent, with relatively minor losses in precision.

.Similarly, trdncated 4ffisches add significantlyto exact-match search-
_

ing; for example, "desgn:" recalls 30 per_4ji1t more than "design".

A controlled-vocabulary'searchirN strategy is possible here using

two terms from the Subject Headings in Engineering (SHE,1972) thesaurus:

"Wings and Airfoils" and "Design". 'earching on these terms instead

of the individual wOrds in the basic index appears to raise precision

somewhat, at the eipense of a serious degradation in recall; for example,

the seatch on "design" as a descriptor recalls only 28 percent as much-
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as the search on the word "design" in the basic index.

It also,appears considerably simpler for a userito select words

frowtbe natural language than to have to look up ta appropriate head-

ings in a thesaurus, especially'(as is the case here) where the thesaur-

us fs not available online. Note that thistkeyword/basic-index approach

t1.19 avoids forcing on the user considerati4ns such as thp dislintions

'between main headings pnd subheadings, controlled terms (Ascriptors),
2

andjree terms.(identifiers)., dW,Cr4tor phrases and descriptor words,

and title and-ahstract words. We may Oso note that these distinctions

are -further confounded by a few typographicalerrors and/or spelling

.; variations thz4t'have gotten into the database index l'br the descriptors;
t

some examples are "w1qa and'airfoils", "wings acVairfoils", "wings and

aerofolls", and "wings and-air foil". While there are only one or two
f

documents involved ih each variation, each such Variation appears as a

. 'separate entry in the onlifie index and, collectively; they tePd to

clutter up the index and make the selection,of' search terms more'obscure.

EU3

The two databases searched by EU3,,CSSCI (Social Sciences Citation

Index) and SSIE offer an.interesting contrast in indexing. SSCI has

very shallow indexing (title words'only), whereas SSIE has very deep

indexing (up to 200 words or more per document), including an elaborate,

bierarchical, controlled-vocabulary thesaurtis of subject terms.

EU3 carefully read both offline and online instruction on search

strategy formtilation and moved directly to what turns out to be an

effective, siMple keyword/stem search for this topic: "world: AND model:".

Ibis search given 112 documents, of which 70 are rated H and 13 M, for

R precision of 0.74. Substituting "dynamic:" for "model:", E1J3 found

25.additional relevant' documents out of 37 retrieved. However, the use

of "international:" for "world:" and "simulat:" (e:g., simulation) for

"model:" in three other searches found only three more relevant documents.

.EU3 felt that he had fairly well exhausted the possibilities of effective

.



subject searching with the above searches. Later analyst searching bc?Fe

this out, Although citation searching finds in additional estimated.400

relevant documents, there roppears to be no s4imple subject searching

strat,pgy that would retrieve many of these with reasonable precision.

Citation searching, which was not availablqaio the Ell's in the virtual

mode, waS rather effective for this topic, which has a few key authors

such as 3. W. Forrester, D. H. Meadows, aO C. W. Churchman. Citation

-searches on these three authors yield 1301 documents with a precision of

0.3. it is estimated that the actual recall base for SSCI might be as much

as twice as large as that calculated from the searches done.- While it

woyld be qUite difficult to retrieve many of these "hidden documents"

with subject searching, we suspect that a sizable number couid be retrieved

with Citation searches on other authors..

The search "world: AND model:" in SS1E retrieves.:606 documents with

low precision (estimated 7%). Coordinating with the word stems "social:"

or "econow'S raises precision to the b.2 to 0.3 range with very little loss

in recall. This illustrates the possible need for more highly coordinated

search strategies in databases that are deeply indexed, if the simpler gib.

Strategy retrieves too many irrelevant documents.

E1J3 was seek:0g to achieve as high recall as possible and he wanted

to see even those documents he had rated L (low relevance). In this situa-

tion, at least 14 databases are seen to be important. Base'd on the offline'

instructiotial material, EU3 had selected seven of the more important ones

(SSCI, SSIE, CDI, ENERGY, ENVIRONMENT, LIBCON, and,INSFEC-EE) althoup,he

had time online to search,only the two most important ones.. EU3 selected

.only one database (GRANTS)- that later proved relatively fruitless. Analysis

uncovered seven other databases,of moderate utility (estimated as having

moi-e than 10 documents of some relevance): NTIS, PAIS, ERIC, BUSINESS (INFORM),

SOCIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS,MANAGEMENT, and OIL (TULSA). Five other databases

were found to have some fewer numbers of relevant document's.

We note that for this topic searching on ,controlled-vocabulary terms

as such, for those databases where they do exist, seems generally fruitless.
_ _
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. It is also of interest to note that EU3 was hampered in following CONIT

instructions to find appropriate s,earchterms in SSIF because the "PRINT

FULL".cominand into which CON1T regularly translated the "SHOW ALL" request

does not output index terms in this one ORBIT database. This problem, now

fixed, is another example Of how handling individual database peculiarities

can be important.

Et14

Due to various CON1T bugs and a sy>stem crash (see Appendix D), EU4

retrieved only one rerevant document on his topic. It appears that E1J4

would have achiev d good success with his attempt at following the keyword

approach if system problems had not intervened. Keyword-stem searching

appears to be a highly efficient technique for avoiding the complexities
,

of the multiple and overlapping controlled- and free-vocabulary indexing* N

used in the prime database for this searchis rNSPEC-PHYSICS. For example,

if FU4 had been able to redo as he had started to do his search:

"helium: ANO'ion" AND electron excitation:" as "helium: AND'ion: AND

'lectron: AND excitation:", he would have rcleleved'28 relevant docu-

ments instead Of one, although precision would have dropped from 0.33

to 0.04.

Precision could be enhanced without much loss of recall, especially

at high relevance, by fUrther coordinating with the concept "cross sectiOn".

What separated the mOre highly relevant documents from those lesS,relevant

were often such intakible or hard-to-search concepts as (1) a more comp-
/

rehensive anaiysis,,or (2) energy levels (e.g., relativistic effects not

wanted).

#.
EU4 ,e-Nentually was able to follow online instructions with effective-

,

ness, although 'he never did use SHOW ALA which could have helped expose

indexing usages. Online instruction edsily led EU4 to sq4ect the 'PHYSICS
.

database, which was his main source in ifinted form for regular library

searching. He also used the SCIENCE-CITATION INDEX_(SCI) database online,

because he knew the citation feature could help with "forward (in time)

chaining"; however, he never did get to use that feature. Based on his

library experience, he thought the CHEMISTRY database was "too spotty" to
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be 14( t searching. However, his later evaluations on analyst searches
.

did indic:ite the number of modenutel) relevant dootments co6ld be

doubled by searching:this database, 04 had some interest hi high recall
4.

for his th'esis.bibliogr.aphy, bul he was more interested in -trying tole
,

insure that he had not.missed any very relevant documents.
v

EDS

FU5 did moderately well in developing and executing a search strat-

egy but blfkithd brhhe Was ampeey ree nds o proems.
, .

The ttisst kind inVbLved
.1

system bugs and the setond kind rieated to his difficulty in

certain CON1T instructions.ViOth kinds of problems see Appendix D for

details 7- had the effect of slowinig FUS down someWhat a'nd irritating him,
!

but were not crucial, in themselves, in h:h4Qring search strategy develop-

men t .

The third kind of problem, which had two aspects, was in the area

of search-strategy development itself. The first aspect of:tliis problem

was his continued attempts at full-phrase searching (eg., "hearing loss.",

"abnormal hearing", and "interaural time"0 Although none of these was

successful ("hearing loss" would bave worked in MU)LINE, but was tried only

in SCI), and his keyword searching was at least mgderltely successf61, he

seemed unconvinced that phrase searching was a poor strategy. Analysis of
WA

this session suggests some reasons for this reluctance to stay with key-

wording:

1) Subject phrases are "natural" to most users, based on their

,eXperience with manual systems.

2) The SHOW INDEX response showed that phrases were used (MS would

have been more success,ful if he chose only such phrases and not

simply invented.ones that seemed reasorialle.)

3) The CONIT bug in selecting index term tags for searching (see

description dnder EU4 session in Appendix D) cropped up when EU5

t ied to select a tag for a one-word term; this failure may have

in ibited him from single;=word searching, to some extent.

EUS did not al/4n himseli of some explanations (especially,

E FIND MORE) that would/have 4phasIzed single-word searching.
\

.\,

\
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Uldoubtedly, these considerations are not unique io this Ell; in fact,

ttey were observed in other experimental sessions.

The second di fficulty in search-strategy formulation derives from

lure o use enough synonymous terms in searching or to col lect them

in "concept -tund I es" with t he appropr i at e Boo Lean connect iv es . Three

component concepts can he derfved for this top i c :
,

1) hearing

2) the binaural aspect of hearing

3) impairment to hearing .

Terms 'synonymous or otherwise related to each of these concepts, and

later used in anAyst sCarches, are:

I) hearing; hear; sound; binaural; deaf; listen; Aear; aural;

interaural; dichotic;

2) binaural; dichotic; lateral; locat:, localiz:, localis:, mask:,

interaural;

3) air:, deaf:, defect:, aid:, loss.

EUS used about half of these terms, but b6cause of failure to search by

keywords only, and to group synonyvis by the Boolikn.OR (union operator)

before AWING (intersecting), 4gly a very few of the 200 combinafion triples

were searched. Analysis showed that most of these terms, and many of.the

combinations, were needed to avoid serious recall and/or precision failtires.

Some precision problems were nbtpd in using truncated forms (e.g., "heart"'

matches "hear:" agd "earth" matches "ear:")
,

but false drops tend to be

excluded on coordination.

EUS had a bifurcated criterion for determin,ing relevance On the ope

hand, he was most interested in those documents where the-three concepts
,

were explicitly treated; on the other hand, he also declarod relevant those
k

documents with a good treatment Of the binaural hearing aspect albne tf he

felt they Could be helpful in analyzing the hearing-impairment aspect.
, .

Approximately 10 percent of the estimated 1200 documents in the recall base.

wefe in the former, more restricted, category. Even so, these 120 represent

a greater-than ten-fold increase in number over the 11 documents EUS had

in a bibliography he had acquired before the computer searChing.
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Ouly a few of the 31 relevant documents that 1:05_ found on I i no fall

'into fhe first category. Many others from bot.h categories were included

in the searches that EUS did do, and he could have raised hi s reca I 1 from

0.03 to about 0.1 if he had simply dumped some of these searches for off-

line output. That he di(1 not (10 so may be attributed to several causes.

1) frustration from the various problems encountered online;

2) not wantingtd extend the online session unduly;

3) realization that the precision for the category-1 type relevance

was rather low;. ana

4) knowledge that the experimental supervisor/analyst might get Xhis

output for him anyway.

EUS qas able to 'select five,highly relevant databases from online inTorma-

-tion:.SCI, MEDLINE, LLBA (Language'and Language Behavior Abstracts),

Psychologi:Cal Abstracts, and ODI; hesearched the first two of these onlinet

Other databases. yielding (more than40) relevant do.Cuments were: Physics

,AbStracts, SSIE, and NTI.

In order to achieve high recall in these databases, it is necessary

to leave out the impairment concept. (Actually, since LLBA implies a.

Janguage/hearing concept, only.the terms related to the binaural concept"

were used to achieve high recall in that database): With that strategy,

precision ran approximately 0.16 to 0.4. When the thiatd concept is

Icoordinated, precision is raised approximately 10 to SO percent (actually,

by higher percentages if'just category 1,relevance is measured), while

recall is cut 'by factors ranging from two to 20 in most of the.databases.

In SCI; where the indexing is very shallow, recalll is cut from 160 to three.

EU6

EU6 presenf another instance in which a bifurcated (specific-general)

topic became evident. The specific topic is."oral examinations as a test,

ing technique in medical,education". The more general topic is "curriculum

design:philosophy in medical education". The relevance and recall figures
7

in Table 2 reflect a combination of these two topics. The-main problem for

,EU6 was a failure to keyword, due to an 'over-emphasis on.controlled vocab-.

ulary. EU6 got two documents when his search "oral examinations"'in ERIC- , 55



matched that free-vocaliu I a ry ( ident i fi(' r) phrase . Th is may be cons i de red

(Sit her luny t hat Ice got any hit s at a I I on a free Ora sc) or un lucky ,

(in that a null r("sult might have pushed hiM int0 needrd keywording). EU6

notedin a post-session interview that he specifically resisted CONIT's sug-

gestions to do keywording because he was "afraid that searches'on terms

like 'oral ahd 'exaiiiinations' would be too broad.° He went on, instead,

,to try to use alternate controlled-vocabulary (ERIC thesaurus) -terms,

with which he was 'previously familiar. This upproach is a dead end for

that topic. His search "orarcommunication AND evaluatioffHpethods-", for

example, yielded dOcumunts concerned with the evaluation eforal communica-

tion (other than for examination purposes).

A simple keyword/stem expansion of EU6's.initial phrase! (oral: AND

exam:) yields 649 documents at about (a. poor) 0.03 precision. Also, the
,

stem "test:" must be added as a synonym for "exam"'or about 30% recall is

lost. In order to bring up the precision acceptably, one mist cowdinate

wfth a set of OR'ed terms signifying.medical or other higher education.

The stem "medic:" is better (about 20 percent'higher recall) than the

Thesaurus term "medical education"; however, about 40 percent will be lost

if one does not OR in an additional series of terTis,such a:-"higher educa-

tion", "colleg:". "professional education" "business education", "physician",

' etc. Tt should be noted,that EN himself got a start on such a precision-

e\lhancing technique. Also, precision is aided by NOTing "language" to aviid

documents.on oral language exams.

Actually, a,much simpler and more efficieht strategy would be to insist, .

on an adjacency matoh between the stems "aral:".and either "exam:" or "test:".
otr

This raises precision to over 20% by itself (NOTing "language" would prob-

ably raise it to over 50%) 'without losing more than a few relevant documents.
-7

HoWever, the CONIT language does not yet offer that option and, in any case,

it is R iot executable as such n the MEDLINE or ORBrr systems.

The optimized searth-strategy.formulation in MEDLINE prespnts an

interesting contrast. Starting with the same basic keyword/stem search,

one needs for precision to bring in some aspect of education je.g., Search

term "educat:" -- medical or higher education need not be specified, sihce

5 6
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the database implied medicine) and/or negate dentistry (stem" "dent:")

the chief irrelevancy generator in ME)LINE in place of "language". in ERIC.

It is possible to achieve some success with a controlled-vocabulary

approach to the broader topic on curriculum design, as EU() attempted, but

a keyword approach is still much bett.r. The stem "currictil:" is much

simpler and just as effective as OR'ing the approximately 35 ERIC Thesaurus

telts containing that -stem at least S-OVetal of-which are required for

good recall. Eft cut his reca close to-Lero by insisting on the term

-- "educational philosophy". H wanted documents tha:t discuss the pailosophy

of curriculum design, but this term is just not widely applied in ERIC

indexing. N

'4.

Acceptable levels of precision are obtained by coordinating "curricul:"

with "medical, professional, OR health ed." for ERIC and with just the stem

"educat:" foi'MEDL1NE, (Note: "educational philosophy" a) an additional

coordination term actually reduces precision at the moderate and lower

levels 6f relevance, while reduciiig recall by a factor of 100 or more.)

There may still be more documents in these sets that E116 wants. Extracting

the more relevant ones would'involve further precision devices: i.e., title-.

word searching.

Additional CONIT features that might have helped E1J6 are:

a) E FIND MORE

b? SHOW OFFLINE .(at least to dumliome longer lists for search-

strategy review).

The databases selected by El16.using-CONIT explanations are clearly the best

ones, in the order selected (ERIC, then MEDLINE).



3.5 Evaluation of Results

3.5.1 General Observations .

Because of the iiMited number of users and liMited amount of

use of the experimentml interface, our conclusions must be considered still('

tentative, at least with respect to some of the details. Furthermore, our

investigations have shown that the superficial presentation of quantitative

results may be misleading, especially when comparing results from limited

usage. 'However, through an'in-depth analysis of the individual experimental

usages, which has been summarized above, we have arriVed at certain prelim-

inary conc1usior6which seem justified by the facts uncovered in our investi-
,

gations up to the present time.

The central fact is tbat the virtual-system/translating-computer-inter-

face appears to-enable inexperencedelia users to extract inforMation they

need from multiple heterogeneous databeses and systems without Apcourse to

human intermediaries:i All six EU's were able to find some useful information,

within a reasonabl period of time; the aVierage time to get to the first

relevant document refereace was 35 minutes. In order to assess properly the

potential utility of the interface concept, and, the various techniques employed

in its implementation, we shall now analyA the experimental results in
e

greater detail.

The basic design and instructional teehniques in the expet-i
s.k.___,

i T1 terface proved sufficient to enable the Users to learn the mechanies Of
J

CONT use fairly quickly. Each EU used each basic command 'at least once'
1

dur$ng the course of her or his online session. While there pere a number
)

.

of M iistakes made n
0
using the commands,.and several of the m re specialized

.,-

commands and explanations .received only limited uSe, we can say that five .

of tile skx Ell's' appeare'd/to develOp a mastery of the basic commands by the
/

end of the session at the terminal. This result tends to support our initial

hypOthesisl.that a modular,:structured command-language approach to u§er con-
, .

:trot over moderately complicated interactive Systems is'a vie:approach,
.

.

provided that Suithble attenioi has been given to design for simplicity,
,

of use and to adequate online instrud,lon. Getting inexperienced end,,users

online,to interact successfully with several exiAting bibliographic retrieval



systems as we have now demonstrated, is an important achievement that

some observers of the information-retrieval scene had begun to doubt was

possible.

Besides getting users online and using commands in a proper manner,

the interface system must be judged on how effective the searching turns out

to be. Our analysis shows that this is a complicated question, and many

factors nee'd to be considered before a proper assessment can be made. The

prime facts arc that estimated fractional recall ranged from 0.01 to 0.23

and absOfute recall from one to 171 useful document references for onlinc

sessions the duration of which ran from 50'minutes to 124 minutes. As

mentioned above, the average time to retrieve the first uSeful document

reference was 35 minutes with a range of from IS to ill minutes for the

different Ell's.

The problem in assessing tVse facts is that there is no well estab-

Niished standard against 411ich to evaluate them. On the one hand, we may say

that enabling inexperienced end users, without human intermediaries, t'o

access any amount of information from the given retrieval systems in the

relatively short periods of tinie experienced represents another major

accomplishm'ent. Furthermore, there is likely to be a significant class

of potential users of bibliographic retrieval systems whorfind human informa-

tion specialists either too inaccessible or too awkward to work with, and

who have sufficient need and financial' resources to be willing to pay a

surcharge if required (see Section 4 for discussion of interface costs), so

that the interface approach to access would prove a desirable alternative

to access( via human intermedihries.

On the other hand, the values for recall appear sufficiently low,

and the duration of sessions sufficiently long compared to times that have

been reported for information specialist searches [see, e.g., Ross

(1979) and Elchesen (1978)1 that one might call into question the relative

effectiveness of searchingvia the kinds of interface techniques we haye

been investigating. In what follows, wg argue that this kind of objection

is premature and, probably, unwarranted -- at least for the potential of



the interrace approach. First, we note that many 11,;ers do not want

or need high recall or, in any case, are satisfied with MOderate 04

low recall'as long as they get a few relevant documents to fill out a

bibliography or to start or continue a chain of research. ,The six LU's

ran the,gamut of recall desires. E1i2 and FJ11-,'" were looking for-high

recall; FU2 wanted only a document or-two, and the other FU's were

scattered in the range between these ends of the spectrum. In terms

,:of satisfying their immediate wants and needs, FUI, EU? and LA13 did

quite well, FUSand E116 did fairly well and FU4 did poorly, due to a fore-

shortened session caused by the MULTICS computer crash.

Although recall may not he the top priority for all users, it is

still a very important parameter relating to system performance. The

ability to achieve high recall may, at times, be traded off.to achieve

easier and/or faster rdsponse (see, for instance, Marcus, 1978) . There-

fore we should farther consider whethll recall is adequate in the inter-

, face system.
4

We should note that the recall estimates shown in Table 2 are,

in fact, upper bounds in that the analyst searches, on which they are

based, are not fully comprehensive. We have estimated that the actual

recall figures.may be 20 percentto 50 percent lower, depending on

the topic involved. On the other hand, it is not clear how well even

an expert information specialist serving as an intermediary would do

in terms of recall on these topics. Certainly, the analyst searehes

were at least moderately complicated, and required a fair amount'of

analysis, on average, to deVelop. In any case, additional experiments

with expert searchers need to be carried out in order to resolve this

question adequately.

3.5.2 The Importance Of Search Strategy

One clear conclusion from these experiments -- and certainly

one Oat is not surprising to,anyone knowledgeable in information science

is the importance of search strategy formulation. Formulating an appro-

priate searc strategy is obviously an essential for successful search-

ing in gener'al and it appears to be a ,particularly critical-factOr in



the success which inexperienced users can achieve in interacting

with existing online databases. It seems clear from these experiments

that the adoption and execution of a better search strategy is the

maih element needed to improve search effectiveness as measured by

recafl as a function of time from a range of poor-to-fairly gotd

to one of good-to-excellent.

A companion conclusion not nearly so obvious a priori, and

still 'feeding additional experimental and analytic investigation -- is

that a natural-language-based keyword/stem approach lo search strategy

formulation appears to be the best approach for achieving moderate-to-

higit recall, especially for inexperienced users. In our experiments,

this approach was consistently superior to one based on selection of

coctrolled-vocabulary (dlesaurus) termxcept in isolated uises where

the latter approach may allow for a quick search achieving higher pre-

cision (usually at the expense of lower recall) than a keyword search.

In at least some cases, the strict thesaurus approach is simply impossible.

The advantages of the keyword/stem approach are especially Signifi-

cant.for the class of user we -are particularly trying to satisfy:

the inexperienced user who may need acceg'§ to several databases and.

systems. For such users, it is especially convenient not to.have to_

struggle with unfamiliar controlled_vocabularies. Users can start with

a natural-language expression'of theiriopic.-.7 the word "natural" is

key -- and apply the same basic strategy across several heterogeneous

databases and systems, with assistance from CONIT's common c6iimand

language.

a -

It should be noted that the success evidenced by the 'experimental

users with tits approach depended, in part,.on two.relmted facts: (1)

CONI1 provides certain Automated aids to searching; and (2) existing

online databases now are, for the mostpart, "keyword indexed" -- i.e.,

documents are' posted under individual words taken from titles, abStracts

(where available), and Cb)ect heading phrases, as well as the multi-

worn phrases themselves. The CONIT automatic searchaids includetrunca-

tion searching and sehrching under all available subject. indexbs as

the defaUlt mode of searchipg,. Keyword indexing permits a natural-

language approach to finding documents indexed by a controlled-vocabulary'

6 1
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as long as there is a reasonable overlap in words from these two

lorms of expressions (or just in word stemr where truncation search-

ing is employed).

A large measure of the success of the experimental users may be

attributed to the emphasis by CONIT on the natural-langlighge keyword/

stem approach. The main limitation to even higher search success by

the users was the inability of CONIT to encourage tho users to adopt

this ap)roach more completely in their search-strategy formiflation.

. 3.5.3 Instructional Media and Learning_Modes

There does not appear to beia clear winner.in the contest

between online and offline instruction Ifor database selection and search-

strategy formulation. Rather, it appears that both forms of instruction

should be included in an optimal system configuration. More important

than the medium is the content and quality of.fhe.instruction. Users

generally,prefer online instruction, but a.sizable fraction also want

offline instruction, as in the form of m reference manual which, many

feel, gives a more customary, quicker, and easier mode for referring

back to previous instructions than, for example, browsing back through

lengthy and bulky computer typescripts. In addition, some users prefer

to begin learning how to use a computer syStem 'by reading a manual before

-

getting online, where time pressure is more keenly felt.

The experimental results do not confirm either mode as being def-

initely superior. Individual variations in users, their problems, and

external factors, such as system problems, clearly outweigh the (often

small) differences in effectiveness measures for the two groups of users.

It was found that the information available online concerning data-

base seled0On was generally sufficient, at least for selecting the most

important databases on a given topic. On the other hand, offline informa-

tion in a printed format could -- and did, on one occasion -- prove use-

ful, especially for users not at all knowledgeable in the databases, and

where the index to databases by professional field or topic identifies

a database as covering a topic not obvious from the simple description
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of the database for example, .11 bra Ty and informat ion sc i eau(' being

covered by the ER C (educat i on) da lobo se . The expect ed cradeof Is

between offline and mil in.e forms apply here; e.g., offline can be I ess

expensive in that computer time is not needed t o access t he in format i on

whereas online can be. easier to update, especially for disparate, remote

terminal locat ions.

Users of both forms tended to underplay some of the general data-

bases -- such as L1BCON, NTIS, etc. lt was shown that all 'topics required

use of multiple databases to achieve high recall, although there usually

were one or two databases that covered a large fraction of the recall

base. For some topics, up to 10 or more databases seemed necessary to

avoid significant recall gaps. These results underscore the need for

access to multiple systems and databases as provided for by CON1T.

In regard to instruction for search-strategy formulation, again we

find no clearcut evidence that offline instruction improves retrieval

results. We do know that users say that such offline instruction is

helpful and they-desire to haVe it available in additiowto Online

instruction. The development of good search strategy appears more

related to how assiduously and carefully the user reads and follows

the instruction, whether presented offline or _online. The critical

question, rather than the medium of the instruction, may be how much

and what kind of instruction should be presented the user before he

attempts his first search or is connected to the first database or

even before he starts learning system commands.

Generally, it appears that the three EU's who .used the offline

instruction did better developing the keyword search approach than

did the three who did not have such instruction available. In,light

of our conclusion that developing the keyword approach is crucial to

obtaining better search results, it is likely assuming the above

appearances are borne out by further evidence -- that additional

instruction such as that given'to GrouP A EU's offline would be desir=

able in the stages before users start sUbmitting search requests. This

possibility leads to further questions concerning whether it might not

6
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be bettcy if a use'r''s interaction with the systems should be broken

up into several parts: e.g., (I) a pracilice or learning pe-riod

where, for example, illustrative, or "canned", searches could be tried out

by the user; (2) an initial search period during which the real problem

might he first searched; and (3) a secondary search period in which the

initial searching might be revised after reviewing results including,

perhaps, offline output from the initial search.
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4. PROSPECTS FOR COMPUTER INTERFACES

As explained below, we conclude that there are excellent prospects

for both the immediate and long-range terms for computer interfaces to

enhance the cost-effective utilization of interactive retrieval systems

while satisfying end users' information requirements. However, as shown

in the precedfng section, improvements to the experimental inCerface are

desirable in an operational implementation of the virtual-system/translating-

computer-interface concept. Possibilities for some of these improvements,

as well as other considerations related to interface costs and benefits,

are discussed in this section.

4.1 Interface Improvements

4.1.1 Reliability

One obvious area for\improvement is in reliability of opera-

tion, especially in the context of hardware and software subsystems that

are not always reliable themselves. The term "robustness" has been Used

to characterize systems that meet this criterion of reliability in the

face of adversity. In our experiments,- the pro4lems to users of unreliable

system elements were manifest. The difficulties-engendered by such unre-

liability seem especially pernicious for users in the learning stage; we

saw several instances of users giving up on a promising technique or line

of approach when their initial attempts met with failure due to the

.unreliability of some system component. While the supervisor who monitored

the experimental sessions whs able td overcome the session-terminating

aspects of most of the problems, there was a residue of problems that

inhibited the effective use of the CONIT system by the EU's.

, .
CONIT already has a number of mechanisms that handle user mechanical

errors and difficulties.with network and host systems. Considerably more

could be done in these respects. The question of availability of systems

and.rerouting is di,scussed more fully below in Section 4.3.



4.1.2 Aut omat Ion and I nst ruct i ona I Assist ance

In view of the fact that our analysis has shown that search-

st rat egy I ormulat ion is the cr i. tic a! area in which proysress could lead

to improved retrieval effectiveness, we should comment on prospects for

improvement in this area. Two principal approaches to making such

improvements are seen at this poilbt: (1) improving instruction to users

on how to search effectively; and (2) developing additional techniques

for automating search-strategy formulation and execution. Mese tWo

approaches may be viewed as symbolizing two alternate philosophies of

assistance to users of interactive systoms. Under the first philosophy,

the user,is in clear control while the main function of the computer system'

is to provide instruction and marshal infonnaAon for the user so that he

or she is assisted in making the decision, even_ down to deep levels of

detail.

The second philosophy, on the ocher hand, aims at keeping.control as

much as possible in the computer interface by automating decisions as well

as execution of tasks; as a way to characterize these two philosophies,

we may say that the former emphasizes human intelligence, whereas the

latter emphasizes artificial intelligence. In the information-retrieval

application, we feel strongly that both approaches need to be used and

integNated in a coherent fashion in order to achieve an optimal overall

system of user assistance. However, more dramatic improvements will result
-j

from new automated- techniques.

There are already some automated aids to searching in CONTI': e.g.,--
*automatic truncation and basic index searching. Pk number of procedures

thit,CONIT now suggest to the user could be performed automatically. One

example would be to perf rm automatically the hyOthesized optimal stem-

Boolean-intersection initial search based on a user-given phrase rather

than forcing the user to do those implied operations himself. Another

example would be to perform automatically a given search on several dif-

ferent databases ithout the user having to repeat the request for each

database.



-rSt rat eg i es 2 er than the opt i ma I in i t ial search can a 1 so be

out mated . Dec idi lig how t o do tii i s e free t i ve l y may requi re Odd i t I 0110 I

i nvest i gat ions in search- st ra tegy theory, as sugges t ed above . Meadow ( P)78)

has initiated one such investigation. One, kind of strategy would re(luire

a computer clustering and relevance feedback (see, o.g., Doszkocs 1978).
.

.

Fffective results from the keyword searching in a d'atabase with controlled-,

vocabulary indexing may depend on individual word posting (see Section 3,S):

If -individual word posting is not implemented, it may be possible to achibve

the desired effectiveness by a suitable mechanism for finding index phrases.

having a given word 'stem. We have proposed (P3) such a mechanism, which we
. %

4
.

have termed the Master Index and Thesaurus (MATT). Alic MAll
,

would.include .

terms from all the inde)t69of the various databases plus posting informa-

tion.-. 'This information weiuld be useful in selecting potentially relevant-,..

databases as well as search terms.

A partial implementation of thil conCept has been developed by 13attelle

'(Colombo and Neihoff, 1977) for "switching (controlled) vocabula'ries".

-Other partial implementations aimed at th6'database sejettiOn capability:

have been accomplished as a research vehicle by Williams and Preet'.e (1977)
4

and as an operational tool by the System Development Corporation .(1978).

The further development of MAIT-like techniques could have a crucial role
, .

in improved algorithms for searching:

' In the experimental analysis described in previous,sections, we-reported

'various instances in which instruction could be improved.' Desired impToVe-

nents range from simple fixes in instructional dplog tlmajor modificatiOns

itlinstructional formats, media, and learhing modes as discUssed in Section
.(

.3,5.3. The vpline monitoring performed by the supervispr during the-

6perimental'sliftsions points to anotrier-mode of instructiol that could IN.

highly effective: the online human consultant. This perSoo could assist

OSeyeral Users iimultaneously through an online diO,og-,whiCh could lie init-

iated by eitheiia direct user request for hel.p or.by -the consultant's mon-

itoring oft many users and the observation of a situation in which consultation

with the use:could_prove beneficial.
,

't
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As We have said in Section more important than the formt or

-mode of the instruetiop is its content. Thus, perhaps the most critical

question is rinding out what, in fact, makes for good search strategies.

We hypothesize that the natural-language-based keyword/stem approach is

optimal for most searches as the initial search strategy if one starts

with a "reasohably good" set'of keywords. This hypothesis has received

support from our experimen?ai analysis described here as well as,previov

r°
analy,ses (see, e.g., Overhage and Reintjcs, 1974). HOwever, assuming

that this hypothesis is verified-, we are still left with important aspects

of the critical question to answer. How do we find the'good keywords to

start with?' How do we identify those exceptional cases in which the pro-

posed strategy is not optimal -- or even, no gOodat all? In these cases,

and in the situations beyond in iti i searching where search refinememitAr

desired, what,then is the optimal stTategy?

The CONIT explanatory instructions available to users (see Appendix

A) present some partial, tentative answers to
t
these quOtions in the form,.

of vari.ous suggestions on searching in different situations. These sug-.

gestions derive from work that we and others (see, e.g.,Lancaster, 1973;

Marcus, 1971; Jahoda, 1974; Oddy, 1977; Oldroyd, 907) have done in anal-

jrting searching in online ytems. However, much more reds to be done"

to develop those scattered guidelines-into acoherent theory.leading to

'optimal strategies for diverse situations.

I .

We cap now see the broad ()Alines of such aLtheory as mirrdred.in

the kinds of assistance, both automated and computer-assisted-instructional,

that,a sophisticated interface would pro d

4:2 Interface Comprehehsiveness V
The experimental CONIT system was designed with emphasis on perfbrm-

ing in a common-language virtual-system mode all of the basic retrieval

operations needed 11)r the end u/ser to handle most of his needs. While we

4 68 -
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\

have-demonstrated thdt this level Qf interfacing does appear to provide a

definite utility for a clasg of users, a question for future research is

It
1 any of the specialized-Tunctions can, and shou ld , be incruded in the

co .on mode to accommodate.the' more advanced needs Of users whether they

ar*eginners or experts.
. .

:There are three consid ations that enter into the determination
, .

of how comprehensive.to make t e common Or virtual mode. Tbe first con-
.

sideration is boW-diffidiat and costly is it to impleMent a.particular

function in virtual mode. Some functions may We extremely difficult and

costly, if not'impossible, to perfprm in a given system. ExaMples are search-

Ing based on specified word separation in ORBIT or MEDLINE and word searcb-

ing of a nonfull-text indexed field in DIALOG: A common approach can be

set up for those systems that do implement thes nctions; to handle the

impOssibility of carrying .out the given functi other systems the
,

interface could warn_the user and, pOrhaps, suggestt:-or automatically exe-

cute--substutite Similar functions. On the,other hand, users' can be forced,

--to perform cert'ain functions in the host (non-virtual) language through th

pass-through mode.

The second consideration is the difficulty caused to users by 'these

non-virtual situations. The third consideration is, simply, the benefit

-afforded to the'uSer in implementing a particular function in virtual mode.

Even if a function ismnot implemented on a given.system, the inter-

face can, sometimes, be programmed to handle it. For example, CONIT keepl
0,,

track of,the :current karch ,Set number and does not,require the user ,to

specify.it even for output requests to a system (DIALOG) that does impose
/

that restriction. A-second, pore elabOrate, example would be sorting output,'

say by Atithor name. Wheter to implement the operation at the interface

to make up,for'the defiTncy at the retrieval'system is a 'question of costl

benefits.% It is clearly' worth it for the'first example (automatically'
/ -%

handling.current-set n 4ers); the second example (sorting) is more problem-
. .

atical.
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4.2.1 Data Structures

One area In which the extewiwion of virtuality raises

questions for the-direction of future interface devpment is the varia-

bility in bibliographic data structure among different databases. In

previous reports (P3,.P6) we described how this problem'impacts both search-

ing and oietput and the possibility of handling these problems through the

mechanism of a common bibliographic data structure into which and from

which translations could be performed by the interface, analagous to the

translation for the common-command language.

41
in our research we found it possible Vb circuMvegt this problem to

a large extent by limiting the search and output options available to the

user in thevirtual mode; in effect, COM presents a very- simpler common,

bibliographic data structure and an acceptance of the lack of perfect trans-,

lation in some cases. For example, the ORBIT standard (defaUlt) PRINT out-

Tut may not always have the smne elements as the DIALOG mode 3 -6utput--which

we have taken as most closely approXimating "standard" output.

While such approximationkand limitations have not prevented the

experimental interface from achieving a significant level of utility, the

questionof the value Of the further extension of.the common bibliographic

data structure concept remains to be explored. Such explorations are

-needed po determine the feasibility of two major.enhancements to interface

capakilities: (1) merging results from S4arches on different databases,

and .(2) recreating database subsets .at the interface for direct search-There,

rather than.at a-remote host.

. 4.2.2 Dfttabass and Systems

Another facet of the problemsof differences among databases

11/which we have analyzed with respect,to our. expeximents is the variaton in

search strategy uired to achieve satisfactory resuts in the,different

databases. :rids is telated to the formulation of optimized search strategies

as'discidssed above.

70
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Another dimension to the question of interface comprehensiveness

is the number of different retrieval systems to be accessible thryugh,jhe

interface network. The current CONIT system connects to three of the most

widely used bibliographic retrieval systems. There are many other such

systems currentlY available which could add significant retrieval capability

to -an Interface-facitr(ated network.

00r rule-based ap)roach to interface structure makes the addition

of new systems to the network relatively_easy: basically, an additional

set 'of transllition rules must be added for each new system--the old rules

remain unchanged. ln cases whore the new systems share a close relation-
.=

ship to on already handled-7.g., NASA and LIMA RECON are very similar

to DIALOGrelatively few additional rules may be_needed. (We note that

ORBIT and thetwo MEDIANE systems already share many of the same rules.)

In cases' where the new system brings in diferent functional capabilities,
*

or handiesa function in a very different way, relatively more new rules

may 'be needed. The question in adding new systems is not so much of pos-
. -

sibilitythat seems answerable in the affirmativebuf of practicalitt--

what are the 4ost-benefits tradeoffs.

Beyond purely4bibliographic retrieval there is\ the question of ,

. .

, .

interfacing to databases,-Of all kinds and to more general database manage-

ment systems (DBMS4) and, in fact, to information systons of various kinds.
. .

Some inveltigations have been begun in
....,

this direction (see, 'e.g., Glaseman
.

,

and Epstein, 1978; Erickson, et al, 1976; SagAlowicz, 1977; Kameny, 1978).

Ope-feasen that we have been able to demonstrate the utility of the inter'-'

face a oach as''effeetively as we have is that we have restricted otirselves-

to,the ipiographic retrieval application. It remaina,to be seen,how

increasing generality of function affects the feasibility and praclicatity-
,

'of achieving 9ffeetive virtual-system .type networking of heterogeneous

interactive systems through the transla,ting interface apptoach.

I.
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4.3 Interface Configurations

We implemented our experimental interface in a large time-sharing

computer becluse thisr-was Jill effective context for development, modification,

and testing. The best configuration for an operational interface system .

needs to be determined. A greater efl'iciency could probably be achieved by

using a dedicated computer, assuming that such a-computer can be kept rea- /

sonably busy.. A number of investigators (e.g., Anderson, 1976; Goldstein,

1977; and Rosenthal, 1975) have experimented with minicomputer configura-_-,

tins for interTace systems.
'

Some of these investigators foresee the possibility of implementing

interfaces on microprocessors and incorporating them directly.in each
,

terminal; such-a configuration has been called an dntelligent terminal.
t

The functional capabilities that are proposed for intelligent terminal

interfaces do not,.generally, come close to the range and depth of capa-

'bilities we have propose foh- the virtual-system interface. Our CONIT 3

system required on the o er of 200K bytes of storage in MULTICS and an
,

interface with a number of the more advanced capabilities-described abov,e

would demand more computational resources. Therefore, it is unlikely that

a fulA virtual-system interface would be implemented on an intelligent

terminal although some of the capa6ilities desired in'such an'interface

could well be inAko-i--ated in an intelligent Verminal.

Because a virtual-system interface ivolves many _scattered users

and a number of scattered retrieval systems, the overall configuration

involves a network and the network ramifications shoUld be considered. In

the first place, it is highly desirable that the interface and the disparate

retrieval systems be embedded in host cdmputers in a modern digital com-

munications network'so as to be Ale to take advantage of ,the speed, ef-

fiiency, and reliability such a configuration implie, in contrast with

the much lesser capabilities inhereirt in the ad hoc 6pnfiguration involv-

ing the autocall unit we had installed in MULTICS. MULTICS iAkal fact, a

host computer on both the TELENET and TYMNET computer networks on which

many of the major retrieval systems, including the three accdssible by CONIT,

7 2



are hosts; howevjr, the software and hardware facilities required to make

full computer-to-computer (as opposed to terminal-to-computer) connections

have not yet been installed, and so we have not yet been able to take
4

advantage of the improved communications capabilities implied by such

packet-switched networks.

In an operational environment, it would be desirable to hat/ a number

of interfaces distributed around the negwork in order to provide greater
_

)(reliability and efficiency in terms of load sharing and reduced cemmunica-

tions requirements. The possible design and conffguration of such a distrib-

uted nter face systenl has been di scussed in Cue df r prey i Otis report s

1.4 Costs and Benefits

The direct benefits of,an operational interface of the kind we have,
-

tested have been substantiated by the experiments: simpler access to and use

of existing. heterogeneous bibliographic retrieval systems by all types of

users, especially end users. Such systems could become accessible tola large

number of end users who do not now pse them because of the awkwardness of

engaging expert intermediaries to help them perform,a search. This, of

course, may lead to reduced costs thr9pgh economies ot scale, as mentioned

in Section 1.

Although precise cost estimates cannot be madobwithout a detailed opera-

tional design, some order-of-magnitude estimates, can be made. The interface

required Auplication of -certain functions regularly performed by retrieval

systems: the parsing of input requests and the handling of dialog. A1s6,

communications-requirements are roughly doubled, in that the interface-to-

retrieval-system links have to be added to the terminal-to-computer links.

(It should be noted that these extra.communirations links, as we pave imple-
,

mented them, generally do not add significantly to the perceived response ,

time for-the user.) Some functions suchgts selection of, and coMmand

translations into, target systems -- Would be unique'to the interface. On

the.other hand, the major nmponent function of the actual'storage and re-

trieval from large databases wouldnot Iv required within an interfuce, at

5
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least within a relatAvely modest-si7.ed.interface Of thc degree o,t com

plexity found in our experiment-1. The CONIT 3 interface system required

about 200K bytes of storage in MULT1CS.

.Summing up, we estimate an additional cost for the, computer-system

components of approximately tw6nty percent for this type of interface over

those same costs for direct.access. The figure of 20 percent increiised

computer costs is partially supported by observations on costs of the exper-

imental CONlT of from $5.06 to $20.00 per hour. An operational system

would be designed more kith e(ficiency in mind, and could he expected to

have lower costs than an experimental interface. Another benefit of a 'self-

instructing interface is a reduction in costs for hblping new users; such

help is a major cost in providing service on retrieval systems.

A more sophisticated interface with many of the advanced features des-

cribed in this section would be correspondingly more costly, perhaps al.;

costly as one of tho retrieval systems itself. However, the benefits woutd

include much improved retyieval cbpability for all classes of users; it

would be expected that a given tetricvaj effectivness in terms of a

certain recall level in a specified time -- would be achieved at reduced,

cost through advanced interfaces.

lt may be noted that certain apparent cost redUctions might be achiev-
,

able with interface techniques beyond what has already been proposed here.

One example would be :the multiplexing of two-or more users on a single line

to a hoSt retrieval system; this would cut costs from the retrievai qstem

by-a factor of two or more at the expense of some additional complexity in

the interface in keeping the searches of two or more users identified

uniquely by user,and some increased response time Oen results are requested

simultaneously. ,Another example would be disconnecting retrieval systems

when several minutes of user inactivity in making a request are expected;

resumed connection and searching would be done only-as requested by the

user, ar1U past results would be audimatically recreated quickly (without

the time-consuming uSer typing times) as needed.

We have not included such techniques in our projection of cost savings

. r4.
z
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although variations on them may present possibilities for savings in
,

user's time because they represent savings that are more *parent than

?
real. The cost "savingi,," here depend on the hol4 system charging by the

.,...ie

connect-hour, rather than total computer resource usage. Eventually, we

expect l'etrieval systems to charge more on the basis of total resources

used (e.g., including CPU time, amount of online communications, etc.)

rather than simply by connect time. When this kind of charging is put

into effect, as is now done in many cpmputer systems, resource-intensive

search operatioA, like truncation searching, will cost more -- which is

consistent with their greater effectiveness. This may make some inter-

face functions of the kind we have suggested more expensive in an iner-

mediate future time. In the longer-range future, we can expect systems

to be redesigned so that such desired functions will be done more effici-
,

ently for example, by stemming on input and implicit storage of longer

sets of document references rather than expcit storaize. :Improved, and

possibly more standardized,retrieval systems may reduce the complexity

needed in interfaces; in fact, new systems should probably be designed

with interface capabilities-built in. '

Without regard to the ultimate benefits of operational interface

systems, there is a major utility to experimentakinterface systems as
--

research tools. In this capcity it is possible, as we have demonstrated,

to. evaluate potential modification .to, or enhancements of, retrieval-

system features, without requiring expensive and disruptive modificaons

to existing retrieval systems. Thus, for example, proposed command-

langu'age standards or search-strategy aids can be ev.aluated before great

expense is involved in implementing what may be less-than-optimal

techniques.
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CONCLUtilONS

ln this report, we have described investigations into the concept

of a !ranslating-computer-interface/virtual-system mode for assisting

users in their access to, and-use of, heterogeneous interactive biblio-

graphicjetrieval systems. An experimental interface system, based on

this concept, has been built and ?.,sted under controlled conditions with

six end userS who had not preViously used computer retrieyal systems.

A detailed analysis of the experimental usages has shown that the users

were able to master_the basic commands of the interface sufficiently

well'to find,useful document references on topics for which thay had

a current information need.

The success of the 'experimental interface is attributable to a

design emphasizing simplicity of use and to a comprehensive collection

of instructional aids. An important component of the instrtic6on involved

procedures for developing search strategies based on a natural-language .

keyword/stem approach to searching. ft is concluded that operational

interfaces employing the limited set of techniques 'implemented
1
in this.

research can provide for increased usability of existing retrieval systems

in a cost-effective manner. Such interfacesshould be especially useful

for inexperienced end fisers and,others who cannot easily avail themselves

of expert searcher intermediaries. Furthermore, it is concluded that

improved ,se4Xch effectiveness Tor all classd of users feasible with

more advanced interfaces that would include additional techniques which

have been suggested by this research but not yet fully designed or

tested in experimental interfaces.

4

4
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APPENDIX A

EXPLANATORY MESSAGES REQUESTABLE BY USER

This. appendix contains all tAc online instruction for CONJT 3 which

is..revestable online by the'tiser through the HELP and. EXPLAIN commands.

(Other online instruction is provi(Ied automatically by CON1T throughout

the user's session; see Sections 2 and 3 and Appendix B for details.)

The fotmat of the explanations is that of the offline printed CONIT

Tefcrence manual . The reference manual was not used by the experimental

user in the experjmcnts described in this report.; they relied on the online.

HELP or EXPLAIN commands, or for Group A, the offline instruction shown in

Appendix C.

The first explanation lists all explainiflons available in.CONIT 3

and fhe EXPLAIN command that evokes each explanation. .The explanafion

numbei is.no-t printed online. Thus, for example, EXPLANATION S'is evoked.

by the commrd "EXPLAIN CONIT",:or "/E CONIT" and begins as follows:

EXPLANATION OF,CONIT

CONAT is*an expeijm

40, EST COPY AVAILABLE

1
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L I 4s1 Or t XPIA.'IAI IONS

CONI I I LK! NCt MANUAL

CON!! t xPLANAI TON

A full of all th. CLINIT expldnations that you C,In request online
is iven pel ow. In order td se(' one of these expl anat ions onl Ole, type the
t he approur ite C XPL A IN' command as shown o w. (nese e xp anat ions ar e so

iornte.i in p'..i.?fs on the f ol I owin9 pa9es. ot this ref erence manual.

EXPLAIN C)mmAlo
I. I CxPLANATIO'NS
2. E ;MO
3. t LXPEAI4
4. I CONCEPTS
5. 1 CONIT

C0401.2SL
7. E CRXOR;
8. 1 OREAK
9. 1 COMIAN)S

10. 'SHOW DATA'
11-17. S UATA 1...7
18: 1 E DATA
19. E L FIEu)S
20. E PICK
.21. E. SYSTEI:i
22. E PICK SYSTEMS
21. I SHOd SJATUS
24. E DISCONNECT
25. 1 STOp
26. E FIND
27. 1 FIND AUTHOR
28. E SHOW LADEX

E FIND iNDEX
lb. I. FIND .1a,<
31. E FIND ()ETTER
32. 1 COMBINE
33. E SHOW-

1 SHOW DOCS
35. E SHOW "-ZEVIEW
36. L \i44:OW NE-WS
37.% 1 SENTO
38. k COMH:-_-NT

_XPE ANA1 IOH N

Tni s I st of exOl anat ions
St ar tin.) or restar t Ina your CONi f session
How t.o use the EXPLAIN command
Some 'basic CONEY concepts
Shor t 'oacround e xp an a t on o t CO NI I oro) ect
How to canverse wi tn CONI
How to corr.;ect typin4 errors'
How to use the aKLAK Key to inter'rupt CONIT
List of oasic CONIT commanos
List of 7 areai witn data base; availaule throu9h CJN1T
List of data eases in each. Of the I areas
How to get information on a particular da4a 'bas.e
How to ..aet cie tailed t &old inf ormat ion on a data base
tiOA to pick a data oase
Retrieval systems naving dot.) eases
How to pick systetes
How .to know what ydu ire current 1 y connected io
How to disconnect the current iata bas2. and syst em
How to stop your CONIT session
How to %find (search for) documents
Finaina documents Dy author name
C.ettini valid index terms to saarch under
Searching on terms found Dy SHIM INCLX
Broadening searches so as to yet more documents
Narrowing saarches to'get documents of higher relelfance
Comoining sets of retrisveo documents
Showing Information ondocuments. data Das.ls, etc.
Details on showin4 document information
Revieking-curront seareflees
Gettini news from connected system
Senain tomman in non-CLTNIT I ongvagv
Making comments to CONIT

.1

Electronic ,;ystoms Laboratory
Massachusetts Institue of Technology

Camoridge, las,sachusett; 3i1.39
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COAIT tAOLANATi3NS

w2
AARI14(.. OR RiSTARTING YOU4 COAT SESION

If you ire Already conneLted to CONIT, you start. or restart,
your' CONIT -;es,sion oy typinli

start
followed,oy 3 carrilge return IRC4UKN/ Key.

The mes;age you will get afterlOypinj .111.0. is .;hown,oelow:

++++CONIE:
Welcome to COAT. If you make a tyofpg mk,take, strike th OKEAK.key,
wait for tne user CJe l""USER:il, SAd ftin retype the
for more helo on how to use CONIT, typm

he 10

followed by 3 carriige return; ofherwiSet you may how type.any CONII comMand.
-*k .,

.160-0 5 titme of dayY
OSER::

ww3 8.44w'.
THE 't_XPLAIN 'COM4ANO

The nane a( the oasicThelp commanA is explain In using it you may
type eitho- the complete 'word or itsaboreviated forqt the command
name must always be tollo.iej by the item you want exPlained and by a

-:carriage return. For example, if yoa.type
expl3in commands

, or lost
.0 commands.

CONIT will fist alt. the basiccommands you can use and,,i ',wort A
explanation of tnem. Th0 inexpert us'er should-now type: e commands

m
,

.E1)(PLAm1TION OF CONCEPTS .

16 .have a concept explained type explain followed oy a concePt name.
Soge concoats you cln kave explained are: , ..

'CONCEPT NANO CONCEPT .
,

commands List of CONIT cOMmands
converse Oechanics of the user's conversational dialoi (ilaa ,CONII:
conit Short baCkground of -CONIT system
systems Into on retrieval systems CollIT can communiate awith .41Atif-

, 'r-

data List of data Oases you can search
for eacn of tne above exoranations, CONIT will suggest orther, more

detilled eipLaiktiols that yoLl can.get. Far a list of_all avaIlabl.e
onlIne explanaflons that you can request, typei e explanatioDs

Note that,CONIT will aut)matically fwitnout tour askia"gt give,expllhations
and suggestions during ihe course'of .your session if it detects errop.s
on your part or . as It thinks that suggestions may 0-.!

,
This page vast updated: 7f-I2-17.
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CONTI cxPEANATIONS

_ (..)(1)1_ V TION OF CONTI
A I:, experlmental computer interfice ll1,1 conne-voa to uifferent..;

.

inform:yr -0 rotrieyll systems and (Wow.. you to s lect iata bas.ls of tnesa.
SysteM% tb);eorch (find rete.rences lo documents). iearcn requests for all
syst..ems ano at3 Udie5 can a, macte.in one language, the CONIT'language.

C061/1 well assisf.you JS your selrcning progress,es.
S.ince the.GONIT language does not yet nindle all functions of every system,

you may orefer to use the tnJa9e of tne conne0ed retrievil system,
if you know 0, for speciiii -.Aunctions; for info on this point tyt,e8 W. send

CtNIT tias pe.-!n developed under rasearcn grant from tne Witiorial Sciene/
Foundatibn Oivisfon of Sci nce Information to tudy networking and.

Iother imorovemerts for int ractive information system's:

)
, .---

..,
LXPLANATION OF Hqw TJ IANAKSL WITH CJNIT

You converse witn CONIT uy giving it commandi. Cicn oomm3nd consists of i

oommand name which/may be followed oy one ar more additional words
to mak% ,/he meaning of the command clear'. -

To signal tne computer that you have completed your command you MUST

strike tne carriage return key; /he computer will notspon,) until you do.
, CONIT .111 Fespold to your command with a me..ssagJ: To"signal that
its messaie'is coMplete and that it is again waiting for your command

,CONIT will orint the user cue:
Ylou cannot give a command until you get )ha USLR:: cue Jut you c4n

1 interrupt CO4LT in its processingsof :its last command by typingv the

OREAq key. CJNIT will ,then give ybu a OERs: cue.
Fbr most *errors you make CONIT will give you an informative error

message- IT You detect an ere.Or OEFORE VPu stri.ke trici,C4rriage retum key,

, you Can Cancal what you have typed so fir by stritking tne dRtAK key. After
receiving tha JSEk cue you May retyógi 'the csmmand correctly..
(If you Are'connectad to MUi1LCSvii ARPANcl, seno 3REAK Of typing: s i p)

For information on other ways to edit:tVping errors, tybeee edit' 1,

.

-
'This page last updated: 77-111
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CONTI tAI'LAVATIONS 7 - d

tx PLANA I ION Of CURRECTiNG.ERRWcS
f or most a rr ors ydu make CONI T wall gay,. you In a nformat aye error

messaae. I I ydu detect an .error BEFJR1 you strike tne c arr.( age return ,hey,,
you can canca I wnat ydu pay e typed "so f ar by str a wing the OrctAK key. Af ter
receive in ) tne USER cue you may ?retype tne command ....orr ec tl y .

., ..( If you are connec ted to MUL I ICS vl ) ARPAN1 T , send ,IRLAK by tyo kn.) I
The ORt A.6 key ( somet imes labeled AT TENITON (ATTN) ) can al sot oe used to .i, interrupt c NIT actidns AFTLK you request them; for inf ) tyoel e interrupt
(her e ar. two way:10 cancel .errorS wa.thout having to bric:AK_ and .wa a t s

, 1- Type the A T SIGN (d) ta cancel tne command' I Inc up to th-st point and
immedkately f ype the correc t line. Thus, if ydo .Sexpo. '

Shoe dolshow data
you pul I eorrec tl y get the allOW DATA command.
2- n NUMt3ER SIGNS (01 wi 1 l cancel the Iast n characters you typed,
Thu:, lather of the two 1 Ines f.---

snoeem tat a
. shoe cialiOlw data

wit l Correctly enter the SI-TO D A command. Combina on .;; lso worn; e.y.,
shoe cillalw daatishop dattis ow dato/a ..

I f you are connectel t'b NUL f ICS thra A Kr)AINIt. T 9 YOU Must t y Pe 2 AT SIGAS

vv8 ,

6 EXPLANATION ur INTERRUPTING
The BREAK, key (also called AT TENTION (MINI can oe qsed to interrupt

actions and messages De f ore or a/ter you request them by
simaly ppressing :the BREAK key ONCI and poi tirfg for COII to gave you the
USER II cue ,before making a new. request. This wi I I (t ake a var lab le amount,
of time depend1n4 on how long i t takes (4NIT to 4.et the other system
to-stop talking.,

his featare may. be very use-f ut, to avola wai ts wnere, e.g., you have
al9dy seen some instructional 1.0.1o; or you hav4",seen eneit,ah"documen
r f erenctroutbut, or you Ware simply tirad of Waltin4 for an act ion to
Star t' or bec omol eted.
(NOJE: f3REAKING pccasionally uses sys.tems to drop dui or hong up.)
(If you are connected. to MULTIL tnru ARfiANET. senu (3RE4K by tyoing1 sIs i 0

*
.This page last- updated! 77-12-17
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EXPLAAATIUN 4

erl I
r

EXPLANATION OF COMMANW,
the basic conmanis you will be givinq a,-,? tnese (either the

full n).me or abbreviation may be tybed)W''
NAME A3(3a.V S4ORT EXPLANATION

explain e 'Used tio get explanations about uiing'CO'NIT
pick [) Used Ao pick a-data base (ano retri,!val system)
11ft4 r Used to find documents in 3 data base
show- s Used to show information on dOcuments,'dalta bases, etc.
comoine f c Used to comrihe sets,of retrieved docuvnts
ser6 Used to make a 44pment or send comm3nd 0) non-CJNIT lanoaage
stop' -Usert to stop your CUNIT ses.sion

In addition to fne se411ar commands listed above, we note
.0 e10w )

a. few

special operations oy C9NII or the user which are-imoortant to the dialog:
NAME OPEATION/NLE

user cue fne string ' * USERW is CONIT's cue tnat th4 user may ,type
RETURN At the en of eaLK command the user must ty0,! the RETURN key

to stn4 the computer to do the ccimman0
BREAK Strike tne 0 EAK KEY ( NOT tyoe the word 'oreak'l toncel a

typed fine or to,interrupt CONIT4 wai.t.for the."'!USERI: cpe
before typing 1 necline.

error Far a detailed explariation of how to correct typing errors
(with or without using the BREAK 1.10, typ3t e errors

.
.

e detailed exolanations of the'above commands and operatibns can be
ha by ,typin4 explain or e /, followed' by the neme of the item you.
widh ly have 4ctIaA1ed and 1 carriage return. Other items yop can have

fexpl.ained are isted under e concepts .

The illsxcoar vier should now typef
s. *

e pAcl J
41*

Ce4hfs Page last updated( 7,-12-17
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CONIT i-.,XPLANAT1014s 10-11

*vld
DATA dAi_ 44,10JEI AKLA1-)

oelow Arv 7 subject areas in whicn data b)ses,are avall:iute
1. PhyicaI c telces (PhVsics, Chemistr:y)

( I nc udin Ch emic .11 Ina1neer in,.4 and patents)
3. .cocierce, .-..ne'riy, Lnvtronmont

d ome Ca ..Ajriculture, ,F ood
5. Social Sc lences; i'o i ics , Educ at ion, t4umanjtzs
b. Jusir , °t1ar,-(0 t I n2j, Management ur ant s
7. ueneral. (all, on',Most, sou/act- areas coveral)

For a I ist of the dat_a base.. in one of these areas, typvt snow Jata.X-
where X tno, number of the area;

Strs ow (lit ?
Will list the Lngirv...ering data bases yOu can rsearch.

"11
DA 1A 3i1SE.S LU PHYSICAL SCIENCES,

For each iati ba.:e there -Cs lAstei t
CJNIT namber
CJNI1 rime
code f et ters of -system.; nav Iny the data base

(1)=01ALJG, N.7-1iLM/MEDLINE, 0-zdR81T, S=SUNIY/Mt.t)LINt 1
, shor,t ,!,(01 anation of uta base

', 11 SCI ED). ScienceCatatiol 'Aadex (SCUSLARCH).-
12 PHY'SY Science Aus't ts-At Physics (INSPEC)

CHCM77 (a) ChemiCal Abs,trac-ts Condensates 1477- (4CHEMI,i,
13b CHEI172 (JO) Chemical Aostr acts' Condensates 19/2-70 (1972- for 04811)

-1,3c CH( f170 (J ,0 ) Chemical Austracts Condensates* (CIVIMCOM 1'470-71
CHIMLN 101 Chemcial Aostracts SuOlect Index Alert (CASIA) (7V-4o)

131 CHENTE-2ti WI Chemical Name Dictionaryt Cf rlU Lse al,o IlL/CrHtill TERI, gis
You may now Dick a data oSse tiy t,ypin4 p X wnere X is. a hulitter or name.

However , i f you need more i nf ormation on a'Jata DaSe before picking% eitaer
ref er to the .ot4inted descriations, if 'you have them, or tip-it -e 'data X Y

.where X 13.--4.11e data oase number or name, and Y is a syat'em name. L.Y.,
e data 130 orbit

or
e data chem7Z dialog

Fo'l- a list.of data bases in
SHOW 'DA TA command .again.

another

********** flAffrniffiff,/11

Tnis elage

;

o th'k seven
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tON1ItXPLA1A)N1.

OAIA tiASCS
For eacn idT.) there is, list t

Cdu,L1 nimoer
Coq," nime
icoae letters of ,syytem4 has/tiny the data bal.e

10=0.14L06,-.t4'LM/MLO(..1 0-=ok,t31 I SUNY/Mf_ALINti
yhort tixolanatiOn of dita nase

21 ENNIN 10,1 Lnyineerin9 lnoex (COMPENOlx, fl)
22 EE 1-31 Science Aostrac,t.s-d,C; Llectrical,( lectronic,Comouter,Control
23 MC (01 information :,eryice in MechanicAl En9ine.lrin4 111t11C1

24a METALS (01 Metals Absracts/Alloys fmdex ltitTA0,1X/

24b ALUM (01 World Aluminum Abstracts (AAA/
25a PATUER_101.0erwenli C,entrat/World Pitents indexes
25b PAfiF1 (01 If-A/Plenum! :aneral, electrical, 'and mechanical U.S. Patents

25t PATTCRI 101 U.S. Patent Office Classification Codes
26a PAICHEM77 (01 IFI/Plenuml Chemical Patents- U.S. and foreiyn eouiv 1197/-1

26p PATZHCMiU (01 Same as PaTCHEM77 for 195J-76
2bc PATCHCIGA ill) Cnemical Aostracts Patent .Crhcoroince, US and forei9n

269 PAPER 101 Paper .Chemistry ;

YoU.may now pick a data oase by typ109 p wnere X L, a number or name.

.Mowever, if you neei more information-on a Ja6 base "before picwing, titner

refer to the printed descriotions, if 10,1 nav.ethem, ois typel datd X Y

where X ts tne data base number or name onJ V I systeM name. E.g.,

e adta 21 orbit
or -

e'data en9in-dialoy
For a list of data 3ases in another a tne seVen ar,!as, use the

.SMOW OATA command again,

4

This oar last'un.tated: 77-12-17
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0A1A 1.01;1S IN.410SCIENCLS, ItNiAGY,
Vor eacn Jati bas.e there is listed:

CONI1 number
nome

code I.:tiers of systems having tne data base
10zOIALOG, N=NLM/MEDLINL, 0=0R011. S=SONY/Mt0L1Nt1

snort explanation of data oase
11 SCI 101 Science Cifition Index (SClatIACH)
ld ME (01 Intod-mation Service in ftecharlic0 EnyineAring trAltpr
3Z. 110E0k 101 Meteoroloqical ano Geobhysical Abstracts (W6A)

OCEAN ()1 Oceanic'Ab?tracts (NOAN)
'-'33b AQUA f0) Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries Abstracts (ASFA)

3. EAVIR 171 Invironmental,Abstracts (tNVIROLINL1
35a PdttUf ().01 Pollution Abstracts
35b AIRPOLLOT (01 Air Pollution (APTIC)
36 tNtRGY 1),01 en.rgy information and tnvironment Abstracts (tNLRGYLINE)
37a OIL (0) Oil and gallikxploration, development ant production (fULSA)

-37w OILNEWS 101 Oil and energy news (Pit .NI.WS--Am. Petroleum Instit4t0
You may now oick a dat3 oase by tybing p X 'wnere X iti d number or name.

Howjier, if you need more information:on,,a data bai ..! before picking, either
refer (o the printed descriotions-, if you nave tnem, or type: e data X Y

where X 0 tne oa,ta base number or name ano Y is syste* n,me. E.g.,
e data 3.5a oroit

or
e Cata poklut dialog

For a list of data oases- in anot er of the seven areas. use the
SHOW OVL,comand again.

voli r

This page.last ted: 77-12-17
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CONIT txt'LAAAIION 11.

11)

310MLOIC.A1, A6'flCU1IONAL, ANO umo OATA OA'AS
t or eacn tal 3 oase therv is steas

CON11 numuer
CON!! name 4
Lode Ictterc of sytei .-. havin9 the data cac.e

(0-:01A1OG,S146iN14LM/MIALIW. 0=ORO11. :)=SUNY/MLOLINI I
:OA or t 0)()1 ana t ion of d t a OdSC

11 S.C1 101 icience Ci tat ion Index (SCI3CA {CH)
41a Al,KIUS ED.() u.s. National Agricultural Library (AGRICOLA)
4 lb A(,RICul ( 0) Commonweal tn Ayr icul tura I dureaus (CAB)
41C FOOD (1),J) ood Science and technology "Abstract; (FSI A)
41r AGR IRt S 111 Ayr cul tural Research (USOA-CRIS)
42 filOSIS 1,1,01 Biological Abs . Oni bi or esearCh In lex 1.97e- (ORB), Tt 1974-)
420 81069 I J1 BIOSIi- 1969-73
42t UtOTL<t1 (o) diOSIS codes and synonyms 0ctionary
43 MLJLINE, S,N) Ildex Medicos, by Nat lona Li,brary of (1*.licine (N01)
43m MLJMON Ni ,401-zatal oged monoye)phs (CA ..INE)
43 (MN Current month of MAXINE

.43 0CH(.411ERM (S,41 Chemic al ani Medical term-S.- (CHEMLINEI"
43t ' DItkri Subjects Headings Oiction try (MESH)
43v MEOW., .tiedica 1 Audio-Visual materials CAVL(NC)
44 TOX (N) toxicology .(TO)(cINE
.44d tOXEFF (MI toxici ty eft ects data (NIOSH-KTECS)
44t TOX TERA (1).1 Toxicological terms (10SCA)
45 EPIL (N) tA"Ii.E.PSYLINE
46 CANCER 1.4) Cancer Therapy and Carcinogenesis Aostracts (CANCERL1T )
47fr-CAN.CERRES I N) Cancer research pro) ec ts (CANCERPROJ)

You may now pick a data dase by typing p X wnere X is a number or name.
However., 1 1 you need More Information on a data Oa's/ before picking, el. tler
ref er to the prin,ted descriptions, if you have them, or typet e- data X Y

where X is the data oase number' or name and Y is a system nime. E.g.,
e data 41a orbi t

or
e data agrius dialog -

For a I ist ol data oases in another of tne seven areas, use the.
SHOW DATA command again.

atittirs.qpilis ************ ,,416:
'.Tnis page last upiatedl 77-12-17
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JATA DASL:, IN.SOCIAL SCIENCES, POLITI..S, tOUCA,ION, HUIANIIILS
For each lat,i\ ba s. there is listuat (

COM! namper
CON11 name
cooe letters of system; having the data base

10=01AL0G, NZIALM/NLOLINE., 0JBIl, 3=SONY/Ht.OLINL1
snort exolanation of data base

51 SOCSCL Id) Social Sciences Citation 1niex-(JOLISC1SEARCH)
52 SOC 101 Sociological Abstracts
52b CHILDAD 01 Child abuse and neglect
53 PSYCH Id) Psychological Abstracts
54a FEd 101 FEOERAL INDEX to government activities
5409EC0R0'101 Congressional Record
54c PUdLIC 131 Public Affairs Information. Service ( PAIS)

54n FEONOA (01 Most recent month of FEO'records (3EFJRE loading into FED
55a LANG ID) Language and Language jettalvior Abstracts (LIDA)
55b LIDINFO 101 Library and Information AbstraCtS (t4ipk)

ur m56a ED 10,01 Educational Reso,Ces Information Co 1ERIC1
56b EdEXCHILd (DI Exceptional' Ohild Education Aostracts
56c EDAV (01 Curt-lc:alum plannatg media materials (NiC01)
56d VOTECH (01 Vocational and technical education
57a HIST (0) Historical Abstracts (non U.S.)
5713 At4IST (9) WMerica: History ano Life'lAHL1, U.S. and Canada
58 -ART 101 lodern art and design

You may now pick a data oase by typing P X . wrSere X is a number or name.
However., if you ne4i Mote information int-a data oasa before pickirig, either

\.vrefer to the rintedfdesCriotions, if Vou nave them, or typal e data X Y
where X is the data base number or name and Y- is a system name.

.e data 53a orbit
or .

I

ror a list of dafa,p,
e data ed dialog

g/T- n another of tne seven areas, use the
sHpw oATA command ag n.

. 4'. \11.4**10440,********* MMIFIVIFIFMMOVIP :101
.

."0 This page last uolatedt 77-12-17
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cooe letters,of system: Niving the oata base ,

'

(0=0IAEOG, N=NLM/MLOLIW, 0=04BI1, S=SUNY/Mr.OLINL1
./ snort explanation of data base ..

,01. BUS IU.)) Aiusiness, management, marketing, etc (VI/(NFORM)
blb BUS AN 1)1 Canadian Business Periodical 1 dexd °

,

623 MAN GE (0) Management, f ance, 4ndu%tria relations, etc

ANT (0) Accounti , auditing, IntlestmTts, taxation, eb2t, Apcou.
b3-to MARKE 0.(0) PR7AICAS1S Worldwide comoany\a d aroduct info

63d MARKE 000 (0) 6overnme contractsi RFr"s, etc in defense areas

b3i MARKET1N ID) PREBICAST : Indexes to MAKITAI
63n MARKEIN34 101 Car-rent month records BEFORE loading into MARKETA0

64a SfA4PLANT (0) EIS: Info on 0.7.iii,i_ J. s. busines; estaBlishments

b4b STAIUSAD) PREDICASTS1 U.S. indufi-y and government statistics
64c STATUSTIME ED) PREcitcAsrst Annual)lime Series for U.S. industry I

64d STATREG (01 PREOICASTS: lime Series for U.S. metropolit,l'n areas )

641 STATFRN (3) S*milar to SIATUS_for foreign statistics ,,

64g STAJFRNTIME (01 Similar ko SATUSIIME fur foreign statistics
65a GRANTS (31 Grant programs by goveMlmental, commarcial, and private gr'oups

65o FONUIR (J) FOUNDATION D1RECTORY tnon-goverhmental, nonorofitl, . /4
.

.

65c FONbitA4TS-.,(01- G-ants given by foundStions in FDAOIR \

66a CHEMNEWS I0,0t News from Chemical Industry Notes oy Chem Abstracts

66b DRUGNEWS (P,O) PharmaceutiCel:Nets Index . _
I

You may nom pick a data oase`by t ping p X % wnere 1( is a number or name.

However, if you need fere information on a data oase oefore picking, eitner

refer to the printed Oescriotions, if you nave them, or type: e data X Y

where X is the data base number or name and Y is a system name. E.g.,f
e data il orbit ,

CON11 txeL111111.0N

JATA 3AiLS IN. 3 SINlsS, MARKITING, V:411G(AirNT, GRANTs

-For eacn ata pas there is .11ted:\
CONLI nu Per "Anew

or
e data ods\1 al oik

For a fist of da a bares -in another of .tn'e seven areas, use the

SHOW DATA command again.

***** ffi4A,M84,0*.0040410*
This page last updated* 77-12-17
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'4,17 ). I .

JAYA 041tS COVLR1N6 ALL, itt MOST, ;u3,1010 AR1A.
(.,or eich tate base tnere is I i sfedi

CONI1 number
CcINI.f rl ime
code letters of systems h3v ins/ The 041 a 1)410

(0,31410(., N=NLM/MECluitit 0=ORUIT SONY/Mt...31 INt_
snort quo! anat 1 on of data DaS

71 NT I s (i,J) Government-'soonsore KW reports (Nati I ,ich info Servi ce)
72e LItsC0.4i: 10) L-IbOry of Congre s DOOKS ano monforaphs in Lnallsh
711 LitICONF (J) L ibrary of Congre s foreign (non-Cn41 ish) meter iat S
73 551 (31 Smi thsonian Sci ence nf ormat ion Exchan )e (current resar.ch)
74 THCSLS (01 Comprenensive OIss r f at ion Abstracts (doctoral theses)"
75 NIWSCANI (0) Can3dian Nets Ind x

You may noy pick a dtit,i Oast, div'lyping p X wn ere X is a number or nam-e.
However, , if yu nee,1 more int ormat on on a data base fore picking, el tner
ref er to the or in fed descria f Lons, i't you nave them, o type: e data X Y

where X Is the data base numbr or name an:f Y s- a system name. E.g.,
e data 71 orbit

or
e data ntis dialog

For a I ist of data oases in anottfer of -cne sevon arbas, use the
SHOW 1)4 TA command again.

geld
EXPLAINING OATA OASES

In order 'to get an online explanation of a data oase, type! 'e-data X
where X is the CONIE 'number or name of the data base.. :

( A gi ven data oase may exi st on t ',to or more systems, in which case
the imitlement at ions and expl anat ions wi II oe different. It you, want
the exp lanati on f or a particular sirs-tem, add the syytem name to your

Zr
and

eoclaija ect dialog

to get
comma'nd.,

a data ed orbit / ' , ' '
wi 1 I ge t expl anat ions of th/e Cl/ data base from fbIALAR, and 2R131T-,%respectiv-i[y.
I f you do not name )4 sys tem, CONIT wi I I, pick-One f or you, as in the PICK :

-, .----.
ommand.

If Atou are.not C.onnec fed to a system from which iou want an explanat ion,
()NAT w i 1 r-connec t you' (af ter disconnectin4Vom the currentiystem and

dbfa oase, if any/. The data bass you are. curr,ent ly connest cl to Wi I I not
,traillItt- han d when you ask f orA1 an expl anat ion, unl ets title tiik.pl anat ion you request
is from ystem other than the one you are current I y connected- to. ,In that
case you, wi I I oe_ col,neeted to the defaul t data base of the expl ainina. sy'St am.

.4 i, 1,

1

*411,cil
'N

l

EXPLANA T ION OF FIELD
Fiel ds are chteg ries of int ormatiori\4n a data oate (e.g., t itluwear

cuthor. docyment soarci report ntrioer, jOhdex t ertu, 'atc. ) that can,be used
f or searchi,ni or f co,- s to. na docuoirents f ound ai the reslar :Of searcht nglit
For simple earchin.i (FIN ing) and 'HOIlling-ir% the C3NIT I art-page
You do no eed to ....inow f ield names pt he data tias,!s, out ..
tor special I zed. sea-ching or' showina, ich must put done i.n tne language
o (Atha retriaval system, you must use the data base I ield -names.
to see these usçitso t FIEU)S command at te- the E .1.4 TA4ommand.
41,41,41,4041,411.1PW*

f.41#
A

This pAje I ast. up fated: 77-12-e1.
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CONIT C_KPLAIATION

\\."10
tXPLANIMON OF RICK CO1NANO

.The PICK command is ued to pick-) data uase to earch in.
To oak a Jot.1 base. type Pick X or simply
where X Is tne numoz!r or nalle 01 the data Disc; f examol.::

pi ck

ii li ge t you connected to the MEM. INE dit a toaser. tThr an oni ine
. p meol i;)e - ^

,,,, he datikbases you may OiCk, type .

l ist. of
, , .

, shMrdat 3
To swi tch, from one data oase to .3not r, type oick Y where Y IS/the

numoer .or-''-name o't the new data Pose. Nol.e. ho,wever, that sdi tChing general l y
Ne

results in prev ious resul ts peing dropbed uy (he computer..-, -:- .

b In order to save on connec t- t Lme, charges you may, at 1 Imes, want to
dis"connect the current iatck base; to do this, .tyPe I

di sc!Anect .,..----
or 4 ts ab.brk.!viati.om. .

di s , -. 1 \\.!

Again, di seonne'et Ing 9enera1.4-1l-tirses previous hesu l.ts. A t t er--d i sc onn ec t i n j\y-ou mus-t PIllK again to res6me searcning.
ri.1 l l automatical ly connect to a system tnat ha, the data base

you picfsed. f or ,an explanat ion of hoe you can override CO,NI l.'s choice
of system, type: e pick system ..

I I the aoove expl anat ions ore on 'paperfi we suggest tnat the inexpert user
now Ptil l up., the paper, tear 'off the instructions f or retrencet and then 'pick
a, data pa_se (af ter get, Intl int rmaat ion on the data ...oases, I t"neede4).

a
fff*J11.4,111 ***** fiffadef

Tnis page l as, update t 77-12-11
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.IXIIL.ANATON Of SYSTEMS
CUNit oan cenriect°to 3 different reirieval systemsi MIOLINt of

the National4.iurary. of Medicine; 2) Lockheed OIALO., (L4Sit SYstell

.0)evelooment Corcoration (SDCl ORBIT.
,

1MCOLIde., whose main. data base is also named MEOLINt, specializes in
mkvigine., It also has other dlata bises in related olomedic. fields.-
tiotn-JIALO:, ind Ok011 have many oat' bases coverino ill disciplines

+or a Iit ot data baseS avai(able in the different ..ystems, type:, s data

It one system is not avai blei or to Mahe more complete seirctves,
you may wan.t to.try s ral systems and data bases.

,

N.,.

version hIs a few data bases.not availaole at SONY. For mor'e info pick
There Jre two verSions of the ML)LINt. syst d hem: NIM an SONY. le NIM

.
a third system: NLM NEWS. Wnen you :pick meilin CON!l tries to yet SONY.
You may uet Niji Ov typing: Pick medline nlm 4

cpNIT uses either the IELENET or TYMNET network to yet ,,a system. ,

It a sYStem is not available tnru one network, you may try the other; e.g.,
I.

pick meiline Telenet 9 I

_.0icksmedline nlm telenlet

'
f_Xf!LANAIION OF PiCKIK, SYTE.MS

,

.
To connect to a i,ate vase CONIT must 4 irst connect ta a retrieval

-.
system that nas the data vase. *Some data Jases are available On ,Inore.

f than one system. CON1T wl.autcAmatically select a system tor You
unless you prefyr' to overrl e CO IT's choice. ,To da this, specify
both data ()use ANO system; .for'efrarnole,

Pick ntis or,bit
.

. .
..

connects you tothe NTIS data ase in WWII, while
p 71 dialog

connects you to the,NTIS datav.base, in the JIALOG syite
if you Specify a system o t nd- data base, you will o ,connected to

the default data base for th t system. For example, thk. j oefauly data bas4

for DIALOG is ED. v

For more Information abo t the systems'and n?tworks,'t4oi .e systems

. / . .

:

'C'23 r P9,
pOWING SlATUS . / - ? . .

. -./.
.

The SHOW ;STATUS comman'd tells whit dataa oase and system vou are currentlyY

connected to, if 'any."

0;0.0;F *** IF *** ; ******** .I110110

t
'.40. " This,Daqe famt up/a edt 77,1/-17
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LO1IiXPLAAT1ONS ,4^2,

**Z4
LxPLANATLOr. OF OISCOliNeCTIN6 .

The OICONNC.. CT commend I..iopr ev ati on di s ) can oe used. to disconnec t

the currently connec fed retr iev al. syStem dill data tra-se. This sill teave

you. connect to- CONI T out will avoid -aqy aiditional char ges from the

rtrieval systems. ,Disconnec tiny w,iiLurp from tha computer any current

search sets (of f line requests will NOT4-be af f ec tea.. howetier).

To discannect from CONIT (as weR as any current retr ev.il system)

use the STOP commeni.

EXPLANAT ION OF STOP COMMAND
The command stoo will lo, of f. CONIT at ter distonhect ing

any sys tem tnat ypu may current ly be connected
3etore you sto:r CONIT we would aopreckate any omteen.ts you may have.

For exu 1 anat on t noel e comment .
YOu may disconnec t a retr ieval system WITHOUT stopping CUNIT. typel `e d.is

141,, Istv-ple *******

This:page last upjateCit 77-12-17
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IXPLAIATION Of FINO COMMAND
The FIN() command is uted to search for JOCumontS Indexed under a

oirticlr term. 11,0a find X 'where r is the term you are searching for.
In eneral, use terws that tire specific to your.t0Oic. Iwo examples:

lin.: erythrocyte
find Tsliation

We recomment Mit you start by searchins on sin4le (key) words or word sfems
and then combine the resultant cots as needeo. E.g., tne 3 commands:

. find comouter
find momor
combiae sett ald 5et2

will find Jocuments about CaMPUTIR MEMORICS by getting documents indexed
under BOTH CJMPUTER4or COMPUTERS, etc., (setl) ANU Under MEMOR(Y,IES) (set2).
For additiona) eXplanations that ay be useful foc arChina typOt

e combine (for combining 'sets of retrieved docUments)
e find author (for searching by aathor name)
e find more (for ways to tin.: additional documents)
e show index (ter browsing throu.0 the valid index terms)

find index (for searching on terms given by SHOW INOEX)
e find oetter (for ways of getting more relevant documents)

'0'027

EXPLANATION OF AUTHOq SEARCHING
In addition to geqeral aublett searching, you can reauest a sarch

ospciTicallY en a particular author. To do this types find.autnor
followed by the aut.Vor's'nami in tho forml flast-name, E.g.,

find author maTtIn, r
Which can be abbreviated 0

f au martin, r
will do a search on authors'with the fast naee 'Martins and a first name
beginning with-*R'. .

If this gives ioa 'many 'fats. drops' (e.g., you get doCuments by ichard
Martin when you wanted only.those oy Robert Evan Martin), yau can,be
more specific as in the Collowing two examples)

u martin, robert
f au matin,

Not, hOWevar, that different data bass yary as to how tny format
author names. Som us only initials; 90111e use periods after initials,
others do. not.

the pest s'tratelYeay be to Start with a broad author sarh ono SHOW
tos documents. If VOU then'went to restrictjhe search, use the author
nlip format that you see-in the SHOW oUtput.

4VIPCIFfif.CefeCeeM4CC4F411,,f411...#*

fhi5 pagelast upaateot 7I-12-11
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eszb

4rio414:; IN tEx TiRNS,
itie. 'show index X COMMSAt1,11StS terms Ilphauatically near'fhe

term X In the.index for the data oase ybu are current la, connected to.
The number Of documents posted under each term is also given. Thudt

shop inlex owojedro
will VION if AVOGADRO is a proper searcn,term in your current data !Daft?

(you can check spellingl. You will also See how many, if any,
documents are posted under that term, or alternately, other related phrases
likw Avoged ro's numoer or rule or cánstant, 'etc.

For sone data boses you will also po given an indication of whether

there are listings for related thesaurus teems.

##29
FINOItc; 41114 TEkMS FROM SHOW INDEX COMMAND

Terms that are shown oy the ,SHOW INDEX command may, of course,
be used as search terms.in the )FIND Command. --

If you are convected to JIALgG, you Can select Particular terms
from the displayed list oy designating tneir code tags instead of the foil

'Spelled-out form of the terms. 'Thus,
find el

will Jo 3 svarch on term f in the 'SHOW INOEx 44spla,f, while
find el-e8,e12

will do a Search on the first 8 torms.plus term I. (results of the

9 searches Ar combined witiA OR, as for synonyms).

'30
F1NOING MORE DOCUMENTS

Some ways to find additional documentss
I. Use 'show index X' command to find additionml seArch terms

2. Use 'or' in COMBINt command to 'collect documents %miler synenymOus terms
3. Get synonymous or related terms from 'snow all' document output,

, or from thaseuri, dictionaries, indOKOS, yciur heid. etc.
4. Break a search pnrase'into single words
S. Use other data bases and systems .
b. Use-truncated (stemmed) Search terms. CON1T searches on all terms that

BEGIN with your search term. ThUs, 'tine tomPuter' will retrieve
documents indexed under 'computer', 'computers', 'computer programs",

'computePized', etc. To broaden your search, reduce tne lngth of Vow:

starch term. E.g.. 'find cOMput' wi4:-get all l the documents from the

'computer' aearcl PLUS tnose indexed(under 'computep'comPutation',' etc.
7. Orepiess important terms from search; e.g, 'effects' in 'heat effects'

eveeeeeeememe ***** eseireeme
plOSIO last uptatedt. 77-12-1l
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fiNOINu BLITEeZ DOCOMENIS
It you hive too many non-relevant documints, your soirc terms may

not be specific enough or you may not have included an imp rtant concept.
To correct tnis, isearch orl the concopt vou nevi, ()emitted; t 47(Y-combine

the new and urevious search sets usin9 COMBINE with ANL).
It a malor part at your search S,et is not relevant and ou can

isolate the pact by some 'search, you can exclude the non-r levaAt
()fart by comoininj tne orijinal result ANO VOI tne r1,2w sear I. L.41.,

fi:nd memor
find comput
comoile seti and not set2

will remove (at least some of) the computer meifory .Jocument... However, it
may also remove some documents on human memory whero- computers-are used.

If yOU know tne retrieval systemIaAguage, you col also' 0 special Searches
as 0Y date, repoet number, ''important terms** only, etc. E. og in OIALOGS

find rn=nasa-c--129524
find amorphoNs(W)state/ti

Some OROIT or MEOLINE examples:
find hew (sa)
find *lqad and "poisoning

.13e
EXPLANATION OF COMBINE COMMAND 1

_The COMBINC commanciallOws aou to make comblnatilns of t sets
of_documents you have previously found from searching your . urrently
connected data base; for example.

combine set ,2 md set i
will lield j new set,ihat-Contains only documents which are Common
to both sets e2 ANU 5. ANying is useful in narrowini the se,irch to yoyr
specific topic. Alternately, if want,to uroaden you r. searc g'use OR; e.gf,

combine set 2 or set 5
merged,the 2 sets into a single sej keapinj all documents f om either set.
ORing is usefOl in combining results from synonymous terms. The 3 commands:

find sulfate
find sulfite.
combine Set 1 or set 2

wIll collect documents about sulfates OR sulfites into one et. Also,
combine set.2 Ind not set 5

will make a new set which contains docuioents in set 2 tut t. in, set 5.

memeemewsveemememelitemmemmeme
This page last uplatedl 78-9-5'
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eXPLANAtiJN OF 1UW COMMAND
the snow commanJ gives Information io0uf tiocumenthat nave peen found

04 searghin;,.about data base, about index tterms t) search on, etc.

to have CJNLI show standara citation 1h-formation on some of Vhe fast set .

of documents you have found type 'snow'. You may 310 oe wore specific;
snow set '3 title documents 1-4

Mill CJUSO the titfis of the first 4 documents of,sat 3 to oe snown to4yoo.

show a 1 2

gives ALL Jnformat4n availdule on the SECOND document of the Oirrent set.

to hay tne SHOW output rinted oifline and mailad, add 'off'; e.g.,

s ¶J3 dll J1157 off
elll ge4 all info for the first 57 JocumentS of set 3 printed offline.

('d is the abbreviation for 'document(s)'. 's' for 'show' and 'set').

For more detlils on how to get document information typat e show d
Examples Jf other information that can De optained 3re given ()slows

COMMANO OR/EF EXPLANATION
show data Lists data bases currentlly available through CONIT

show index X Lists terms near X in inlex current late base /

show review Reviews search sets created so far on current dati: base

show status fells WhAf JJtd base and system are onnecteu

show news Gives news from connecteJ systm
For more Jetails on each, typet e show Y

where YAis tne command you want exotaim.edi e.g.,
e-how index

,SMINIMv DOCUMEAT INFORMATION
The basic command for showing information on documentsifound has the form:

show dvumenf, 5-7 pt 3 Vitle
which causes the titles of documents 5,o, and 7 of set 3 to oe Output.

(You may apOreviatef 's' for 'show' or 'set' and 'd' for 'document(s)°.)

1T.You do not specify the SET parameter, vät.: will get the last.set

you ha** found.
If you do not specify Me VIO1CtIENT (d) parameter, yOU will get the fir's,

few documents in the set (usually aoout 5, if there areAhai many).
You can iet all document information by subsfltuting 'all' for 'title.

It you specify neither 'title' nor "a10, you will jet the ,itandard

citation information which includes title, author, and locator lneformation.

,Diff4rent systeMs and data oases give you somewhat different types of

information for the categorieS TITLE., ALL. and CITATION. This is

especially true of other-than-bioliograohic data ba-;es like FOUNOATJON

GRANTS or.CONGRESSI3NAL RECORO.
To save money and onl-ine time you mast pant to have yOur SHOW Output printed

offline (NUT at terminal) and mailed. ro Jo this aid the word 'off': .N4.,

show off all sS 01-57
,
'tans print offline all info an the first il dOCOments ih.set 3.

Miff ***** .ff*ffffffil*Mii4411
This pae last updated: 77-12-17
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CavIT XPLANIAIIONS 35-31

..3

S.HOWINa SE1S1I4 REVIEW
The comm3nd 'show review lists all the sets you have found in

searchig tne curren.tly connectou data oase with A short descriution
eiich set, and, for some'systems. the number of documents in each set.

iitf3b
SHOW1N6 NEWS

The comm,i;id 'ShOw news' will giVe you the news fro, tht .ystem
you are currently connected to. Thi.; is in addition to the short
broadcast n,las you ;Nay have gotten when you tirs:t connect d to tne System.'

News to^ the MEDLINE systems is only available pi j a Special
nlm news sy.tem py typing: dick nlm news

.37

EXPLANATION OF.THE SENO COMMAND
To send a command to a tystem in its own language you may use' the

SENO commani.
send file f? e , 7

till connect you to.01ALOG file 12 WITHOUT drooping sets lust found.
send t0/1/1-20

will .giv.4 just format 1 output tdoc rumperst for DIALUG set 2
send "print indented ti, an

will, give title and doc'numoer into
It

or MEOLINE and ORiliT:
ke welcome your commerkt* on CONIT. To maKe a comment use ihe

'4end comment' command. rWexplanation typet e comment

ife38

COHNENTIN
_We wOOld e'i'o get your comments on the good and bad featmres

you find in usl CONIT to Aid us in our study of information systems.
-To make a comm t use the 'comment' command for eacn lint of copmenti e.g.,

comment tfe common litnguage feoture Is good but Snow is a bad name
cboment rint or type i.s.a better name lhan shOw

.4% It e *44 4, me m.ms,
inis page lmst upJafedt 77-12-17-
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APPENDIX B

EXAMPLE CONIT SESSION

11

As explained in Section 2.2, we present in the Appendix.excerpts

from the online session for an experimental user (EU3) as an example of

'typical intbractions that occur between users and the CONIT system.

During the session, the user issued 90rcommands. Thest are labeled

Ul, U2, U90. The CONIT responses are labeled Cl, C2 Two

of the commands, US and U6, were not attually issued by E1J3 but have beep

added for completeness as explained in Section 2.2. Additional explanatory

information on ;this session is found in Section 2.3.4 and Appendix D.

The dialog has been retyped in a formát close'to that which actually

appeared on the original typescript. For a comparison, see Fig. 3 in

Section 2; Fig. 3. is a photoreproduced excerpt of the typescript from

command U19 to 1J26. In this Appendix, material left out is indicated by
*

ellipses (...) or by a note indicating where the-full CONIT explanatory

message can be found in Appendix A. .



^

A

N.

Ul: START.
.

CL: -++++CONIT:
,

WELCOME i041CONIT. IF YOU MAKE A TYPING MISTAKE, STRIKE THE BREAK KEY,
WA1T FOR THE USER CUE (****USER::), AND THEN RETYPE THE LINE.
FOR MO'RE HELP ON How TO USE CONIT, TYPE

HELP 'L

FOLLOWED BY A CARRIAGE RETURN; OTHERWISE, YOU MAY NOW TYPE ANY CONIT

COMMAND.

-97-

0956.6
*****USER::

U2: HELP

C2: ++++CONIT:
- THE NAME OF THE BASIC HELP COMMAND IS EXPLAIN . IN USING IT YOU

,,MAY TYPE EITHER THE COMPLETE WORD OR ITS ABBREVIATED FORM E . THE

COMMAND.NAME MUST ALWAYS BE FOLLOWED BY THE ITEM YOU WANT EXPLAINED

AND BY A CARRIAq RETURN. FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU TYPE

EXPLAIN COMMANDS
-CR JUST

F. COMMANDS
CONIT WILh LIST ALL THE BASIC COMMANDS YOU CAN USE AND. A SHORT,

EXPLANATPM* OF THEM. THE INEXPERT USER SHOULD.NOW E COMMANDS

0.957.6
*****USER::

U3: E COMMANDS

C3: [See EXPLANATION g from Appendix A]

- .U4: E PICK

C4: [See EXPLANATION 20 from Appendix A]

,U5: SHOW DATA

e5: [See EXP[ANATION 10 from Appendix A]

U6: SHOW DATA-5

C6: tSee 00LANATION 15 flint Appendix A]

'U7: PICK St-

7: ++++CONIT:
EN ORDER TO CONNECT TO THE DATABASE'YOU PICKED, SO6SCI (NUMBER 51),

coNrT WILL CONNECTIX) THE DIALOG SYSTEM.

4'TO MAKE THIS CONNECTION UNIT WILL FIRST PHONE THE YMNET NETWORK. -

THE WHOLE CONNECTION PROCESS WILL TAKE ABOUT A MIN E OR TWO.'

, PLEASE WAIT FOR THE H4ER,CUE '(*****USER::) BEFORE MIING A NEW COMMAND.

ICUTE THAT THE BREAK KEY CAN BE USED AT ANY TINE T INTERRUPT CONIT

LL AS TO CANCEL'A JANE: WHEN,YOU STRIKE THE BREkK KEY CONIT"WILL

,B0gT WHAT IT'S,DOING; YOU MAY GIVE A NEW COMMAND A T R 'YOU GET T-

B USER CUE. ''')

-3
b,

k.

74.

1

4
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C7:4(cont'd)

PHONE CONNECTION MADE TO 7YMNET.
TYMNET RESPONDING.
LOGGING ONTO DIALOG.
You ARE NOW CONNECTED TO THE LOCKHEED DIALOG RETRIEVAL SYSTEM--
YOU ARE NOW CONNECTED TO THE SOCSCI (NUMBER 51) DATA BASE.
'FOR EXPLANATION OF FINDING D6CUMENTS TYPE: E FIND

1006.1
*****USER::

U8: E FIND \
C8: [See EXPLANATION 26 from Appendix A]

U9: sE COMBINE

C9: [See EXPLANATION,,..32 from Appendix A]

U10: F FIND M0RE-

C10: [See EXPLANATION'30 fromAppendix A]

Ull: E FIND INDEX
1

C11: [See EXPLANATION 29 from Appendix A]

1112: E SHOW INDEX

-C12: [See EXPLANATION 28 from Appendix Al

013: E FIND BETTER

C13: [See EXPLANATION 31 from Appendix A]

014: E FIND AUTHOR*

£14: [See EXPLANATION 27 from ftppendix A]

,

C15:'- PHONE LINE DETACHED-
THE PHONE CONNECTION AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM RAVE BEEN DISCONNECTED
FOR OTHER SYSTEMS THAT MAY HAVE THE INFORMAIION YOU WANT, TYPE: E gSTEMS



1J16: PICK 5

U17: SHOii INDEX MODEL

.C17: ++++CONIT:
REF INDEX-TERM TYPE ITEMS RT

El MODALITY. .149

E2 '-MODALS r -,5

413 MODDERMAN 1

E4 MODE 267

E5 MODE9TE 1

E6- -MODEL 6355
E7 MODELE 1

E8 MODELED 19

E9' MODELER 1

El0 MODELES 2

Ell MODELING 636

E12 MODELIZATION 4

E13 MODELL 7

'El4 MODEELANSTALT
E15' MODELLE 1

E16 MODELLER 2

E17 MODELLING 82

E18 MODELLKINDERGARTEN 1

El9 MODELO 1

E20 MODELR 1

TO SEE MORE TERMS TYPE: SHOW MORE
TO SELECT ANY OF THESE TERMS FOR SEARCHING TYPE: E FIND INDEX

1026.0

U18: SHOW INDEX'WORLD

C18: *+++CONIT:
REF INDEX-TERM TYPE ITEMS RT
El WORKWEEK
E2 WORKWEEKS 2

E3 WORKWIFE
£4 WORKYARDS 1

E5 WORLABY -

E6 -WORLD 6520

E7 WORLDLINESS 1

E8 WORLDLY- 6

14

AV



U19:, FIND MODEL

CI9: ++++CONIT:

NO RESPONSE RECEIVED FROM LAST'TRANSMISSION.
sHopw CONIT WALT FOR A RESPONSE ANY LONGER? (ANSWER YES OR NO)

RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS MAY BE SLOW IN RESPONDING AT TIMES. YOU SHOULD

ANSWER YES TO THE ABOVE QUESTION ABOUT 3 SUCCESSIVE TIMES (UNTIL ABOUT

A MINUTU HAS ELAPSED) AFTER WHICH TIME YOU MAY ASSUME EITHER THE

RETRIEVAL SYSTEM OR CONIT OR THE NETWOVK-CONNECTION BETWEEN THE TWO

IS NOT WORKING PROPERLY. AT THAT POINT YOU SHOULD ANSWER NO TO THE

QUESTION. THEN. TRY YOUR REQUEST AGAIN. IF YOU STILL GET NO RESPONSE,

DISCONNECT FROM THE RETRIBVAL SYSTEM (TYPE DIS) AND TRY TO PICK Fr

AGAIN (POSSIBLY USING A DIFFERENT NETWORK) OR PICK A DIFFERENT SYSTEM.

U20: -YES

C20: NO RESPONSE RECEIVED FROM LAST TRANSMISSION.4.
SHOULD CONIT WAIT FOR A RESPONSE ANY LONGER? (ANSWER YES OR NO)

*****USER::

U21: YES

C21: FROM HOST:
YOUR SEARCH RESULTS IN SET 1 WHICH CONTAINS 10415 DOCUMENTS.
TO SEE REFERENCES,TO THE FIRST FEW DOCUMENTS TYPE: SHOW

1034.5
*****USER::

1

U22: FIND WORLD

C22: ++4CONIT:
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED FROM LAST TRANSMISSION.
SHOULD CONIT MIT FOR A RESPONSE ANY LONGER? (ANSWER YES OR NO)

*****USER::

U23: YES

C23: NO RESPONSE RECEIVED FROM LAST TRANSMISSION.
SHOULD CONIT WAIT FOR A RESPONSE ANY LONGER? ANSWER YES OR NO)

U24: YES

C24:' FROM HOST:
YOUR SEARCH RESULTED IN SET 2 WHICH CONTAINS 6904 DOCUMENTS.

TO SEE REFERENCES TO THE FIRST FEW DOCUMENTS TYPE: SHOW

FOR AN EXPLANATION OF HOW TO COMBINE SETS TYPE: E COMBINE

1036.7
*****USER::

,

U25: COMBINE SET 1 AND SET 2
1 0 6



c25:' ++++MNIT:
YOUR SEARCH RESULTED IN SET 3 WHICH CONTAINS 113 mx:tNENTs.
TO,SEE REFERENCES TO THE.FIRST FEW DOCUMENTS TYPE: SHOW
TO REVIEW YOUR SEARCH SETS TYPE: SH* REVIEW

1037.9

U26: SHOW

C26: ++++CONIT:

3/3/1
785089
HOUSING REQUIREMENTS AND NATIONAL RESOURCES -'IMPLICATIONS OF UN

WORLD MODEL CEN)

LAKSHMANAN TR; CHATTERJEE L; ROY.P
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, CTR METROPOLITAN PLANNING &

RES/BALTIMORE/MD/21218; JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, DEPf. "GEOC & ENVIRONM
ENGN/BALTIMORE//MD/21218; GALLAUDft COLL/WASHINGTON//DC/20002
HABITAT, 1J2, N3-4, P277-289, 1977

3/3/2
783666
ECMNOMIC-MODFLS OF.WORLD AGRICULTURAL COMMODITY MARKETS - COCOA,

COFFEE, TEA, WOOL, COTTON, SUGAR, WHEAT, :RICE - ADAMS, FG -AND
BEHRMAN, JR (EN)

JONES GT
JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS; U28, N2, P326-326, 1977

.3/3/3

777057
'BEHAVIORAL-MODEL FOR HEALTH PROMOTION AND DISEASE PREVENTION jEN),
NG LKY; MANDERSCHEID RW; DAVID DL
NIMWWASHINGTON//DC/20032; WORLD MAN FUND/WASHINGTON//DC/

.JOURNAL,OF ALTERED STATES,OF CONSCIOUSNESS, U3, NI., .p95L95, 1977

3/3/4

'772792
BARILOCHE MODEL - 3RD WORLD DISASTER `111Di PREDICTS (EN)
JAHNKE M
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY AND LAW,'U3, N2, P74-75, 1977

'3/3/5
.

759229
HUMANIZATION OF LABOR. WORLD - ,NECESSARY CONDITIONS; ,ONCEPTS AND

MODELS 'GERMAN --TREISS;-C.-(GE)
TRAOTWEINKALMS G

GEWERKSCHAFTLICHEMONATHEFTE, 1128, N7, P469-4614 1977

'1)
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*

YOU MAY NOW SEE OMER INFORMATION ON YOUR SEARCH RESULTS; TYPE: E SHOW
FOR EXPLANATION OF OMER ACTIONS YOU MAY NOW DO'TYPE: E COMMANDS

1044.1
*****USERf.:

029: SHOW SET 3 ALL 1)1-1I3 OFF

C29: ++++CONIT:

PRINTED 3/5/1-113
,,-YOU MAY NOW SEE OTHER INFORMATION ON YOUR SEARCH RESULTS; TYPE: E SHOW

FOR EXPLANATION OF GIVER ACTIONS YOU MAY NOW DO TYPE: E COMMANDS .

.1046.3

U301 SHOW INDEXDYNAMIC
/

U3I: FIND DYNAMIC

C31: ++++CONIT:
NO RESPONSE RECEIVED FROM LAST TRANSMISSION.
SHOULD CONIT WAIT FOR A RESPONSE ANY LONGER? (ANSWEIT`4ES OR NO)

. U32: YES

C32: FROM HOST:
YOUR SEARCH RESULTED IN 5ET 4,WHICH CONTINS 2135 DOCUMENTS.
TO SEE REFERENCES TOThE. FIRST FEW DOCUMENTS TYPE: SHOW

1049.1

'U33: COMBINES [User hits BREAK key after 'S']

C33: ACTION/NESSAGES ABORTED. CONTINUE.

1049.6 .

U34: COMBINE SET 2 AND SET,4

U53:' COMBINE SET 10 AND NOT SET 3
I P-
..

U56: PICK 73

1 8
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CS6: ++++CONIT:
LOGGED OFF DIALW. COSTS FOR THE USE OF ltAST DATA WE:
464.12 0.916 HRS FILE7 5 DESCRIPTORS
$7.33 'TYMNET

$12.10 121 PRINTS
$83.55 ESTIi4ATED TOTAL COST

,TIME OF LOGOFF'8:18:24
LOGGING ONTO.SDO/ORBIT.
PULL RESPONSE NOT, YET RECEIVED FROM RETRIEVAL SYSTEM.-
SHOULD CONIT WAIT FOR A RESPONSE ANY LONGER? 'ONSWER YES OR N0j
*****USER::

U57: YES
oh

C57: NEWS FROM SDC/ORBIT:
SAE DATA BASE NOW OPERATIONAL. SEE NEWS RE FREE INTRODUCTORY TIME.

YOU ARE NOW CONNECTED TO THE SDC/ORBIT RETRIEVAL SYSTEM--:
YOU ARE NOW CONNECTED TO THE SSIE (NUMBER DATA BASE.
FOR EXPLANATION OF FINDING DOCUMENTS TYPE: E FIND

*****USER::

U78: .SHOW SET.SHOW SET 5 D1-5

C78: ++++CONIT:

A number should appear where you typed "show set 5 di-5"
For an explanation ot how to use'the.SHOW command type: e show'

1136.,4

U79: SHOW SET 5.D.1-5

, U84: .S REVfEW

C84: ++++CONIT:
set 1: ALL MODEL: (43383)
set 2: "ALL MORLD: (46581)
Set 1 AND 2 j606)
get 4F 'ALL DYNAMIC: (11555)
set 8: 2 AND 3 (133)
set '6: 5 AND Nca 5 (79)'

set.7: P (4853) \

set ,8: ALL SOCIAL: (37749)

1144.1

'
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U85: C6mBINE SET 8 AND SET 3

C85: +0++CONIT:
Your search resulted in .lot .9 which eontains 198 documents.

To see references to the first few documeas type: show

1144.6
*****USER

SHOW

C86: ++++CONIT:

-1-

GY 68729 1
TrfLE: MODELING REGIONAL GROWTH FOR EFFEGTIVE AGRICULTURAL PLANNING

AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION
IN LIANG, T ; VIETH G
OS - UNIV. OF HAWAII, AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STA., AGRICULTURAL

.

ENGINEERING, GILMORE HALL, ROOM 102, HONOLULU, HAWAII, 96822

PP - 10/76 TO 9/77
FY, - 77

SPO.- Hawaii State Government, Honolulu, Hawaii
CN - 0068729; hAW00523-S

AN - Gy 43458

-d87: [User hits BREAK key while output is coming from remotellost]

*

C87 ACtion/messages abort'ed; you may continue when you get' the USER cue.

,1145.8
*****USER::
'N

U8:, SHOW ALL SET 9 D1-198 OFF

.

11 0

.14

:k,k.
.1'
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C89: ++++CON1T:
Sending mail addx-ess

YOUR OFF-LINE PRINT NUMBER IS P0084524.
OFF-LINE PRINT WOMPLETED.

You may now see other information cmi yAur search results; type: e show
For explanation of other actions you may now do type: e commands

1147.0
P****USER::

U90: STOP

C90: ++++CONIT:
End of SOC/ORBIT session. Time statistics:
TERMINAL SESSION FINISHED 12/20/77 ,845 A.M. (PACIFIC l'IME)

'1

ELAPSED TIME ON SSIE: 0.50 HRS.
TOTAL ELAPSED TI1vM: 0.51 HRS.

Logged-off SOC/ORBIT.
The phone will be hung up.
Phone hung'up.
Phone line detached
Thank you for using CONIT.
12/20/77 1147:8 est Tue
You may hang up your connection now:

1
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APPENDIX C

OUFLINE INSTRUCTION MATERIAL

The materials reproduced in this Appendix were presented to the

e/oerimental users as explained in Section 3. The briefing was read to

each-EU. The)other materials were given in the form of a printed handout

to the three Ws from Group A.

LiSt of Materials

1. Briefing

.2. [tow to Develop a Search Strategy (two pages)

3. Attachment 1: Work Sheet for Search Terms and Databases (one page,

as filled out by EU1)

4. Attachment 2: Professional Fields and Corresponding Databases (seven

pages)

5. Attachment 3: Database Descriptionsjone page of 14 in Attachment 3)

6. 'Attachment 4: Alphabetical list of Databases, by CONIT N'ame and:

Number (one page)
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PRE-SESSION BRIEFING FOR EU'S

We are attempting to de/sign a. computer interface that wi
- users to do their own searching in machine-stored biblio
We want your help in evaluating an experimp4tal interfac
that allows you to communicate with three different Inf
and Retrieval Systems located in various parts of the c

Our purpose in this experiment is to deterpine whether/
all the features that.are needed to enable you to do yo
We alSo want to know ab ut the undesirable or inconveni
the syStem as well as t e good ones.

I

4,

Oil

I enable end
raphic databases.
called CONIT
ation Storage

ntry.

not CONIT has
own searching.

nt features of

Although one or more experimenters will be on hand to help you out of
difficulties, we would like to see if you can master the system by your-
self and extract useful information from it. Please ask for help only t

if you feel hopelessly hung up.

We shall also app-:cim, your staying with us for a debriefing sessionw
afteriyou finish ..0.hing. How/much time do you have today?

\_ To assist u--; [m illerpreting results of the experiment, kindly let us know
'mbout any zTe,:tal tcactions and impressions you have as you progress.. You
can expreess them or;lly, or note theni\on a pad or on the printout paper.

Printouts of references can be obtained online or offline. We request
that you limit the offline references toa total-of 200. -These will:be
furnished to you free of charge When we get them, in about a week. We
also plan to do out own search on your problem. Any new documents that.
seem relevant will be sent to You.

Please (19 117 be afraid that you may damage the system; it is essentially
damage-pioof.

we are required by law to ask your permission to use the rbsults of this
bxperiment in our report. We shall identify participants by their EU
'Timbers only. May .we him yoUr permission? You are, of course, free to
discontinue the experiment at'any time.

crhe following was reid to EU's in Group A only.]

Here are instructions for developing a search strategy. When you think you ,

have a good set of search terms and databases in which to search, please
begin working at the qnsole. Kindly leave the'list of search terms you 4,

have compiled when you leave.
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HOW TO DEVELOP.A SEARCH STRATEGY

Before using CONIT, you should plan a search strategy. Here are some

suggestions:

1.. Compile a List of Search Terms

*Write down a list of words that describe the topic on which you are seek-

ing information; a work sheet is' attached for.your convenience. YOur list

should.intlude broad,- general termS luch.as'the-professional diScipline(S)

or Subdistipline(s) to which youf pyon4em is relatedbless general terns,

and narrow, specific terms. Break/Your search topic into concepts and list (

words.that ,characterize the concepts. Try also to think of synbnyms for the

words you write down. This list should help you get st rted, but it may turn

out that additional terms will show up ps you prOceed.

We wapt to emphasize strongly the importance

wOrds and phrases that describe your problem.

'2. Seleetion of Systems and Data Bases

\,Enter on your work sheet the data bases that are likely to clontain docu-

ments pertaining to yodr search terms. An alphabetized list of professional

fields and data bases that cover the fields is attached. Also appended is e

detailed.description of each 'data base. Try to match data bases io your search

terms. Bear in mind that, for,completeness, you may want to search more than

one data base; the computer will explain how to change data bases:

of listin many different

3. Hints on Searching *

Getting Started .

Stirt with the search term you,think will most likely yield useful docu,

'ments. In general, it is preferable to use single-word terms that.indicate

specifically the kex concepts in your topic. You can ask:t\ he computer to

explain how to combine results from your single-word search s. Instructions

on how to make your request'are available in covr.

Documents are often inaexed, -in part, from a carefullY co,trolled classifi-

cation scheme and a controlled vocabulary. To get started, therefore, you say

have to.guess what some of these terms are. Sometimes your search term will

yield no documents only because ifs form differs slightly from:the allowable

one. For example, a search on 'automatization' may be'negative becaule the

allowable term 1..5 'automation'. To determine if youy term is close to an

2

114
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Search Strategy

aeteptable term, you may ask for a display of index terms in the data base

that. are alphabetically near your term. Your tern will then be placed in

alphabetical relationship to allowable'terms, such+ iA the example.just

cited, autoktted, automatiOn [automatization], automaton ... The command

for accomplishing this is: show index followed by the search term you

want placed in alphabetical context.

Once a few documents are found, you may discover additional g000d search

terms by looking at all the information available for each document. The

command is: show all. Details of how to use this command will be availa-

ble when'you get online.

No Documents Found

4 1

If nosdocuments are found, tty searching on synonymous terms, or try

broader terms, or look for valid terms with the show index _command.

Too Many Documents Found

If too many documents,are found, most'of which appear irrelevant, you

may reduce the number of Arrelevant documents in these ways:

a) By searching on narrower, more specific terms

b) By followiN a search that yields many irrelevant documents with

one or more searches on narrow specific terms, and then combining

the new sets with the first set. You can ask the computer to give

an explanation of how to do this.

c) By searching on two-word and three-word phrases.

A final hint: Be flexible as your searching progresses. There are no.hard

and fast .seayh-strategy rules.. Be prepared to alter your searpll)lan. as.

you'prcigress. :

. _When you feel you have an initial search plan, begin your searching at'

the CONr terminal. Step-by-step instructions will 'be given to you by CONIT.

a tachments:
Work sheet

(2) list of professional fields
(3) Description ordata bases
(4) Alphabetical List of Data Bases

t.



Attachment 1

; WORK SHEET

FOR

SBARCH TERMS AND DATA BASES

1

Search Terms CONIT Desisnations for Data lases

Numbar Nano

56 a '727

53 Ps %kg

56 6 LEI AIR:,

1 /lc.. /6/--.....70.s : t , 1 ,oc.sc..1

hir.:,,, reil.....ve...-...... Se, Lrices
54 c.e..

1: :.)-L 7r-1.!/?(:.7, :"?'/ / e..5 62
\

'....;.:.4.07...e.._

I te' ""/e.evs
z ...... I, 'i.., ", ' -5

k
, t.4..'4::Cri/2,'.."1: :, Ii.1 /:,4:

I

ter% \
Holm

,: t,

Cws)

pi.' L. ioiti-f I

--%144.15"

4.t1
I. fJor.'

it

X 44 -1

. : ,

(10 doc;)
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PROCESSIONAL FIELDS AND CORRESPCNDING DATA BASES

Accounting

(C) ACCOUNTANT, 62b

16) BUS, 61; PANACX, 62a

Acoustics

(G) IHYS, 12; tE, 27: ENGIN; 21

See also: .Physics

Aeronautics

o4 ENCHN, 21; NTIS, 71; SCI, 11

Agriculture.

(C), AGRICa4; llb; AGRIRES, 41r; AGRIUS, 41a

(S) FOOD, 4Ic

See also: Business, Engineering, General, Nutrition,

Science

Air Pollution

(C) AIRPOLLUT, 35b

(G) POLLUT,-35a; NTIS, 71; ENV1R, 34

See also: EnvirOnstemtel Science

Aluminum

(C) AL614, 24b

(G) METALS, 24a; ENGIN, 21 4'

Animal Science

See: Life Sciences, Agriculture

AnthropolOgy

(G) SOCSCI, S7b: 93C, 52; BIOSIS, 42

' See also: Social Sciences

Aquatic Sciences

(C) OCEAN, 3a; AQAU, 33b

(S) 1I051S,

Archaeology

(G) SOCSCI, SI

See also: Hist ry

Art

4 W1, Mt_

Artificial Intern ace

(G) EE, 22;-NITTS, 71; ENGIN; 21; NE, 23,

AANG,'Ssa

Astronomy .

(G) . PIINS..121 SCI. 11; NTIS, 71

(S) NETEOR,.32
A

Astriphysics

(G) Min, 12; SCI., 11; ETU, 71

.(S). METEOR, 32

.AtacIscheric Sciences

(G) NT1S, 71; METEOR, 32

(5) AIRP014,112, 35b- .

Set also: Earth and Space Sciences

I, SI

Audio-visual Materials

(S) EDAV, 56c; MEDAV, 43b

..
Bank int

(G) MANAGE,' 61; FED, 54a; 110S, 3

Sem also: Economics

Biochemistry

(G) MEDUNE, 43; CHE177, 13a; CHEN72, 13b:

CHEM70, 13c; OIEMIN, 13i; BIOSIS, 42; SCI, 11;

!MIS, 71 .

See also: Medical Scientes, 'Chemistry, Life

Sciences

Bioeligineering

(6) MEDLINE, 43; ENGIN, 21; NTIS, 71; BIOSIS, 42;

EE, 22
t

ee also: Life Sciences

Biology

(C) DIOSIS, 42

See also: Life Sciences, Dictionaries (p. 7)

Slometrics

(G) BIOSIS, 42

See also: 1ife'Sciencss

Biophysics

(G) SIOSIS, 42; PHYS, 12

See also:. Life Sciences

Botany
.

f .

(G) HOSTS, 42; AGMS, 41a; AGR1C001, 41b; AGSMS, 41r

Se, also: 'Life Sciences

Ilusiness

(C) SUS 41 '

(S) ACCOONTANT.'62b; CHEMNEWS,,66a; ONOGNENS. 66b;

HARKETAB, 63a; NARNETIN, di; NARKETNON, 63n;',.

OILNEWS, 37w; STAUS, 64b; STATUSFINE, 64c;

'STATREG, 644; STATFRN, 64f;.STATFRNT1ME, 64g;

STATPLANT, Bea

See alSo:' Economics, NInagement, SpecialDate lases
(p. 7). 1

,

C I. data bases that arc central to the disciplime

0 data bases that cover tho discipline and
others, too

S d ta bases for a specific subdiscipline

1
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Profesional Fields and Corresp. Data Baces

Cancer Vemograp4

(C) CANCER, 46; CANCERRES, 46r (G) SOCSCI, SI; SOC, 52; STATUS, 64b; STATUST1ME, 64c

Se. also: Nedical Sciences Dermatology

Cardiology See: NOrdica1 SCiences

Medical Sciences Dissertations

Chemistry.- (C) THESES, 74

(C) CHEM72, 13a; CHEN72, 13b; CHEN70, 13c; Drug*

CHEMIN, 131; See: Pharmacology

(G) SCI, 11; NEDLINE, 43; NTIS, 71

(s) CHEMNEWS; 66a; PATCHEM27, 261; PATC4EN50.26b;

PATCHEMCA 26c; PAPER, 26p; TOX, 44; Earth and Space Sciences

79XEFF, 44d (C) METEOR, 32

Se, also: Dietionaries (p. 7), Medical (G) SCI, 11; NTIS, 71

Sciences, Patents (S) GEOREE, 31; OCEAN 35a; AQUA, 33b; EMIR, 34

Chemical Engineering See also: Climatology, Environnintel Science,

(G) ENGIN, 21 i Geochemistry, Geology, Oceanography. Soil Science.

Sec also: Chodistry Space Science

Child Abuse, Economics

(C) CHILDAB, 52b (C) BUS, 61; MANAGE, 62

Seer also: Education (G) PUSLIC. 54c; SOCSCI, SI; NTIS, 71, HIST, 17e;

Climatology FED, 54s; ANHIST, 57b

(G) NETE0f, 32; ENVIR, 34 Sao also: Business

Sew also: Earth Space Saences Educaiion

Clinical Sciences . (C), ED, 56a; VOTECH, 56d

:Soo: Medical Sciences (G) SOCSCI, SI; PSYCH, 55; LANG, SS

Coemunications (S) EDEXCHILD, 56b; EOM', S6c

See: Engineering or Library and Information Ur- Ss. also: Patents

vices, Linguistics Electrical Engineering

CompUtational Linguistics (C) BE, 22'

(G) EE, 22; SOCSCI, 51; NTIS. 71; LANG, S5a (G) ENGIN: 21; SCI, 11; NTIS, 71; Ni, 23

Computer Science See also:" Engineering; Business, Patents

(;) EE, 72 Electrianics

., See also: Electrical Engineering; Engineering See: Electrical Engineering

Construction Energy

(G) ENGIN. 21: NTIS, 71; ME, 237 (C) ENERGY, 36; OIL, 37a; OILNEWS, 37w

Ste also: Business (G) ENGIN, 21; ME, 23; ENVIR, 34

Contracts See also; Physical Sciences

See: Contracts and Grants, p. 7 Engineering

Counseling (C) ENGIN, 21

(G) ED, 56a; PSYCM, 53. (G) SCI, 11; NITS.. 71

Us also: Education, Psychology '(S) BE, 22; ME, 23; METALS, 24e; ALUM, 24b

Current Events See also: Bioengineering, Physics, Chemistry,

(g FEDNON, 54n; FED, 54a Business

(S) CRECORD, 54b; CHENNEWS, 645n; DOUGNEWS, 66b;

OILNERS, 37w C dita basis that ard central te thy discipline
Gdate bases that cover iht discipline aid others, too'

See also: Political Science S data bases for a specific subdiscipline
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Professional Fields 6 Corrasp. Data Bases

Fntonology

(t) 1110SIS, 42

See also; Life Sciences

Environmental Science

(C) ENVIR, 34

(G) SC1, 11; NT1S, 71; MARKETAB,

ENERGY, 3b; AGRIUS, 4Ia; ME,

AGRIC04, 41b;
.4

(S) BIOSIS, 42; GEOREF, 31; OCEAN, 33a1

POLLUT, 35a; A1RPOLLUT, 35b; AQUA, 33b;

63a; ENGIN,

23;

METEOR, 32

Epilepsy

(C) EP1L, 45

See also: Medicel Sciences

Ethnography and Ethnology

(G) socsceil

(S) HIST, 57a; AMHIST, 57b

Ethology

(G) PSYCH, 53 .

See also5Life Sciences

Fish

(G) OCEAN, 33a; AQUA, 33b; BIOSIS, 42

See also: Agriculture, Lift Sciences

Food Technology

(C) FOOD, 41c

(G) BIOSIS, 42; ENGIN, 21

See also: Nutrition

Forestry

4 (G) AGR1US, 41a; AGRICON, 41b; ACRIRES, 41r

See also: Earth and Space Sciences

FounAations, Charitable - page 7

General (All Fields)

(C) MIS, 71; LIOCONE, 72e; LIOCONF, 72f;

'IMES, 74

Genetics

(G) BIOS'S, 42; NEDLINE, 43

; See also: Life Sciences

Geochemistry

(G) GEOREF, 31; OIL, 37a

See also: Chemistry, Earth 4 Space Sciences,

Geológy

-113-

Geography

SOCSCI, 51

See also: Social Sciences

Geology

(G) GEOREF, 31

21; See also: Earth 6 Space Science!

Geophysics

(C) GEOREF, 31

See also: Earth 4 Space Sciences, Physics

'Geosciehces

See: Earth A Space Sciences, Physical Sciences

Grants

See: Contracts and_Grants, p.7

History

(5) HIST, 57a; SI, 57b

See also: the professional fioid about which histor-

ical information is being sought

Horticulture

Set: .Agriculture

Humanities

(S) HIST, 57a; AMHIST, 576; ART, SB; LANG, 55a;

LIOINFO, 55b

Hydrology

(G) METEOR, 32; NTIS, 71

Se also: Earth 4 Space Sciences
et

Imunology

(G) BIOSIS. 42; IDLIN 43

See a1so: Life Scie

Industrial Engineering

(G) ENGIN, 21; NE, 23; EE, 22; NTIS, 71

See also: Business

Information Science

(C) LIBINFO, SSb

(G) SOCSCI, SlrEE, 22; NT1S, 71; ED, 56a

Insects

Set: Entomolori

Instrumentation Technology ,

(G) ENGIN, 21; EE, 22; NE,

International Affairs

(C) PUOLIC, Sec-

See also: Political Science

IMPS

2$; NTIS. 71 ),

C.. data bases that aro central to the discipline
G data bases that cover tErSisCipline 4 others, too
5 data bases for a specine subaiscipline

14,
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Plofessionnl Fic.Itls 4 Corrosp. Data Bases

Law

(() FED, 51a; HONOR, 54n; CRECORO; 54b;

BUS, 61

See: Political Science and also the professional

fields about which 14gal .information is being_

sought.

.Library and Inforpetion Services

(C) LIBINFO,.55b

(G) SOCSC1, 51; ED, 56a; NT1S, 71; FE, 22;

AGMS, 4Ia

lif Sciences

(C) BIOSIS, 42 A

(G). AGRIUS, 41a;-AGRICO14, 41b; AGRIRES, 41r;

MEDL1NE, 43; SCI, 11; NTIS, 71; SOC, 52

See also: Medical Sciences

Linguistics

(C) LANG, 55a

(G) SOCSCI, 51; ep, 56a

See also: Computational LinguistiCs

Citerature

(G) tANG, 55a;SOCSCI, SI

Medical -Sciences (continued)

. Sep also! Cancer, Fpilepc;;) Dictionaries (p. 7),

Pharnacology, Psychology, Toxicology

Metallurgy

(0 METALS 24a

Metals

(C) METALS, 24a

(6) EWGIN, 21; PHYS. 12

(S) ALUM, 24b

Meteorology

(G) METEOR 32

See also: Earth and Space Sciences

Microbiology

(Gf 1I0515, 42; NEDLINE, 43

See also: Life Sciences

Mining

(G) ENGIN, 21

See also: Metals

Molecular Biology

(G) 1110515, 42

See'also: Life Sciences

Notor Vehicles

(G) ERGIN, 21; ME, 23; SAE. ?

Natural Resources

Management See: Environmental Science

(C) MANAGE, 62; BUS, 61 Naval Technology

See also:. Business, Eeonomics (G) ENGIN, 21; OCEAN, 33a; WIS. 71: 112, 23

Materials Science Neurology

(G) PHYSICS, 12; NTIS, 71 (S) EPIL, 45

(5) ALUM, 24b; METALS, 24a; PAP2R, 26p S. also: Medical Sciences

See also: Chemistry, Engineering Noise Pollution

MathematiCs (G) POLLUT, 35a; ENVIR, 34; NTIS, 71; AGR1US, 4Ia

(G) SCI, 11 Seo also: Environmental Science

See also:,,Accounting, Computer Science, Statistics, pro

Nuelear Science and Engineering
Mechanical Engineoring

(C) NE, 23
(G) PHYS, y2;-ENGIN, 21; EE, 22; NTIS, 71

(5) PATENTS, 25
See also: Physics

8 Nucleonics
See also.: Engineering

(G) PHYS, 12
Mechanics

See also: Physics
(G) PHYS, 12: NE) 23

See also:- Physics

Medical Sciences

(q) MOLINE, 43; NEDNOW, 43m

(G) BIOSIS, 42; SCI, 11; !MIS, 71

(5) 142DAV, 43v; NEOMON. 430

A

_AL
.

C data bases that are central to the discipline.

data bases that cover the discipline 11 ethers, too

S data Bases for a specific subdiscipline )
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Profossional Fields Corresp. Data Oases

Nutrition Physics

(G) MEDLINF, 43; BIOSIS, 42; AGAIUS, 41a; (C) PHYS, 12

ACRICOM, 41h; ACR1RES, 41r; ta:DNOW, 43 (G) SCI, 11; NTIS, 71; 111051S, 42; GrODEV, SI

See also: Food TeChnology, Medical Sciences See also: Chemistry, Engineering

o Physiology

(G) MEDLINE, 43; 110515, 42

See alsot Life Sciences

Oceanography Phytopathology

(C) -OCEAN, 31E -SOFIA 33b (C) BiOSIS, 42; AGRIUS, 41a; ACR1CO4, 4Ib

(G) NT1S, 71 See also: Agriculture

See also: Earth and Space Sciences Plants

Oil (G) RIOSIS, 42; ACAIUS, 41a; ACRICON, 41b;

See: Petroleum AGR1RES, 41r; FOOD, 41c

Optics Se. also: Life Sciences

(G) PHYS, 12 Political Science

Seo also: Physics (C) rUSLIC 54c

Ordnance (C) SOCSCI, SI; HIST, Sla; AMHIST, 57b

(G) NT1S, 71;'MARKETDOD Sd See also: U.S. Government

See also: Engineering Pollution

(C) POLLUT, 3Si

(S) AIRPOLLUT, 35b

Set also: Environmental Science, Noise Pollution,

Paper Water Pollution

: (C) PAPER, 26p Population P

See also: Chemistry, Forestry (G) STITUS, 64b; STATUSTIME, 64c; STATREG, 64d

;Patents Se *lab: Demography

-(C) PATDER, 25a; PATIFI, 75b Poser Engineering

(S) PATCHEN77, 26a; PATCHEN50, 26b; (C). ENERGY, 36; OILNEWS, 37s

PATCHENCA, 26c (G) ES, 22

See also:. Dictionaries, p. 7 Sim also: Energy
,..

'Pathology Printing and Publishing.

(G) SIMS, 42 , (G) LANG, SSa; LIBINFO, SSb

See also: Medical Sciences, Site also: Engineering

Pedagogy Propulsion Systems

See: Eciucation See: Aeronautics, Naval Technology, Engineering

Petrbleum. . Psychiatry

.04 :gm 37a; OMENS, 17M, (G) NEOLINE, 41; PSYCH. Si; SCT, 11; SOCSCI, SI

See-afso: Energy See also: Nedical Sciences

Pharmacology . 4 Psychology

(G) MOLINE. 43; TOX, 44; TOXEFF, 444 (C) PSJóI, 51

(S) ORUGNENS,' 471t (G) DiINE 41; socsci, 51; scf, 11; MOMS, 42;

See plso: Medical Sciences NTIS. 71.- LANG. 15t

Philosophy Public Affairs

(G)t WIWI, SI; HIST, 57a; AMHIST. S7b (C) PUBLIC, 54c

Physical Sciences See also: Political Science

slk

11

Soo also: Chemistry, Earth 4 Space Sciences,

Engineering, General, Physics ;

C data base* that are gestrel to the discipline

G data bases Chat cover the discipline 6 Othors,to,

S 44'4 bases for a specific subdiscipline
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rlarssiuual Fieid% 4 coprev. 0,t,

Pubiic neskith

() MUNE, 43; SOMA. SI; 810515. 47

Sea alsd: Hedical Sciences

Radibbiology

(G) MEDLINW143; BIOS1S, 42

See also: Life Sciences

Refining

See: Petroleum

Research-and Development

(C) NT1S, SS1E, 73

((1) SOCSCI, SI T

(S) AGR1RES, 41r; CANCERRES, 461

Robotics

(C) ENGIN, 21; FE, 22; ME, 23

See also: Artificial Intelligence

Science

(C) SCI, 11

See also: 'Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, Social

. Sciences, General

Social Sciences

(C) SOCSCI, SI

See also:, Economics, Education, Library and Infor-

mation Services, Linguistics,*Political Science,

Psychology, Sociology

Sociology

(C) i0C. .54.

, (G) PUBLIC, Sec; SOCSCI, SI; HIST. 57a, ANHIST, $7b
-x.

Soil Science ,

0 (G) AGRIHS, 41a; AGRICON, 41b; AGSIRES, 41r

See also: Forth and Space Scidficea

Space Sciences ,

IQ 8I0515, 42; METEOR, 32; phY5,.1

See also: Faith and Space Scienems

Space Technology 's

(G) ENGIN, 21; NTIS, 11, SCI. 11 c,

Sem also! Earth and Spice Se1encs, SrCe Sciences

Statistics .

.

.

(C) SC1, 11; SUS, 61 '1

.

(S) STATUS.. 64b;) STAIUSTIWF., 64c: !RAMC, 644 i,

STATFOU4.

SX

; STAIERNIINE,'1;,64 STATOLANTAde

. '3

Surgery

See: edichl Scicnces

Syribiosis

(G) BlOSIS, 42

See also: . Life Sciences

Technology'

See: Engineering

Textiles

(C) EMS, 21; ME, 23

See also: Chemistry

Toxicology

(C) lOX, 44, TOXEFF. 44d

(G) A1RPOLLUT, 3Sb

See itlso: 'Medical. Sciences

Trade and Commerce

See: "lusinmse:

Transportation Systems

(C) ENGIN, 21; NTIS, 71; NE, 23

Se. also: Nbtor Vehicles, Aeronautics,

Naval Technology

,..Urban Planning

(G) NTIS, 71; SOCSCI, SI; ANHIST, S7b;

AGRIUS, 411; AGRICON, 41b; ENV1R, 34

;Se also: Political Science

U.S. Congress

(C) CRECORD, 54b

See also; . U.S. Government

U.S. Government

(C) FED,-S4a, FEONOM, S41i

(G) /ANH1ST, S7b; STATUS, 64b: NTIS, 71;

PUBLIC, 54e; MANAGE. 62

(5) CRECORO,54b

.S4m alsO: Political Science

U.S, history

(C) AOIIIST, S7b

U.S. Indutrial Firms

(C) STATPLANT, 44a

Se. also: Ousineas

U.S. Statistics

(C) STATUS. 64b; STATUSTINE, 64c; STAIREG, 644

C data bases that'aie central tti the discipline
G,. data ilmses that corei7TR-lisciplIns 6 others,too
1 data bases for a specific subdiscipline,



Professional rields 5 Corresp. D3tft Bases

Veterinary Sciences

(G), AGRIUS,..41a; AGRICON, Alb; AGRIRES, 41r;

BIOSIS, 42-

See also: Agriculture, Life Sciences

Virology

(G) REDLINE, 43
...

See alio: Life Sciences.

Water Pollution

(G) POLLUT, 35a; OCEAN, 33a; ENVIR, 34;

Nil& 71, AGRIUS, 41a; AQUA, 33b

See also! Environmental Science

Wildlife

(G) BIOS1S, 42; ENVIR, 34

See also: Animals, Fish, Life Sciences

Zoology

See: Animal %Ione*

-117

Special Data Bases

Contracts and Grants

(C) FDNGRANTS, 6Sc; GRANTS, 6Sa; NARKET000, 634

See also: Business.

Dictionaries:

Biological Terms - BIOTERN, 42t

Chemical Names and Structuxes CHENTERM, 13t

Chemical Terms - MOCHEATERM, 43s

Medical Subject Headings - SIEDTERN, 43t

Medical Terms - REDDIENTERN, 435

Patent Classification Codes - PATTERN, 25t

Tpamologicel Terms - TOXTERN, 44t

Foundations, Charitable

(C) FONDIR, 65b

C data bases that ars central to the discipline

4 data bases that cover the discipline 11 'Others too

S data bases for a Ipecifiesubdiscipline

0
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Attachment 3

DATA BASE DESCRIPTIONS

CiVen below are descriptions of the data bases accessible through CONIT, the

experimental interface to retrieval systems. The data bases are listed in order

of the number bk which they are referred to in CONIT.

The foraat of the listings is shown in ihe following example:

CONIT
No.

r-

CONIT
Name

--
Code letter of
system having
the data base;1
data base nail.
(and np.) as
given in the
system.

11. SCI (D:SCISEARCH(34))

Years of!
coverage

1974 -*;

--

Size' of] Site2 and
data base frequency

as of 1 of update
Sept. '771+ ;

t

1,700,000 + 42,000/mo;

(SHORT DESCRIPTION OF DATA BASE)

Usage
cost/

of
conned
time

Freoist

3
per

cord
of off-
line ,-
printout

$70/hr + $0.10/rec.

1 Code Letters: D = DIALOG; N NLM/MEDLINE; 0 ORBIT; S = SUNY/NEDLINE

2 Approximate number of documents; a data base that is no longer being updated
is tagged "mune after its size listing.

3. Cost is for getting all information in one document's computer record printed
offline and mailed to user; partial information may cost somewhat less.

No final date means coverage to present date.

NOTE: If the information is different for-different systems, then it is given
in.the order in 14ich the systems are listed:

10. PHYSICAL §CIENCES (PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY)

11. SCI [D:SCISEARCH(34)).1974-; 1,700,000 + 42,000/mo; $70/hr * $.10/rec.

Covers all fields of physical, biological, and medical literature. Corres-

ponds to Science Citation Index published by Institute for Scientific Information.

Articles citing a giv'en author or paper can be retrieved.

12. PHYS (D:INSPEC,PHYSICS(12)] 1969-; 500,000 + 7,000/mo; S4t/hri. $.10/rec..

Covers the field of physics. Corresponds to ScienCe Ab-stracts - A published

by ths TEE (Institute of Electrical Enfineers, Londion).

13a. CHEM77 [D:CA CONDENSATES(4)] 1977-; 240,000 +,12,000/2wk; $45/hr * $.16/rec.,

tovers the fields of chemistry and chemical engineering. Corresponds to

Chemical Abstracts Indexes (no abstracts) published by Chemital Abstracts Ser-

vices. Also indexed by CASIA terms (see data base 13i).

13b. 410472[D:CA CONDENSA1ES(3)) 1972-16; 1,772,194 (FI,XED); $35/hr + $.05/rec.

40:CNENCON] 1972; 1,900,000+12000/2 uk; S60/hr + $.12/veC.

SAM coverage as CHEN177 without CASIA terms.
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At tachment 4

ALPHABETICAL 1.1 ST Of DA FA RAS! St BY CO\ 11 NAME R

Name Number \ ame Numhe r

P.IANAGE
ACCOUNTANT 2b 62a

MAR,X.TAB 63aAGR !US 41a
P41.44F.T000 63dAGR I COM 4 lb
M

AGB I RES 41r ARKET IN 63i
MAR kET\ 63rA 1 RPOLLUT 356
ME 2324b
MLU

Mit I S7. S71/
AV

?COMMIE Cis33b
MEDLINE 43ART 58 MEM& 43m
ME DNOW 43nilOSIS 42
ME IYEE! I 43tB IOIERM 42 t

BUS 61 METALS 24a
METEOR 37

CANCER
CANCERRES
CHEM77
CHEM72
CHEI470
CHEMIN
CHEMNEWS
CHEMTERM
CHILDAB
CRECORD

DR( IGN.EWS

ED

EDAV
EDEXCH 11.0
EE
ENERGY
ENGIN
ENVIR
EPIL

FDND IR
FDNGRANTS

FED
FEDNOW

FOOD

GEOAE

GRANTS

HIST

LANG .

.LIFICONE
LIBCONF

AIRINFO

I?

46
47r NT I S 7 I

13a
13b OCEAN- 33

13c OI L 3- a

131 0 I I.NEhS

66a
13t

52b PAPER 26p
54b PATCHEMSO 26b

PATCHE,-r 7 26a
66b PATC1IEMCA 26c

PATDE R 25a
PATIFI 2Sb

56a
PATTERM 25 t

56c
PHYS 12

56b
POLLUT 35322
PSYCH 55

36
PURL C 54c

21

34
SC1 11

45
SOC 52

S005C I 51

65b SS IE 73
STATER% 64 f

54a STATFRNT I MI: 64g

54n STATP1 ANT 643

41c STATRIG 6-Id
STATUS

31
STATUS11.4E b4c

6Sa THESES 74

TOX 44
TOXEFF 44d

57a , TOXTERM 44 t

553
72e.

721
SSb

, 56d

Y-1$
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APPENDIX D

DTTAILS OF EXPERIMENTAL SESSIONS

(In this appendix, we summa4ize some details of the experimental

sessions which are pertinent.to the analysis given in the body of the

report. In this summary we emphasize the problems encountered by the EU's

in handling system mechaiiics. Search strategy considerations are discussed

in Section 3.

EU1

1. EU1 came to the session with a written list of 11 terms from the

ERIC thesavus which she had found in browsing throAl a printe'd copy of the

thesaurus.

2.. EU1 was'confused by the message CONIT gave concerning delay in host

system response to several search commands. Rather than have CONIT wait for

%

the respon§e, she went on to give other commands, and hence lost the results

of those searches. After seeing this happen twice, the supervisor suggested

to the EU that she wait in those situations; the EU followed this advice sub-

.

sequently in the session. After.he session, that CONIT message was, revised

and caused no trouble for the remaining fiVe EU's.

3. EU1 asked how to request offline output. The supervisor asked her

to try to get the, planation through CONIT. The EU did find 'the corrA

explanation herself, but required four EXPLAIN commands to do it. This dif-

.

ficulty related, in part, to a general difficulty experienced by severalof

the EU!s: the problella of finding previous explanations in a mass of typescript.

4. EU1 had some trouble keeping track of the set numbers for the differ-

ent retrieved sets. At one point, she used a wrong set number in a COMBINE

%IP
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command and this hindered her search strategy formulation somewhat. (
S. EU1 looked at only standard (citation) output for the document

while she was online. This was one factor in misleading her into believing

she had retrieved documents of higher reflevance to her &Tic than was

act4lly'tbe case in some instances.

6. EU1 stopped the online session after a relatively short period

of time (SO minutes) because: (1) she was very happy to have retrieved a

number of good document references as a start toward a iesearch paper; and

(2) she "didn't want to use too much computer time" (a constraint we4had not

intended; see briefing in Appendix C).

EU 2

1. EU2 made many (eight) spelling errors caused by poor typing. As

with other EU's who,made relatively few errors of this type, he was able to

recover.from these errors fairly quickly.

2.. EU2 mL,tde a number of syntactical errors. Because he was not able

to understand.fully several features of the system, he could not always give.

e
.a cleat explanation , in the de6riefilhg, of what he was trying to do;

however, an littempt at such explanations is given below:

a) He gave "FIND" instead of "E FIND" when seeking an explanation

of the FIND command.

b) He tried to use COMBINE to "save sets".

c) He used "SHOW WINGS" to try to get output from the "WINGS"
5'

search. (He did ccnrrect this in his next .commnand.)

d) He tried to combine more than two sets at a time.

e) He typed "SHOW ALL D3 d" in order to get "type 3 information

[??? Maybe Set 3]. .CONIT took this to mean SHOW ALL for just
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1

document 3 in the current set (which was set 3); peril,

thereby, fortuitously doing what EU2 wanted.

P-

f) He had trouble figuring out how to get offline output. Because

the.hour was getting Iate, the supervisor showed the

was done.

how this

3. EU2 preferred the unabbreviated forms of commands as eas er to

understand when reviewing what he had done.

4. Despite all the problems,EU2 did do all the searching and online

output witbout human assitance and was highly pleased and satisfied with the

few relevant documents thus found.

EU3

1. Th6 retrieval system automatically logged out due to,excessive

time without interaction while EU3'was getting the search explanations.

CONIT's message was: "The phone connection and retrieval system have been
,

disconnected." .The following dialogue ensuu between the EU and the super-

visor:

EU: "Did the system crash?"

SUP: s"Yes, what do you think you should do to
A

EU: "Pick it again".

SUP "Good!"

t it back?"

. ,

EU3 then picked khe dat elagain and was reconnected without additional

problems.

2. The "TIME.OVERFLOW" message was received by CONIT from ORBIT

while waiting forsthe.response to a search. Due,to a bug in'the CONIT rules
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(since fixed) , this caused CONIT to hang up, rather than send ORBIT the

request to cdhtinue searching. The super sor forced CONIT to do what it

was supposed to have done, and then returne control to the EU.

1

3. This EU (3) made the errOr several times of omit ing the space

after the _command name. He easily understood the problem an

continue quickly with the'correct format.

was able t(5

4. The supervisor suggested termination of the online sessiow after
t

110 minutes for reasons of time, and because EU3 washaving some difficulty

understanding the indexing in this database (see discussion in text).

The supervisor permitted the EU to-exceed the nominal limit of 200 offline

references in or er to allow the session to be completed without losing the

current results.

S. 'The Ey was very pleased with his use of CONIT: he estimated he

had saved about tyweeks of researching intthe library.

EU4
4

1. EU4, as'clid other EU's, complained about the diffis,ulty of

looking back in the (lengthy) typescript to iefer to previously printed

explanations.
/

2. The first attempt to pia the PAYS (INSPEC) database foundered

on thelU's attempt to connect tp DIALOG over TYMNET. EU4 was somewhat con-

fused by the CONIT message suggestVIg he pick another''system, since he had

picked a database Ian oversight in bringing the new CONIT's messages fully
\

into the virtual-system mode): liprerthelessEU4 was able to overcome the

problem by simply reissuing his PICK request.
. ,

.nfkylitS,T,4^'
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40)*
3. EU4 was, as were other Ell's, left unsure of what to expect

4

when CONIT said it would show "theNfirstifew" documents. (CONIT did this

betause its simplified translation -- at that tiMe -- of the SHOW command

to the "PR / NT command resulted in a Jariable number of document references.)

4. EU4'noted a mistake in the CONIT explanation Of the COMBINE

command (the word "and" had been used instead of "or" in one example).*

5. Due to a bug in its rules, CONIT asked the user if he wanted

, to wait after handling a user BREAK request:- EU4 recoverpd from this con-

fusion after a prompt from theisupervisor that implicitly suggested he

answer "no" to the faulty CONIT message.

6. EU4 was somewhat confused about how muk times he should wait

for response from a search', but this did-not prevent his continuing and

getting the results.

\ 7.. An unexpected and unexplained message from DIALOG,"Msg froni

)0050:HISPEED LINE TEST",was passed on to the EU along with. Ne, results from

a search, Thq.inessage did not -seem to bother EU4...
8. EU4 issued the command SHOW INDEX I, aqaparentlytxpecting to see

part of a thesaurus classification. He recovered quickly ("Oh, this is an

Index".) and immediately issued the semuntically correct command, "SHOW INDEX
\

ELECTRON. 0

49.'Due to a logical error in a CONIT rule, several ofethe Elils searches

on the 'referepce tags! (e.g., E6) for terms found from SHOW INDEX requests

were done incorrectly. lrhe,superVisor, on this, recommended that

searching only 'on the full spelling of terms be done. EU4 followed these

directions, but his searching was hindered.

7-7 +-4-?-4e,4:
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10. EU4 misreaa the instructions to type "SHOW MORE" to continue

a SHOW INDEX output; he typed just "MORE" first, and then "SHOW MORE", but

CONIT was not prepared to handle that erroneous sequenCé. EU444a; able to

recover by redoing the original SHOW INDEX command, but this did slow down

his searching.

11. E1J4.was confused by the headings "Type" and "RT" in the SHOWS

,INDEX response. (These headings were superfluous in the given context; they

apply only if thesaurus information is available.)

12. EU4 was confused by the free-vocabulary component of the INSPEC

database indexing. He wondered why there were not more documents posted

under these terms (as there would be if they were well indexed controlled

terms).

-13. EU4 asked for "E FIND BETTER" (dxplanation for improving pre-

cision) when he probably (should have) wanted "E FIND MORE" (to improve'

recall). ,

14. The truncated search'on "electron" resulted in an overflowres-

ponse for which CONIT was not prepared to help t,ke user. This.failure stifled

a potentially effective line of searching.

15. The communications, with DIALOG were theri disrupted and EU4 decided°

to try a different database: SCI.

16. EU4 tried to do an author search butwas foiled by thb variant

author format in this database (no comma after last name). In fact, EU4 wanted ,

,to do a citation search 'which was not yet possible in the virtual mode. He

also tried 4successfullyto use SHOW INDEX to see authors -- this'does not

work for DIALOG, for which one must search the author index.
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17. MULTICS crashed, forcing a prematuee termination of the session;

EU4 was disappointed with the limited results.

EU5

1. EU5 misread database "55a" as "55r" and used the wrong spelling

in an EXPLAIN DATA command.

2. EU5, still not appreciating the mistake, asked to EXPLAIN DATA

with the name of the database (LANd). Unfortunafely, the connection to DIALOG

required for this EXPLAIN did not work. This, perhaps, led EU5 to try to

PICK the §ystem DIALOG, rather than a database. He then asked for the

explanaf-ion of the LANG database again, which he finally got.

. EU5 used wrOng syntax to get explanation for the SCI database

(E SCI).--- although he had used the proper syntax twice before. This mis-

take may be linked to his.next mistake in believing that he was donnected to

SCI 1511 he was sfill connected to the default datt;base, ERIC.. This, in turn,
-

/

led to his searching in ERIC for 10 minutes befoi-e(realizing the mistake.

4. EU5 issued erroneous command E FIND E0, but then, intuitively

figured out thatIolt Should be FIND'E6.

5. Other syntactic errors were:

a) FIND SM (iorgot AUTHOR parameter)

b) COMBINE 1 AND 2 forgot SET parameter)

./'

c) FIND INDEX E8 (meant FIND E8).

6. BUS thought SHOW ALL would show all information on all documents.

.//

,7. BUS, was happy to have retrieved the documents he did, but would

have liked more'complete recall.

t
1/

,,,:.,6.1.1,4,,



EU6

1. E1J6, as did several other EU's, would have liked a print4d

reference manual to refer to.

2. EU6, as was 'true of several other EU's, did not always wait for

the USER cue. These mishaps caused minor delays, but generallytwere easily

understood and overcome.

EU6 searched on several problems; this prevented more in-d0pth

searching of.any one problem.

4. Late in the session, EU6 was unsure of the proper use df

COMBINE, even though he had used it properly earlier. The incomplete form,

COMBINE SET, led to the suggestion to E COMBINE, which in turn reminded EU6,

of the correct usage.

S. EU6,was happy to have retrieved the.documents e dia, but would

have preferred more complete recall.


